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PREFACE 
I began the· study of Co-operative Organization in 

India some two years back just to get a modi~m of infor
mation about it to enable me fo talk on it with some con
fidence to my students in the post-graduate classes. But 
I found the subject so fascinating, so full of hope for my 
country that. I 'dec~ded to offer to my countrymen a read
able account of what has been done by this movem!!nt, and 
for this movement in our country during the last twenty 
years. 

What Co-operation has done for India during this' 
short period is really wonderful. But what we (educatecl 
and well-to-do Indians) have done for it is equally wonder
ful. It shows how callously indifferent we can ~e to things 
that really matter; how we can waste time in a mere 
war of words. What great capacity we have of hyp
notizing ourselves into inactivity, while believing all the 
time that we are forging ahead towards the much coveted 
swara;! Let us think dispassionately for a moment and 
then ask ourselves: .. What is our contribution to the 
building up of the Indian Nation? Have we done any
thing towards the solution of those much vexed ques
tions such as the Problem of the Depressed Classes or 
the Problem of Untouchability, or the Problem of Mass
Indebtedness and. Poverty-problems on the solution of 
which the regeneration of India depends?" If I give 
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an unqualified answer there .is danger of my bemg nm 
down as a traitor to the cOllmtry 'and, worse than that" a 
henchman of the accursed bureaucracy. And yet to 'be 
honest to myself I .must say that what we have done 'in
deed in these directions is so little as to be almost negligi
ble. Of course, in words' we have done a great deal, 
Not a day passes when we do not hear of some pious, 
resolution p~ssed on 'OI;te or more of these subjects in one 
part of the country or another and that usually after'an 
impassioned harangue in: which everyone is lIun down 
for his or her apathy, of course, the lecturer and his pliant 
audience excepted. If empty words and pious resohltions 
had any potency in securing freedom for' pur country, 
we should have had it long ago. That we are neither 
economically nor politically free is beyond' dispute.. apd 
should be ehough to convince 'us that somethi~ more than 
mere words is necessary to take us to" the, desired go~l~ 
And that something is not to be found . in any easy short 
cuts of the quack variety but only In earne~t effort, for 

" Nature amotkerkind alike't().~ll • 
Grants, he; blessin$sat labours eamest call. 

She is a wonderful woman who is neither moved by tears 
nor threatened into submission, bu~ yields of her own accord 
when impressed by the earnestness of her suitor. And 
this is what I wish, with all ,t.he'earnestness at my com
mand, to impress upon every young mll-n and woman in 
this country.'India needs serious, sustained effort not for 
a day or a month but for years, may be, for a generation. or 
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two. It is only thep ;that we can hope to achieve swara;. 
No~ til~ then. And there is n~ better method either ,fot 

learning the habit of patient, unremitting toil, or for the ./ 
exercise of it than actual, work in the Co-operative Organi:' 

• zation. Within the folds of this movement th!!re 1S' hope 
I ioreveryone, weak or strong, poor or rich, literate orilli· 
terate, of doing service to himself and to the country of 

his birth. The stron~ can teach the weak to get strong, 
the rich can teach the poor t~ become rich and the 
educated can teach the uneducated and thus by the exer· 

. cise of mutual service raise the nation from the bottomless 
abyss of ignorance, poverty, debt and disease, in whicq 
,we.find it today, to those giddy heights, which even ~we 
in our wildest dreams of yesterday, or tomorrow havE' not 
been able and will not be able to picture to ourselves. 
That is why I look upon Co-operation as the, Hope of the 
Poor; and the Opportunity of the Rich. 

Will we young men and women respoJld to this urgent 
call of. our motherland? I believe we will. But if I have 
misjudged and the majority of my. countrymen will still 
prefer a life of selfish ease to the life of service and sacri· 
fice, which is the supreme need of our country, the need 
of the country must be satisfied if not today then tomorrow, 
i'f not by the sons of the soil then by her servants from' 
abroad. That she is des~ned to be great in the 'communi
'ty of nations either through, our efforts or i;}i'rough' the 

"efforts of her adopted sons is not p.ifficult' to see even for a 
casual observer of her history during the 1ast hundred years 
.or so. 

, . 
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I have an unbounded faith in the future of our country. 
She must be great in days to come. And the only thing
that we middle-class young men and women,of India can 
do is to accelerate or retard the day of Izey greatness. The
choice is ours. Let us choose with our eyes open. I know 
that the temI?tations are great. When it is so easy these 
days to come in the limelight and to secure greatness in 
worldly possessions by t.he mere sharpness of one's tongue 
either in running down the bureaucracy or in exciting the
communal feelings, why should one deliberately take to 
the other road full of difficulties, and with immediatepros-
pect of unremitting toil? Because we claim to be think
ing people, our power of thought should show us that 
the immediate glory is but a shadow cast in our way to 
delude us, may be to test our faith and strength of purpose~ 
And the unremitting toil, though it may not individually 
bring any great rewards to all of us who belong to the pre
sent generation, is yet sure to bring freedom-tIle highest 
of all l-ewards that man can tltink of-to our country. our 
homes'and our children. For this then let us be up and 
-doing without thinking of rewards :' 

"For we may 1Iot all be heroes 
Ant! tltrill tlte llemispllere 
Witlt some great deed of 1!enture-

'Some deed tltat mocks at Fear. 
Btlt we all caft fill a lifetime 
Witlt killdly acts and true 
For tltere;s ample sen'i~'e 
For IlOblc sOllls to do." 
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Before concluding it is m{ pleasant duty to acknowledge 
~jth deep gratitude the keen in~rest taken by my friend 
-Iubert Calvert, Esqr., I. C. S., C. I. E., in this book from its 
Ilception to the finish. As it is, itowes much to his estee~ed 
uggestions, and to him I offer my sincerest thanks. 
{owever, for the opinions expressed the responsibility 
herein is entirely mine. I also take the opportunity of 
hanking the Registrars, Co-operative Societies of the 
'arious provinces for supplying me with the literature. 

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT, '} 
JNIV~RSITY OF ALLAHABAD. 

1st /anuo"J',I927. 
B. G. BHATNAGAR. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTORY 

Every country has its problems. India also has her 
own. But the peculiarity of India's problems is that .an 
her problems are in one way or another connected with one 
central problem, namely, the outstanding plJ'Zlerty of her 
people. Do we need a committee or a commission to 
answer this question in the affirmative? I, for one, think 
not. Even a superficial touch with the people of India, 
i.e.,. people living in the Indian villages-and they are the 
real people of this land-would show that they are poor. 
The houses they live in, the clothes they put on, and the kind 
and quality of food they eat drive one to· the conclusion 
that the people are poverty-stricken. My city-bred friends 
may feel inclined to take exception to my statement that 
people livingi" the vii/ages of India are the real people of 
India. But a little dispassionate thinking on their part 
would show that the statement is substantially correct, not 
only because the people living 'll t~e villages form an over
whelming majority of the population of India (more than 
90% of the Indian people live in the villages and 71% are 
directly dependent upon agri!=ulture) but also because they 
are the least sophisticated and the most representative of 
the natives of this land, while people in the cities are in 
the main the descendants of those conquering races whose 
main business, ever since they set their feet on this country, 
has been the exploitation ?f the masses in their own 
interests. 



THE CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATION IN BRITISH INDIA 

This is from 'Observation of facts in rural India. Let 
us see now the result from the investigations that have been 
carried out so far, regarding the total and. average income 
of the people of this country. The following table gives a 
list of estimates of wealth and income of the Indian people. 

TABLE I . 
The year Total in-

Area dealt for which come in Incollle per 
Name of Publication with the Es- crores of capita in' 

timate was rupees 
made rupees 

,. 

Poverty and Un- British 1867-1868 340 20 
British rule in India India 
11,1 Dadabhai Naoroji, 
1871. 
Financial Statement Do. 1881 525 27 

for 1882. 
Prosperous British Do. '1898 429 17'5 

India by William Dig-
1Iy, 1901. -

Financial Statement Do. 1901 675 30 
for 1901-02. 

Industrial Decline of Whole of 1911-12 539 21 
India 1Iy Dr. Bal- India \ 
kri.hna, 1917. 

The Wealth of India British 1913-14 1210 44 
by P. A. Wadia and India 
G. N. Jo.hi, ) 924. 

Happy India 1Iy Do. 1919-20 2854'5 114 . 
.Arnold Lupton. 1922. 

Wealth and Taxable Whole of 1900-1914 1106, 36 
Capacity of India by India 1914-l922 1862 1)8'5 
Shah ana KhambatiJ, 1900....;.,19~2 1380 "'5 
1924. 1921-1922 2364 74 
The Science of Pub- Britisli 1922 2966 116 

lic Finance by Find- India 
lay Shirras, 
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INTRODUCTORY 

From the above table, taking the most optimistic figure 
as the basis of our reasoning viz.-the figure of Mr. Findlay 
Shirras, we find that the income per' head of the popula
tion is about Rs. 9 as. I I' per month. The figure, as it is, 
is by no means hopeful, as it would, if available in full, 
just maintain an individual reasonably fed, clothed and 
housed-/ am using the word' reasonably' according to the 
standards of consumption in rural India. But the figure pre
supposes an equal distribution of the total yearly income, 
which by no means is true. Therefore what a man in the 
mass really gets is much less than the sum of Rs. 9 as. II. 

From this, let us tum for a while into a new field of 
economic enquiry and see where it leads us to. I have be
fore me a volume of family budgets collected under the dis
tinguished leadership of Mr. Find~ay Shirras in the Borribay 
Presidency. I have also before me. a number of family 
budgets for the province 'of Bihar and Orissa collected by 
the members of the Cltanakya Society. I have gone 
through the family budgets collected by a ba~d of e'n
thusiastic students under the distinguished leadership of 
Dr. Gilbert Slater in the Madras Presidency. I have 
examined the family budgets collected by the, Econumic 
E1tquiry f3oard, Pun;alJ. 'And for the United Provinces, . I 
have collected myself a number of family budgets in col
laboration with the other .members of the Kauti1ya, Cir
cle. All these have left an indelible impression on my mind 
that the mass of the people is poor. If from this general 
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impression we turn to the statistical facts as revealed by 
these different investigations, we find that in - the four 
divisions in which Mr. Findlay Shirras has divid~d the pre
sidency of· Bombay for his enquiry, the average daily cash. 
:wages per head for the different classes of labourers were 
as follows: 

TABLE II 
Money Wages pet' day of Field Labourers * in the 

Bombay Presidency in 1922 

Division Urban ArelS Raral Areas 

Rs. aft. p. Rs. 8S. p. 

Northern Divn. ... o 10 l' 0 8 0 

I 

-Central Divn. ... 0 8 3 '0 6 6 

Soa'hern Divn. . .... 0 8 9 0 6 6 

Sindb Divn. . .. o 12 6 o 12 0 

Average for the Presi. 
-denoy_ .... 0 9 0 _0' 7 S 

.-

* The term ~ field labourers' includes farm servants, field 
labourers, herdsmen, shepherds and goat-herds. (Vide pace 9 
of the report mentioned _above). 
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TABLE III 

Mt)ney Wages per day or Ordinary Labourers* i.n the 

Bombay Presidency in 1922 

DIVisioD 

NortherD DivD. 

Central DivD. ... 1 

Southero Divu. 

Siodh Divo. 

Average for· the Preai
deoe)" 

UrbaD Areal 

Be. 8& p. 

o 13 3 

0 9 3 

0 9 9 

1 0 0 

o 12 0 

Bural Aress 

RI. aBo p. 

0.10 0 

0 6 3 

0 8 3 

o 10 .3 

0 8 6 

. • Under' ordinary labourers' the following were included:'
(I) wood·cutters, firewood collectors and charcoal burners·; 
(2) lac collectors; (3) labourers in harbour works and dock-

. yards; (4) labourers· employed on the construction and mainte
nance of harbours and docks, streams, rivers and canals; 
(5) labourers employed on roads and bridges; (/» porters and 
messengers; (7) labourers and coolies employed On railway 
construction and maintenance;' (8) village watchmen; (9) 
municipal and other local servants-not assigned ally olne, 
(lass; (10) \'iIlage" officers and servants other than watch
men; . (II) domestic servants, cooks, water-carriers, door~ 
keepers, private grooms, coachmen; and (12) labourers and 
workmen otherwise unspecified. . 

5 
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TABLE IV 

Money Wages per day of Skilled Labourers * in the 
Bombay Presidency in 1922 

Division Urban Areaa Baral Areaa 

BB. aBo p. Be. BB. p. 

Northern Divn. ... 2 II 6 . 1 13 9 

Central Divn. ... 1 5 9 o 15 0 

Soathern Divn. ... 1 1 ·9 1 0 II 

Sindh DivD. ... 2 4 0 I 10 0 

Average for the Presi-
dency ... I 10 9 I 5 0 

This must be enough to show beyond any doubt that 
the people of India are poor. And that is what we want 
to be clearly recognized by those, who are in any way 
interest~d in the well-being of the people of this country. 
The. proplem, whether we in India have become richer or 
poorer since the coming of the Briti$,lz, may be ·of par
amount significance to the professional politician to give 
him an excuse to sound a bugle for the final departure of 
lite British from this country ~ Bu~ it is of no consequence 

. • Under I skilled labourers' are included (I) carpenters, 
{:a} turners, joiners, workers on iron and makers of implements 
and tools, (3) workers on brass, copper and bell-metal, (4) 
stone culters, (s) bricklayers, masons and sawyers. 

6 



INTRODUCTORY 

whatever to those whose main object is to bring about an 
increase in the real income of the people. True, the Indian 

politician is also right in his own way, as, perhaps, he honest
ly believes that,. if the BriJisk leave India to his care, he 
would be left untrammelIed by the heavy hand of the for
eigner to carry out his schemes of rural development and 
thus increase the prosperity of the people. But if wishes 
were horses, I could have ridden them long ago. And the 
difficulty is, that even if the accusation of the Indian poli
tician be true beyond doubt, and proved to the entire 
satisfaction of the whole world minus the people of the 
British Isles, and even if they be convinced of· this fact, 

they would never acknowledge it; and even if they 
were to acknowledge it, they would never carry this· pro
position to its logical conclusion, and leave the country 
bag and baggage to be looked af~ by . the J1?iddle
class politician of this country. Therefore, the proposition 

that India has become poorer by the coming of the British, 
whether it is proved this way or that, is not going to help 
the poor toiling masses, and is at best to be looked upon as 

a f~tless enquiry. The fact of our poverty is incontesti
ble and is accepted on all hands, both by the Government 
spokesmen and the Popular leaders. What we need there
fore is an enquiry into this poverty, its nature, its causes 

and the possible solutions thereof. 

Now, why do some nations prosper ~ some others do 
not? Because some economise while the others waste then: 

7 



THE CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATION .IN BRITISH INDIA 

energy; their working power and their resources. Why does 
the civilization of some nations progress while that of some 
.others decline? Therejs no mystery or magic in the answer. 
It is a question of what people do with their energy and 
their .resourceS. A nation is as it deserves to be. Its 
prosperity is limited only by the exercise of its own wisdom 
and virtue in making use of the materials that God and 
Nature have put in its power. It ca~not by any possibil
ity prosper, if it wastes its energy, man power or resour
ces ; and it cannot help prospering, if it uses these with 
~hTift and forethought. We, in India, . are poor because 
we are failing to use our energy and our resources, and 
have not yet learnt how to put these to economic uses. 
That we are wastin~ our energy and our resources would 
be clear, if we try to reflect upon what we are doing, say, 
in agrjculture-ouy greatest illdustry: 

Physical forces that condition agriculture in India are 
perhaps not so promising as in some other countries such 
as America ot France. Agricultural-experts say that here 
land is deficient in mineral constituents, especially in ~ime 

and phosphates, with the result that the grain tends to be 
light both in weight and nutrition. Then again the river 
systems of India are not. enough widespread to cover all 
the culturable area, and agriculture is very largely depen
dent upon rains, and is regulated by them. But taking all 
in all as a gift of Nature,we are endowed with a much better 

8 
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quality of land and rivers than many other countries of the 
world. U our soils are not so rich in chemical constituents 
as soila ~n other,countries are, it is because we have done 
nothing to make them rich. Even in the agricultutal 
history of a backward country like China, we read of con
tinuous efforts to renovate the fertility of the soil, with the 
resulti that that most densely peopled country of th4? world 
is able to raise sufficient food from its soil. We, in India, 
have been not even restoring to the soil what we annually 
take from iL For nine months out of twelve we" 
1,1se the cow-dung as fuel, and thus Jose from 60% 
to 75% of our farm manure. And taking all things 
into consideration, for ordinary crops farm .manure is ~by 
far the besL Then again, every year, India exports about 
12 lakhs of toas of oi~seeds--in 1922-23' we exported 
II,77,OOO lons-and thereby lo:;e a manure very rich in 
nitrogenous matter. Instead of exporting the- seed,. if we 
could extract the oil in the country -and then export the 
oil, we would not oruy be making profits of manUfacture 
but also we could give to the soil its due by employing the· 
()il-cake as manure. Agricultural experts tell us that a very 
large part of the original matter, of which the oil 
in an oil seed is made up, is 4erived from the atmosphere, 
while the cake that is left over _ derives its matter from 
the soil. This is not all. Even the part that we preserve of 
~he farm manure is not utilis,ed in -the b~tpossible way. 
Both our methods of storage of manure and application 
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of such stores to the soil are wasteful. We have no system 
of accumulating manure in pits on ~he farm .itself, nor do 
we trench it when applyilJg. ~le storing, we let it lie 
just at the outskirts of the village abadi, or at the back: 
of our houses on the open surface, either to be burnt 
away by ):he scorching heat of the sun or to be washe<L 
away by- the downpouring rains. And this indifferently 
developed manure, when applied to the field, is left on the 
flat surface -in small little heaps a week or so before the 
approach of rains. This gives a further opportunity to· 
the sun to do its work, and when finally the rains come, 
they wash away its lightest and the most useful particles, 
and what is left to be ploughed in the farm is just the un
developed parts of it, which could by no means add much 
to the productivity of the farm so far as the immediately 
following crop is concerned. 

it is in a soil so manured, if at all it is, that the culti
vators sow their seeds. There is a comiuon saying in the 
Indian villages (m ~ ~ WAr) 'As you sow,so 
will you reap.' From the degree of currency of the 
above saying in the rural areas one would expect 
a scrupulous care in the selection and storage of seed on 
the part of the agriculturist. But in practice, . what is 
met with is a total want· of care. The large majority 
of the Indian agriculturists, being heavily in debt to the 
village sowcar (~r Maha;an) , has to part with all· its 
produce at the end of harvest to him, and generally it is h~ 

10 
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who provides it with seed. Although he usually 

charges very high price for the seeg supplied, yet from 

what I have seen of rural li!e I feel justified in saying 
that he takes DO care whatever either to select the . best 
material for sowing purposes or to store. it after selection. 
As far as possible, he tries to pass on to the poor cultivator 
the ordinary thing that he has been keeping along with 
the other grains for other purposes. The methods of 
storing grain in India are so defective that it is no wonder 
that an appreciable part of the seed sown fails to germi
nate, and the part that germinates grows into poor .seed,
lings.' resulting in poor. crops. The common methods of 
storing grain in Indian villages are either in a kltatti, that 
is, in a deep hole dug in the earth, which usually is not even 
lined with bricks, or in • a lJltuseri, that is in a room 
usually made of mud and lined ~th bhusa (chaff) ; or 
in big earthen vessels. Of these three, the' third is by 
far the bes~, but in this way only small quantities of. 
seed can be stored. When a cultivator can afford to, 

keep his own seed, he generally adopts this method and 
to keep off damp and weevils, he usually mixes ash or 
puts iJ1 bits of asafretida. But the sowcar with large stocks 
of things finds the, kltatli. or the lJltuseri more convenient.. 
The grain when kept in one of these is. not only subject 
to damp, but is very often infested with weevils and eaten, 
up by rats. This enormous waste that we in India are suffer-. 
ing year after year could be avoided, only if our farmers 

11 
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a day or two before the cutting of their ripe crops,. could 
take a leisurely walk, through their fields and pick out 
the best developed plants and then thrash them separately 
and store the grain in strong earthen vessels and seal 
them tightly with mud. Surely, this requires neither 
any violent change from the traditional methods nor any 
serious expenditure of time and money, but a little care 
and forethought. But they will not do it. If ask~d why 
they do not adopt this 'very desirable and yet inexpensiv.e 
method that would add materially to the productivity 
Qf their farms, the usual answer is that every particle of 
their produce is already pledged to the sowcar, and he 
would: not let them' take anything to their homes. And 
there is much truth in what they say. But the waste' 
is still there, whatever its 'cau~e. This reminds me of 
what Marshall has s:id in one place .. Poverty is the 
destruction of lhe poor. ". This is perhaps in no case more 
true than in that of the Indian agriculturist.· . Being 
poor, he has not means enough to provide himself with im
proved tools, or to make useof improved methods of culti
vation, as discovered by our Agricultural Departments. 
The persistent use of old tools and'. of old practil;es of 
~ultivation is causing much loss of time· and' energy, and 
yet nothing can be done for w~nt of funds. Dr. Slater 

. in an article on "South Indian EcollOmics," contributed 
to the Indian Journal' of Economics, Vol. II. Part 2, 
remarks: "I ltalle watched with amasement tlu lzanlestors' 
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INTRODUCTORY 

at work in lite paddy fields •.•••.•.•. atld I asked Iwu 
many, men ;/ look 10 cui an acre ;n a day. The answn 
was eieht alld lhat women were necessary ;n addition I~ 
carry lite crop 10 lite tlzraslz;ne floor •.•• Now ill Enelana 
wizen we cut corn we do il by maclzinery, and ttne man, 
drillille a cuttine-and-bindine maclzine can, I believe cm 
and bind sir acres ;n a day." What loss of time and 
energy I This is but an isolated instance of our every· 
day activity in the villages. Then again, the usual practice 
in India is to thrash the crop in the open, after it is cu1 
and dried. There it is not only spoiled by wandering 
cattle and thieves, but.sometimes rains come in ·and cause 
a ~ot of injury to the grain and the straw. Only this yeaJ 
(1926) we have had a case of this kind in some part oj 
Northern India. In progressive countries crops after be 
ing cut are stacked in sheds and there thrashing opera 
tions go on. The Indian cultivator is too poor to pro
vide a bam for himself, and the Indian landlord, where 

I 

he exists, too careless to take notice of such little'thi,ngs. 
. If from agricultural practice we pass on to see what the 
farmer does with his produce we find that waste continues 
as prominently here as noticed above. Being ignorant, 
and deeply indebted to the village sowcar, he fails to 
co-ordinate his effo~ with. the wants of the consumer. 
Most of our cultivato!s do not know the ma~kets, whe~~ 

they could take t~eir prod\}ce for selling at a g~d· price. 
And those who know, caDll:0t afford the expense of carrying 
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their produce to the- aentral markets, nor can they afford_ 
to wait for a better price. They sell their produce at low 
rates to the village money-lender; who naturally takes ad
vantage of their weaker position and buys at considerably 
lower prices, than what the farmers cou~d have secured if 
they had carried their goods to the central market, or if 
they could hold them for sometime,-say, a few months after 
the harvest, to realize good prices. Even if the cultivators' 
produce is not already pledged to the money-lender for 
advances of cash or grain, the cultivators must sell their pro
duce to the money-lender and at the latter's terms, because 
they have to pay rent and there is nobody except the 
money-lender ready to buy the produce. 

And what are the terms on which the village money
lender advances grain or cash and buys the agriculturists' 
produce? Generally speaking, there are t~o ways in' which 
the agriculturists come within the clutches of the village 
malzaian. I Either they are his regular clients and he their 
sowca", or they are just a crowd of sellers anxious to dis-

• pose of their produce and he almost a monopolist buyer. 
In the second case naturally all the advantages are on the 
side of the buyer ana the agriculturists lose much, for they 
cannot afford to wait till prices rise. But the loss in this 
is nothing as compared to the first. Under the first 
relationship.... which is known as the sowcari system, 
there is an unwritten but, all the same, binding under
taking on both sides to do business dealings with each other 
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,and with no third party. 'rhe sowca, undertakes to pro
vide the agriculturist with grain for seed and food, as 
well as, cash for paying the wages of labourers or' for buy
ing implements and other agricultural or 'household requi
,sites. In turn, the cultivator undertakes to Aell the produce 
of hi~ farm to the lowca, and to no other. . The sowcari 
rate of interest on the grain is either ,savai (2S%in kind) 
,or deorlzi (So% in kind), ,while on cash advances it usual
.Iy varies from rupee one to rupees two per cent. per month. 
But in the latter case, the client is ,not expected to pay 
back the money in cash, but in the produce. of the farm; 
and the produce is usually rated at from· a quarter ofa 
sen' to ,a sen' more than the, prevailing market rate. 
Thus what the sowt'a, really gets in interest is much more 
than 12 or 24 per cent. per annum on the money advanced 

to his clients. 

Such in brief, and in its purest form, is thereIationship 
between the sowca' and his clients, and even as such,· it 
is by no means favourable to the borrower-tke ,ates of 
interest are Vn'y high indeed. But with the 'growing in
debtedness of the agriculturists, the maltajan class has 
adopted innumerable devices to mcrease their burden. 
Under the sowcari system, as understood in the recog
nized circles, the advances in grain are to be entered as such, 
and the savai or deorhi charged on them at the time of 
realiz~tion, i. e., the next following harvest during the 
currency of which the grain was advanced. Should the 
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I . 
cultivator fail to pay his debts in full "at the harvest time, 
the.mahajan will commute the unpaid balance into money 
and enter it in his books of account as a cash advance made 
to the agriculturist at a rate that would be prevailing in the 
locality~ Of late the sowcar has become more exacting 
by taking advantage of the prevailing high prices. He 
advances grain· to the cultivator. He determines the 
price of grain at from a quarter of a seer to a" seer less 
.than the prevailing market rate. The price so arrived, 
he enters in his books. Upon that he charges the usual 
rate of interest. And at the time of realizing. the debt 
so brought about-harvest time, when grain would be 
cheaper-he recovers it in grain at a .rate from a quarter 
of a seer to a seer more· than the prevailing market rate. 
By this simple deviCe he has succeeded in increasing enor
mously the weight of indebtedness of the agriculturists. 
This is done in the open daylight, but there are many 
other. underhand practices such as having, two sets of 
·weights, the lighter ones for giving out the grain and the 
heavier ones for receiving; the niixing together 0'£ ,i~.differ~ 
ent grain and' good grain 3;nd so on that go to swell his 
claims against the poor ignorant agriculturists. 

It is needless for me to go, on multiplying instances 
to show that we in India are not making· proper use of our 
resources, and if at this stage, I was "asked to "sum up the 
causes of agricultural poverty, I would do ~t. in two ·words 
want and waste. Want of intelligent and organized 
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direction, want of organized capital and labour, and wanl 
of economic and consolidated holdings are written in bold 
black letters on one side of her face while on the other sidt 
are set down with the same black ink and in the samt 
bold hand, the waste of time, the waste of energy, and tht 
waste of available resources. For the same land and fOl 
the .. arne expense of time and effort we do not get the s~mt 
good results as people in other countries do, because, the} 
know how to organize, how to eliminate waste and how tc 
make the best out of a given set of things, and that is w~ 
we are poor and they are not. 

If we want to be prosperous we must teach our agri
culturists how to economise their time and resources, how 
to eliminate waste, and, above all, how to get rid of the 
village malta/an, who is eating up the very vitals of the 
village life. This reminds me of £. common saying in the 
Indian villages "wealth begets wealth," Perhaps, it is 
the Indian agriculturists who work the hardest, and, per
haps, it is they who are most sober, and yet it is they who 
live from hand to mouth, and, as a rule, have little to 
faU back upon during the days of distress. And when it 
comes, as it does so often, to the house of a small man, he has. 
perforce to seek help from somebody stronger than himself. 
Thus, the great mass of them still tum to the village 
money·lender for the capital necessary for carrying on their
industry. And in a transaction in which their needs and: 
ignorance are pitted against the greed and shrewdness of 
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a malzajan, they are usually overreached and have to pay 
far higher rates of interest than the security, which they 
have to offer, justifies. This persistent indebtedness and 
stagnation amongst vast masses of the population led 
people to believe that the condition of the masses is in
capable of any improvement, and the worst of it all i.~ 

that even those, who are the victims of this malady, believe 
in their present lot as an inevitable one. 

Bu~ in every country and, perhaps, at all times there 
happen to be some erratic souls who do not believe in the 
current dogmas and who do their best to prove them false. 
To this class belo~gcd those, who, first discovered, in the 
principle of co-operation, a means of the uplift of the sub
merged c1asses-a means to provide them wealth to beget 

more wealth. 

True, there was nothii-tg new or revolutionary about the 
discovery of the principle. We see it every day of our 
life and often practise it too, and our predecessors must 
have done the same (imes without number. The principle 
underlying the co-operative movement is essentially a 
simple one, as all great principles always are. Co-operation 
in all its manifestations is the application to economic life 
of the principle that unity is strength. Thus, when ten or 
twenty men join' together to lift a heavy log of wood, it is 
nothing but an expression of Ollr principle in a simple form. 
What never could be done by a single individual acting by 
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himself is done with ease when many individuals join to
gether. 

In the human race, certain .elementary forms of C<H>per
arion are discernible from the earliest times down to our 
own days. From the _ simplest operations performed 1:y 
individuals working together, such as the cotting ·of a 
tree, or the lifting of a weight, or the digging of a trench, 
to the -more complex ones, in which these individuals divide 
their labour to accomplish a given end, such as the con" 

. structiOn of a house, the cultivation of a field, or- the weav~ 

ing of a garment. cu-operation has been resorted to as 
one of·the best known economic methods. In this manner, 
we find that, among men, the principle of c<H>peration, 
although different in forms from that which we are 
now going to discuss, plays, and has been playing· a con
siderable part in the various occupations· of life. For o()ur 
purposes, we may now define that form of - ':<H>peration 
which is the subject-matter of this book as the organiza
tion of several individuals into a corporate body to obtain 
by their united energy and strength the advantages of large
scale dealing, b<:, it in credit, prodllction, consumption 
or distribution. It is based primarily on the truth that 
the larger the unit the greater the economy in working; 
that the greater the mass of capital, the more confidence 
it will command. But the moving spirit is rather moral 
than material. It is found, that when an individual works' 
in association with· certain' other indiViduals to attain a 
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certain end, the mutual-help element gives him confidence and 
broadens his outlook. Both these achievements improve his 
capacity for work. By helping in a small way in the manage
ment of the affairs of the socie~, the individual· learns to 
manage his own affairs with economy and judgment. In a 
word, he begins his education as a man of affairs in the 
truest sense. Material prosperity follows his enlightenment 
and enlightenment increases with material prosperity. He 
obtains capital adequate for his needs at rates, which make 
the full utilization of his opportunities possible. He learns 
the value of thrift both positive and negative. Positive, 
when he places his savings with his society at interest, nega
tive when the force of public opinion is set against his 
extravagant expenditure on home ceremonieS. 

However, the originality of those, who first made use of 
this universally-met-with principle for the uplift of the 
submerged classes, lay in the fact, that they applied it to the 
solp-tion of the problems of mass 'Poverty, mass ignorance 
and mass wastefulness, with the result, that, wealth, know
ledge and thrift, that were denied to the individual acting 
by himself, became accessible to him, while acting along 
with others as weak as himself. 

Now says Wolf" There is 110 stimttlus 10 thn~/, ec01lo
mically soundly reg"latcd thrift which makes savings 
fructifyin/{ to the owners and the community's benefit like 
co-operatioll. The fact has been admitted wherever co
operation has hem applied. Co-operative. ilZSlitutz()1IS, be 
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t!tq eve' so !tumble, not only very sucussfullyatlract 
lavi"C'S deposils but on lite lOp of litis, saving ill co-opera
live societies Izas bem found 10 evoke Q SQVillg ilzstilZCI.'.' 
And that is what is wanted in India. It is the instinct I 
for saving that we ought to try to rouse in the Indian 
storet-away of jew~llery and golden ornaments. Provoke 
the habit of thrift, and the maIta;an's rule with all its 
attendant evils wiIf find its days numbered. This can 
only be done by the development of' co-operative institu
tions. 

However, thrift, by itself, is not enough for Ii. set of 
people. such as we have in India, who are suffering from 
a serious and a chronic state of disease. First, the starving 
man must have food and that on the spot to sustain life 
and that is what is provided by organised co-operative 
credit. Whereas the maIta;an's credit makes the borrower 
sink deeper and deeper into the mire, the co-operative credit 
gives him opportunity with the aid of borrowed money to 
produce what will more than repay the loan. Credit for long 
was a monopoly of those only; who, as one would think, 
should need it least, ;.1., the moneyed classeS. ,Co-opeI'ation 
has democratised credit also. It has brought it to the 
doors of those, who need it most and in whose hand, if 
rightly employed it is likely to yield good return. A lakh 
of rupees distributed among a thousand hardworking and 
deserving people who are taught how to use it ~ell; are 
likely to do more social and economic· good to the 
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community than the same sum handed over to a big landlord 
. who is likely to spend it in a single. night on an(llltch' 

party. 
It is the special office of co-operative credit 'societies 

to create and organize such credit as capitalist banking 
can never hope to organise; compelled .as it is to trust 
only to property as security, it does not possess the means 
of creating security out of the existing material, i.e., honesty 
and opportunity alone. It cannot test all the hundred 
humble cases, take the necessary security in a form other ' 
than mere property and afterwards watch over the loan 
made so as to ensure its repayment. But w hat a big, capi
talist bank with its headquarters in a big town, miles. and 
miles removed from the rural areas, finds difficult. to at
tain is very easily, almost naturally, achieved by a humble 
co-operative credit society consisting, as it does, of the 

. borrowers themselves, and situated in the area of its activ

ity. 

Not only for the cultivat9r steeped in debt, has it: 
provided cheap and saf~ credit; but it has also been found 
that when a number of people buy jointly the articles re
quired by each of them and distribute them afterwards 
amongst themselves, they can buy more cheaply and 
obtain articles of better quality with fairer measure than 
they obtained when they made their purchases individual
ly. Similarly, when people join together to sell their prQ
duce they have found that they can obtain better prices 
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for it than when each man sold his o,,:"n produce separately. 
Similarly also, people have found it profitable to join to
gether in a society to purchase expensive machinery or 
agricultural implements, and to own them jointly, and to 
lease them out to individual members of the society for 
moderate fees, whereas, the individual members would not 
have been able to purchase these artides by themselves 
without such co-<>peration. And lastly, people have found 
it profitable to establish co-<>perative factories, both in 
order to manufacture their own domestic.and other require
ments and also to prepare their own produce for market 
without the intervention of the manufacturer. So that 
co-<>peration in modem life has become a. force like .steam .. 
which, when rightly applied, has been used and could be 
used to drive railway carriages on land with as much ease 
as ships on the high seas, to weave cotton, silk or wool. 
and to cut logs of wood into. fine planks. Even so with 

I 
co-operation. 

The pioneers who gave co·operation its present form· 
hailed from Germany and they were Herr Schulze, Mayor 
of Delitzsch and Herr F. W. RaifIeisen, burgomaster of a 
group of villages round Neuwied •. Both were ~en who 

• had seen government service: Schulze·Delitzsch was a 
judge and a member of the Pruss;an National Assembly 
of 18#. Raiffeisen was an ex-soldier and wine merchant. 
Both broke entirely new ground, although Schulze·Delitzsch 
had learnt the powers of thrift from the English Fnendly 
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Societies, and Raiffeisen was influenced by the public 
savings-banks. Both began with an individual effort to 
relieve distress in their particular districts. Both ended 
with the conviction that improvement was only possible 
when it depended upon and came from the organized 
efforts of the people themselves. In 1849 Schulze-D~ 
litzsch founded a Friendly Society for the relief of sickness, 
and in the same year an Association of Slwemakers for 
the purchase of raw materials. In 1850 he founded 'at 
Delitzsch his first Loan Society. This was followed by.a 
second in'the neighbouring village of Eilenburg, and in 1852 
he made the parent society a self-supporting institution 

. with share capital.' He saw that lack of sound credit 
was ·at the root of the small men's helplessness and that 
this credit could only be provided, if the small men by 
mutual help' organised themselves to obtain it. . In 1848 
Raiffeisen founded at·Weyerbusch (Coblenz) a co-opera
tive society for distributing potatoes and bread to the poor. 
Next year he founded a loan society for the support of 
unprovided farmers; the members, however, were rich 
philanthropists, who .sold cattle at easy' rates to' unorgan
ized farmers. But they were not the farmers' themselves. . . . 
In 1862 he founded another loan society at 'Anhausen, i~ 

which the borrowing farmers were themselves the members. 
He, too, saw that the poor required not donations of money, 
but the organization necess~ry to command this money 
for themselves. Neither Schulze-Delitzsch nor Raiffeisen 
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had a government commission to establish credit banks. 
Their sympathy stirred them to efforts. of relief ; their 
experience shewed them the condition under which alone 
permanent relief was possible; and their genius created tri
umphantly the conditions whiclf'rcontemporaries thought to 
be unattainable. Schulze-De1itzsch was first in the field, but 
Raifleisen worked out his own organization, though acknow
ledging the priority of the other.Schulze~Delitzsch enter
tained'doubts when he detected certain variations from his 
()wn regulations. 'Raiffeisen held boldly to his position: 
.Each observed that the other had solved a great problem 
by principles essentially the same: but neither realized 
that their differences of method were due to and justified 
by differences of environment. 

In 1856 Schulze-Delitzsch published a book defining 
the scope and object of his work. In 1859 he organised 
the first congress of banks which resulted in the establish
ment of the General U"iun of Germa" Industrial CfHJpera
Jive Societies of which he was director up to his death in 
1883. In 1867 he secured from Prussia the first co-operative 
law, which was converted into an Imperial Law in 1889, when 

. limited liability was permitted to all forms of co-operative 
society. 

Raiffeisen took some time to work out his scheme of 
rural credit. At first he contemplated a dual system, as 
laid down in the first edition of his book Loan Societies 
published in 1866, employing the Anhausen model in purely 
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agricultural districts and the model of the Heddesdorf So
ciety, which had ~hare capital in imitation of Schulze-De
litzsch, in districts with a mixed population. But in 
1873 Raiffeisen decided to abide entirely by the Anhausen 
model, which is according't the model known as the "Raif
feisen Bank. .. In 1877 a general union was established 
calling itself finally in 1899 the General Union of Rural 
Co-operative ... f:oc;et;es, which covers the whole of Germany 
but is recruited mainly from the west_ 

• 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF CO'{)PERATION IN INDIA 

As noted in the Introduction the one universal truth in re
gard to agriculturists is tbat they. require credit. Another 
fact that is equally true of almost every country in the 
world is that it has always been difficult to obtain agricl,ll
tural credit on satisfactory terms. Because the individual 
security in the case of an agriculturist cannot be placed in 
the bank's safe or godown, and the sums required by him 
are too small and too numerous for joint-stock banks to 
deal with. The result is that the whole of the modern banking 
credit h~ beeQ mostly confined to commerce, and indus
tries in the towns. At the same time agriculturists as a class 
cannot avoid borrowing, and the Indian agriculturists have 
not proved an exception to the rule. 

The subject of rural indebtedness in India is one of 
the most chronic and difficult problems. The Famine Com
mission of 1880 drew attention to this qJestion in the fol
lowing words: .. We learn from evidm.:e collected from 
al/ parts of Itldia tlzat aIJoul one-tltird of tlte land-own;n~ 
class are deeply and ;nextricably ;tI debt alld tllat about 
an eqUal portion are ;n debl, Iltotlglt n{lt beyotld tlte 
power of recfJVering IllImselves." We find a more gloomy 
picture of the indebtedness of the agriculturists in 
the Report of the Famine Commission of -1901: .. An It;r 
evidence before us tIll chief secretary of tlte Bombay 
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Government said that 28% of the land ilt Broach had passed 
into the possession of the m:mey-lending classes, and from 
a report of the collector of Ahmedabad, it appears that in 
his district, expropriation of tlte land oWllers has also made 
.considerable way. Taking all these statements into ac
.count and comparitzg them with the evidmce we lzave re
ceived, we think it probable that at least one-follrth of the 
cultiilaton ill the Bombay Presidency have lost possession 
.of tltei" lands, that less than one-fifth are free from debt 
ami the remai1tder are in debt to a greate1' or less extent." 
Theodore Morison thinks that the average is about two
thirds of the whole body o~ cultivators and these generally 
borrow from the village money-lender at exorbitant rates 
-of interest. From a return furnished at the Fir~t All 

India Registrars' Conference, held at Simla i1l I906, we 
find that the rates of interest charged by the village money
lender on agricultural loans to ordinary cultivators were as 
follows: 

PROVINCf<: RATES 
Madras 
Mysore 
Bombay 
Central Provinces 
Bengal 
Eastern Bengal 
Assam 
Punjab' 

28 

12 to 75 per cent. 
Do. 

. Do. 

18 to 25 per cent, 
. Do; 

18 to 24 per cent. 

371" " 
24 " " 
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Oudh and Meerut divisions 
of the United Provinces 12 to [8 per cent;. 

Other divisions of U. P. 37l " " 
High as the above rates are, they do not give the real 

idea of the payments that the agriculturists have to make 
to the makaian under the prevailing system to secure 
credit. 

This indebtedness of. the agricultural classes in the 
greater part of the country had for many years attracted 
the attention of Government and various remedies were 
tried for improving their material conditions. A system 
of state loans was introduced, Post Office Savings Banks 
were opened, the Civil Law relating to debt was frequently 
and extensively amended and special legislation was initiat
ed at various times in different areas for dealing with 
tenant rights, the alienation of land, the general settlement 
of debt. and the curbing of usury. At any rate although 
much was done by some of these measures to help the peasant 
community, the general result of all these could only be 
described as partial and incomplete. Without, therefore, 
abandoning the class of remedial measures previously 
attempted. the Government trusted to co-operation as the 
most hopeful method of dealing with the problem before it. 

It.was in [882 on the initiation of Sir William Wedder
burn. who was then the District Judge of Poona, that the 
Government of India proposed to the Government of Bom
bay the experimental establishment of an agricultul"'.J. bank 
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in the Puriandhar Taluqa in that district; for providing 
capital to, 'agncultural classes on reasonable terms. The 
principle of operation of the proposed bank was .to borrow 
money at moderate interest from the big capitalists, 
whether Indian or European, and to hand it ovc::r to ,.yots 

at a higher rate, but at once considerably lower than the 
rates charged by the sowcar. The security 'was the .ryot's 

industry and honesty attested by the fact that he . had till 
then been able. to live, whUe paying as much as 24% on his 
borrowed capital, and had scrupulously been paying his 
debt whenever it was possible for him to do so. 

The Government of India were ready to clear the way 
for this experimental bimk (I) by liquidating the debts of 
the agriculturists within these1ected area on the under
standing that the Government advances would be taken 
over by the bank when it started business; (2) by allow
ing the bank for a time at least to recover its loans through 
the Revenue Courts; (3) by assigning in some cases 
priority to its loans, and (4) by remitting stamp duty 
and other dues for a certain period in its favour. The 
bank was at liberty to make loans for any purposf; or to any 
person having a transferable interest in land within its area 
of influence, but it was to engage to limit the rate of in
terest on all loans to a maximum of 12% and to conform in 
respect to other matters to the rules prescribed by the 
Government. The Secretary of State; however, did not 
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approve of these recommendations and the scheme was 
accordingly dropped-

Although this scheme of Sir \Villiam Wedderburn fell 
through yet it led to legislation to reguIarise and improve 
the TtlIJtl1.'; (state loan) system • .liowever. e~en this did not 
meet the situation and the GOvernment of India looked for 
guidance to European experience and turned }~ attention 
to C<H>perative methods~ The Madras Government was 

the first to.grasp the possibilities of CQ-Qperative movement 
in India and they in 1892 placed Sh~ Fn!derick Nicholson 
(then Mr. Nicholson) on speaa. duty to study the theory 
and practice of agricultural 'and other land banks in Europe 
and tl) suggest means by which a similar movement might 

be popularised in India. The Madras Presidency afforded 
a hopeful field for experiment" because a number of in
digenous societies known' as Nidkis* analogous to the Friend
ly and Buildinc ~ocielies 0{ Greal BritaiR. were already 
in existence there and had attained sOme measure of suC"
cess.' In 1897~ Mr. Nicholson issued an exhaustivC! 
report on the systems prevalent in Europe. whicli. though 
now to a certain .extent out of date, still constitutes an in
valuable 'source of information regarding European practice. 
From this report and from other standaro works on Co
operation a fairly complete idea can be gained of the c0-

operative movement as developed in Europe and mor~ 

* For a fuller idea of Nit/his, see Nicholson's Report .. 
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especially of the lines on which co-operative credit was or
ganized by the German reformer Raiffeisen. 

While Sir Frederick's enquiries were in progress Mr. 
Dupernex of the Indian Civil Service had been placed on 
special duty by the United Provinces Government for the 
purposes of discovering by' ll)cal enquiries how best to 
establish agricultural banks in selected localities: His· 
conclusions were set forth in an interesting and suggestive 
book entitled" Peopll s Banks f01' Northern India, I90o". 
The ideas about co-operation first brought to public notice 
in this y.'ork and Sir Frederick's report soon began tobear 
fruit, and in parts of the Punjab, the United Provinces and 
Bengal some district officers on their own initiative estab
lished a few primary societies. But it was at once apparent 
that no real advance could take place without special 
legislation. The Companies' Act of 1882, with its 256 
sections and" elaborate provisions, . was" wholly . unsuited to 
societies of the kind, which it was desired to encourage, 
and Lord Curzon's Government was not long in satisfying 
itself that special legislation was needed. A Committee 
was appointed 11nder Sir Edward Law to make proposals 
after considering the opinions of Local G~vernments and 
the experiences of. officers who had already started societies. 
The conclusion at which they arrived was that co· operative 
societles were worthy of every encouragement and a 
prolonged trial. They drew up model schemes of manage
ment for both rural"and urban societies and discussed the 
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the fonn . of legislation needed to secure to societies the priJ 

vileges, which they recommended for them, and to provide 
for their due working and supervision. Their recommenda~' 
tions proved the basis of the Bill. which was passed into 
law in 1904 as the Co-operative Credit Societies' Act. 
Along with the act, the Government of India issued an 
explanatory memorandum, drawn up by Sir Denzillbbetson, 
which, for its clear grasp of first principles and directness 
of statement, still well repays perusal. It was explained, 
that the cardinal object of the act ,was, by the simplicity 
and elasticity of its provjsions, to permit a genuine Indw. 
movement to. spring: up, based on those general broad 
principles which must necessarily underlie any organization 
claiming to be called co-operative. Experiments were to 
be freely allowe~, and more particularly for. the furtherance 
of agricultural, rather than industrial credit. Societie!l 
were classified. as rural !lnd urban, .and while the latter 
were left a free choice, the former were bound to accept 
unlimited liability. In ordinary cases, the area of societies 
was to be closely restricted. They were given a legal 
·personiliity 'and authorised to r.iiseIWids and carry on 
their business in a corporate capacity. Loans might. be. 
made, to members only on personal or real security, bu~ 
riot ordinarily on chattel security. An annual official audit 

. was made compulsory. The interest of any member,in 
the share capital of the society was. stric.t1y limited, and 
special., ex~ptions, from the provjsions of the Stamp Act, 

. J • .1. ~ _ ... • '.; • _, " , ::. ~ 
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the Registration Act and. the Income-tax Act were' COll'

ceded. The .subject of. the Central Banks and the higher 
stories of the co-operative structure were not however 
dealt with at this stage, and no indication was given as to 
the means of providing resources for enabling societies t~ 

meet their liabilities to depositors. r 

Local Governments at once s~t to work to give practicaJ 
form to the intentions of the Act. The. first step ,was ,t~ 

appoint Registrars in the yarious provinces to guide tlu; 
co-operative propaganda, to start a few model societi~ 

and to train the rural pop~tion in the proper methods of 
management. Local conditions var,ied so widely that progress 
was by no means uniform, ~nd,in different regions, very 
different types of societies began to make their appearance. 
·But in' no province did the new doctrine ~ail to strike roqt, 
·as will be ,noticed from the figures quotl:;d below •. , The 
progress made in the first few years of the movement was 
·remarkable. 

Nuwber·of 
. Number of Memba;. 

Amolln' of 
Year workiDg 

Societies .. ORpi'tRI~· .. ; 

Be,. 
1906-07t 843 90,844 23.71,683 
1907~08 1,'367 149.160 14,14.086 
190[1.-.09 1,963, \ 180,388 ., 82,32,225 
1909-10 3,428 .224,397 1.24,68,911 
1910~11 5;321' :305.058' 2,03,05,500 
1911-12 , .. ·8,177 403.318 2,35.74,162 

*, Capital lent ,.by one ·~ociety1.o .anotherJlas been twi~ 
included. . .. . , . . 
· t 'The figures fo'diil:tianStates 'hav~ been excluded;· 
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It wiD be evident from these figures that the movement 
iid DOt take long to ootgrow the dreams ci its founcIen. 
and in two directions the oeed for improved JegisIation 
IflLS especially felt. In the first place, the example of the
:n:dit societies established under the Act ci 1904 had 
cd to the introduction ci C»OpeIative societies for distribu
:ion and for purposes other than credit. for which DQ 

egislative sanction could be secured under ~ then existing 
aw. And in the second place, the oeed for a freer supply 
'If capital and for an improved system ci supervision had 
cd to the formation 0( various centnl agencies (afterwards 
mown as U~ Centnl Banks and Centnl Ranking 
JDions) to finance and control the original credit societies. 
.lid these central ageucies. like the non-credit societies 
hove mentioned. ran all the risks attendant on a status 
mprotected by legislation. These and other developments 
lad so far outrun the anticipations of the framer.; of Act X 
i 1904 that Registrars found diJIirulty in dealing onder 
ts provisions with the state ci afIaiB, which began to 
msent itself. The Government ci India re-examined ~ 

rhole question and decided that the position cooJd be . 
IC:St met by entirely fresh legislation. In 191% they passed 

IttO law the UH>peIative Societies Act (II ci 1912) which: 
egu1arised many practices which had previou&ly been 01 
oubtful validity and made provision for further e.xpansioa 

Dder safeguards. In publishiDg the act. the Government 
f IDdia ~so issued a cireu1ar letter.explaiDing clearly ~_ 
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new features which characterised it. Co-operative Associa
tions for other purposes besides credit·were allowed_ The 
old distinction between rural and urban societies was 
swept away, and more scientific distinction based on the 
nature of the liability of members, whether limited or 
unlimited, was adopted in its place. The registration of 
Unions, Centr~ Banking Unions and Central Banks was 

.for the first time expressly legalised. A number of minor 
improvements with regard to registration, audit, imd 
similar administrative details were at the same time intro
duced ; but the act remained silent on the subject of the 
provision of liquid resources Y.> meet Iiabilitit;,s-

The immediate effect of the act was to infuse fresh 
energy into the movement. The number of societies in 
British India had by 1914 increased to 14881, the number 
of members to 6.95.998 and the working capital to 
Rs. 7,45.31.725. New types of societies for the sale of pro
duce, cattle-insurance, milk-supply, yam, silk and manure 
purchase, and the retail of farm implements and common 
necessaries, had been registered and in most cases seemed. 
to be prospering. The number of central institutions was. 
growing rapidly and the confidence of the public was being 
won in greater measure every year. In 1914 the govern·. 
-ment held that the time had come to take stock of the 
position, and on the 17th of June of that year issued a 
comprehensive resolution reviewing the progress that had. 
been made and laying down in general terms the practical 
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lessons that might be drawn from. experience up to date. 
But the sums involved in the movement were becoming 
very large, the arrangements for financial management in 
the stages above that of the individual society were becom
ing complicated, and the principles for the conduct of busi
ness, inspection and audit remained indefinite and uncertain. 
It was felt by Government that it could not take the 
responsibility of fostering and supporting further growth, 
unless it was satisfied that the movement was proceeding 
on lines economically and financially sound. It was to 
enquire into and report on this aspect of the question that 
the MacJagan Committee was appointed by a Resolution I 
of 8th October 1914 and the reference made to it was 
expressed in the following words ;-" The primary duty 
of the Committee will be to examine whether the move
ment, especially in its higher stages and in its financial 
aspect, is progressing on sound lines and to suggest any 
measures of improvement which seem to be required. 
For this purpose the enquiry will be directed primarily 
to an examination of such matters as the constitution and 
working of Central and Provincial Banks, the financial 
connection between the various parts of the co-operative 
organization, the audit, inspection and management of all 
classes of societies, the utilization of the reserve and the 
manner in which reserve funds should be exhibited in the 
annual accounts. At the same time the Government of 
India do not desire rigidly to limit the scope of the enquiry. 
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and the Committee, may, . at its discretion, consider and 
make recommendations regarding any important !1Spect of 
the co-operative movement." The committee submitted 
their Report in 1915. and we may with confidence say that 
the c<H>perative activity in India at the present day is 
governed in the main, by the Act of 1912, as interpreted by 
the Mac1agan Committee in its details. 
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CHAPTER· III 

CO-OPERATIVE ORGANIZATION 

Classification or Co-operativ~ Activity 
In India. as in those European countries where conditions 

are similar. the f9undation of the whole structure of co
operative activity has been the credit society. but with the 
development of co-operative spirit other forms of co-opera~ 
tion have made their appearance and been recognised by 
law. The broadest di!\tinction between the co-operative 
societies in India may be made with respect to the liability 
of their members and the ,Law divides the societies into 
those of limited and of unlimited liability. In societies in 
which the liability is limited members are not liable to lose 
their all in default of payment by other members. Their 
liability is defined and they do not run risks beyond that. 
The limited liability is liability limited to either' (a) the 
unpaid portion of the s.hare or shares held, or (h) the unpaid 
portion of a stated sum which is usually a certain multiplo 
of the face value of each share. In the latter case, each 
share carries an extra liability, and every member is liable: 
not only for the face value of the shares he holds, bt;lt alsQ 
for an additional amount proportionate to such shares 8.$ 

laid down in the by-laws. Thus in limited-Jiability societies 
in the United Provinces the liability of a member is twice 
the face value of his shares; while, in the Punjab it is limited 
to a m~ltiple of the face value of a share from three to ten. 
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In societies with unlimited liability a member may be 
called upon to make good the"loss, if there be a deficit in 
the society at lai-g"e, though caused by the default of others. 
However, the Mac1agan Committee suggested tha,t the 
meaning of unlimited liability should be interpreted as of 
11 contributory unlimited liability" i.e., where there is a 
neficit in the engagements of a society to its" creditors 
this deficit should, after the full payment of shares, if 
any, be recoverable by a series of In' capita levies upon 
the members. Broadly speaking, societies organised " in 
villages are based upon unlimited liability, and town so: 
cieties on limited liability. There are, however, some 
societies with limited liability in the villages and some 
societies with, unlimited liability in towns. The former 
generally are societies with .functions other than credit, 
and the latter are societies "where for special reasons the 
members 'are so intimately connected by proximity, occupa
tion or caste, that, in spite of their urban character, they 
are prepared to accept unlimited liability. However, mak
ing a general statement, we may say that nearly all so
tieties, which have been organized for objects other than 
credit, as well as all the higher forms of co-operative or
ganizations such as the Union, the Centra) Bank and the 
Provincial Bank, have limited liability as their basis. 

The above distinction based, as it is, upon the liability 
of members IS far too inclusive," and would cover ali the 
various forms of co-operative activity; wei therefore, need 
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some other suitable basis of classification. One such basis 
of classification that suggests itself to us is the nature of 
activity, and we may classify societies as has been done 
by the Maclagan Committee into (I) Credit, (2) Purchase 
and Sale, (3) Production, (4) Production and Sale, (5) 
Insurance and (6) Others. This is the classification, 
which. at the instance of the Government of India, has been 
adopted by the various Provincial Governments for 
publishing returns of co-operative activity in their respec
tive provinces. The returns based on the above classifica
tion, though admirable in some ways, unfortunately fail 
to give an idea of the true development of co-operation in 
India in certain important directions. As it was to be 
expected, many a co-operative credit society has found it 
necessary to ad~ to its original function of providing safe 
and cheap credit such other functions as purchase, or sale, 
or production of things in common, or a . coqtbination of 
tw.o or three of these functions together. It would appear; 
that at presenfall such societies are classed as credit societies 
and as such fail to give an adequate idea of their sphere of 
influence. If, however, we could intrOduce in our published 
returns other sub-heads such as (I) Credit and Purchase; 
(2) Credit and Sale; (3) Credit and Production; (4) . Credit, 
Purchase and Sale; (5) Credit, Production and Sale and (6) 
Credit, Purchase, Sale and Production, much of the present 
ambiguity would disappear and we would get a better idea 
of the progress of co-operation in various directions. 
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: We may again classify societies according to the natfr' 
of their clientele such as (a) agrir:ultural and (b) non-a~ 
QJltural ~ (a) when the majority of _the members of l' 
society are agriculturists and (b) when the majority 
them are weavers, carpenters,. fishermen or members 
Pony other non-agricultural classes. This' ag;iin wo 
cover all the various forms of co-operative. activity. ~ 
we may classify SocietieS according to their area of activi1 
.uch as a village society or rural society. and a town sociel 
or an urban society. And again we may classify societil 
a«ording to the area of their activity and control such 1 

Ca) primary, (b) central, (e) district and (d) provincial. 

In practice, however, we find a combination of th~, 
various bases giving us the following classification of co 
operative activity :-

(I) Primary agric~lturaJ :

(a) Credit. 

(b) Purchase or Purchase and Sale. 

(,) Production. 

(d) Production and Sale. 

(I') Insurance and so on. 

(2) Primary non-agricultural :

(a) .Credit. 

(b) . . Purchase or Purchase and Sale. 

4.2. 
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(c) Production. 
Cd) Production and Sale. 
Ce) Insurance, etc. 

" It is only the credit co-operation that has developed to 
an appreciable extent in India, and it is mainly in this form 
of co-operation that we find forms, higher than the primary 
unit, universally developed and well organized. Thus both 
primary agricultural credit societies and primary non
agricultural credit societies are combined to form what are 
called central banks, and these central banks into provincial 
banks in most of the provinces, and there is a talk of 
having a federation of the provincial banks to giv~ llS an 
All-India Co-operative Bank. The Non-credit"Co-operative 
Societies are in some cases combined into central organiza
tions for purposes of control, superv!sion and finance. But 
broadly speaking, we may say that at present they are 
linked to the higher credit organization for these purposes. 
The table in the opposite page gives the various members. 
of the c()"Operative family arranged in their order of rela
tionship as well as the numbers belonging to each kind and 
sub-kind. 

Having studied the classification and the general rela
tionship of the various forms of c()"Operative activity, we 
may ~ow pass on" to give a general idea of the organization 
of the individual members of the co-operative family. 
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First in our co-operative family stands the primary society. 
The primary societies are of various kinds such as (I) the 
Credit, (2) the Credit and Purchase, (3) the Credit and 
Sale, (4) the Credit, Purchase and· Sale, (5) the Credit 
and Production, (6) Credit, Production and Sale, (7) the 
.credit, Production, Purchase and Sale, (8) Production, 
(9) Purchase, (10) Sale, (II) Production and Sale, (12) 
Purchase and Sale, (13) Special types, e.g., Cattle-Insur
.ance, Cattle-Breeding, ConsolidatlOn of Agricultural Hold
ings, Housing and so forth. At present, thQugh these 
various kinds of prim~ry society are met with in India, 
the general principles underlying the constitution of all 
these forms, and the general principles governing their 
working, as well as, the broad lines of p~licy guiding them 
all are essentially the same. And as the foundation of the 
whole structure has been the credit society, naturally, all 
Qther forms have developed on the lines originally adopted 
for the co-operative credit society. We would do well, 
therefore, to begin with the study of those general features 
which are common to all the various forms of primary 
.societies and then point out the peculiar features that may 
be t~e distinguishing characteristics of that particular form, 
which may be under our consideration. 

With the above classification in view, me may define a 
prima.ry co-operative society as a body of ten or more per
.gons, who combine in order to attain a given end, be it 
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credit, purchase of household commodities, or the selling of 
farm or industrial produce, on more favourable terms 'than 
each of them could hope to secure individually. 

C()1tstituti()1t • 
The constitution of a co-operative society is perfectly 

democratic. All the members of the society form the General 
Meeting. Each member irrespective of the number of shares 
or office held in. the society, has one vote and voting by 
proxy is not allowed. For carrying on day to day adminis
trative work, the General Meeting, at its annual sitting, elects 
a Managing Committee out of the members. The Managing 
Committee consists of three to ten members with one of 
them as Chairman or Sirpunclt. The daily work of the society 
is carried on by the Secretary, who may be a member or a 
paid outside man. Besides the Secretary, sometimes, one 
of the mem~ers is elected as the Treasurer, whose duty it 
b to take charge of incoming and outgoing funds of the 
society. In some provinces. notably Burma, Assam, and 
Bihar and Orissa, in addition to the Managing Committee, 
there is another committee known either as Supervision 
Committee or as Board of Controllers. The duty of this 
committee is to keep watch on the work of the Managing 
Committee. 

General Meeting 

Every society must hold every year at least one general 
meeting called the Annual Meeting. Any other general 
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meeting may be called by the Siypunclz, or by a specifij!d. 
number of members of the Pa.ncltayat, or at the written 
request of a specified number ofthe members of the society, 
or by the Registrar. The presence "f a spec~fied. number 
of members is necessary to form the quorum. Thus, in the 
Central Provinces, one-half of the members of the SOCiety 
form a quorum, while in Bengai one-fifth. 'At the annual 
general meeting (I) the Panclzayat and (2) the office
bearers such as the Secretary and the Treasurer are elected 
for the ensuing year; (3) the annual Balance-Sheet and 
the report of the Pancltayat thereon is considered, and . 
confirmed; '(4) lhe use to be made of the reserve fund is 
determined, a dividend, if the society is organized on a 
share basis with divisible profits, is declared, and the 
disposal of the profits otherwise is directed; (5) the 
maximum amount of cash balance that")nay be kept by the 
Treasurer for more than a specified period is determined; 
and (6) the maximum liability to be incurred by the society 
during the ensuing year is fixed. 
. At meetings other than the annual general meeting (I) 

the proposals of the Pancltayat o~ the inspection and audit 
report of the Registrar are considered ; (2) casual vacan
cies in the Pancltayat or of other office-bearers are filled 
up; (3) proposals for the removal of the SiYpunclz, or for 
the expulsion of any member are considered; . (4) 'other 
proposals from the Patufzayat are considered, confi,med or 
modified; (6) the bye-laws, subject to. the confirtnation. 
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Jf the Registrar are made* or amended, and (7) the audit, 
and inspection reports from the Registrar and other super~ 
vising officers are considered. 

AS it is the duty of. the general body of members 
to keep itself informed of the progress of the society's 
work, it is laid down that the general body shall consider 
the report prepared by the PanckaJlal of the working of 
the society to be sent to the Registrar~ Again it is obvious 
that no bye-laws ,should be altered without the approval 
of the general body sin~ an amendment of the bye-laws 
may mean an.alteration of the constitution. of the whole 
society. And the further check that an ameridment cannot 
come into force until it has been approved and registered 
by the Registrar is to ensure that amendments conform to 
the Act and the Rules, and are in accordance with the 

• A society can make bye-laws in respect of the following 
matters: r:is., (I) the name and registered address of the 
lIOCiety ; (2) the area of its operations; (3) the objects fM 
which the society is established; (4) the qualifications required 
lor membership and. the terms of admission of members; (5) 
the rights and liabilities of lcDembership; (6) the lcDanner in 
which capital may be r:ealized ; (,) the mode of appointment 
and removal 01 the committee and officers of the society, and 
the duties and powers of such committee and oflit:ers; (8) the 
mode of summoning and conducting meetings and the right Al 
voting; (9) the keeping of accounts; "(10) the general conduct 
of the business of, the society;' (I J)' ~e . disposal of profit.'i 
(12) the impositioQ or fine and .forfeitures. on members and '; 
the consequences of the non-payment" of any stUns due 1;>y mem~ 
bers to the soCiety; and (13) the authorization of any meQI~ 
her or lBem1teni to sign Qoclimenttion ·behalf of the societY. , : ; 

u 
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principles of co-operation. Finally it is but right and proper 
that the general body alone should' have the power of 
expelling an undesirable member and that the general 
body. alone should be entitled to adjudicate, on all com
plaints against the Panchayat. 
The Managing Committee 

The Managing Committee or the Panchayat as it is called 
in some provinces, is elected by the General Meeting, at 
its annual sitting and consists from three to ten members. 
All these are elected for one to twC} years and are remov
able only by a majority of the members present at a 
General Meeting. The individual members of the Pan-, 

chayat are eligible for election. Vacancies occurring during 
the year are filled either by the Committee itself as 

in the United Provinces, or by· the General Meeting as, 
in the Punjab. In some provinces there is an age limit 
below which no person c~n be elected to the Managing 
Committee. Thus in the Punjab no member can be elec~, 

ted to the Managing Committee unless., he is 21 years of 
age. The Committee must meet at least once a month. 
It is a mistake to make the period for which the Panchayat 
holds, office too long. It is desirable that there should 
be reasonably frequent opportunities for the general body 
of selecting new Panches so that all good men in the society 
may have an opportunity of serving on the Pancluzyat at one 
time or other, and thus get an insight into the working of 
the society. If frequent changes are n~t made, generally 
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it results in one or two members acquiring a pred~inating 

influence in the Pandtayat. This is directly against the 
co-operative spirit. In a co·operative society, it is very 
important that the Pancltayat should act as a joint body 
and should not permit or encourage one member. ,whether 
it be the President or the Secretary or any body else, to do 
the work instead of the Pancltayat. In some provinces. 
notably Bengal and the Punjab, if a member, of the 
Managing Committee fails to attend more than a specified 
number of meetings consecutively, the other members of the 
Committee can appoint anQther in his place. 

Functions of the Mallag;ng Committee 

The Pandtayat has the following duties and powers 
which are common to all the provinces and the various 
~~rms of co-operative societies :-

4 

(1) to fix the rate or rates of interest on loans to 
members, or to fix the rate at which other 
services are to be done for the members by 
the Society ; 

(2) to borrow money on behalf of the socict.;y. whe
ther by loans or by deposits, and to repay 
such loans or deposits; 

(3) to recommend the ~xpulsion of a member to the 
General Meeting; 

(4) to accept the resignation of a member; 
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(5) to deal with applications for loans or other ser
.vices and to accept or reject sureties for loans j 

(6) at every monthly meeting to examine and check 
the accounts and verify the cash-balances j 

(J) to supervise the punctual repayment of loans 
and make proper arrangements for their re 
covery ; 

(8) to see that the loans are applied to the purpose 
for which they were granted; 

(9) to fix dates for the repayment of loans ; 
(10) to extend the time for the payment of instal-

ments of the loans ; 
(ll) to call the General Meeting; 

(12) to submit to the annual General Meeting a 
balance sheet and a report on the working of 
the society for the preceding year; 

(13) to make proposals to the General Meeting for the 
disposing of profits;· 

(14) to receive applications for membership, and 

(1.5) to prepare a forecast on such days as may be 
fixed by the central or the district bank, show
ing (a) the proba~le realizations from the 
members during the. next three months, (6) 

the probable l~a~~~ .. t~~t ;v.'~l~ .. ~e required by 
members durin~ the same period, (c) the 

'I - -r-1;C1';.:.l;:: 
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amount oflocal deposits that will be repayable 
during the same period, and (d) the probable 
amount of loans that will be repaid to, or 
required from the central bank, during the 
same period. This forecast is first placed before 
the next ensuing General Meeting for confirma
tion or modification before being sent to 
the central bank. And last of all to prepare 
the HaisyaJ Register of each individual mem
ber. 

Besides these, in societies with shares, it is the duty of 
the Managing Committee (1) to determine the number of 
shares to be allotted to each individual member, (2) to 
arrange for recovery of share instalments, and (3) to issue 
new and to transfer old shares. 

Tlte Jfanag-ing- Committee in Relatiml 10 lite General Meeling" 

" The Panclzarat is, however, only the agent of the Gene
ral Meeting, and must obey all instructions issued to it by 
the general body. And indeed, since every member of the 
society is liable in common with others for all the debts of 
the soc!ety, it is obviously the duty of all the members and 
of the general body to see as far as possible that the busi
ness of the society is properly managed. Each member must 
feel that the society is his own, and that he must always 
~. loyal t~' ii ,-and to it;; 'interdstS, aiuf :tbai"he' must on ~t. 
~I _. •• • f .. - ••.. ',' ••.. - .,' " 

account d. anything-which will cause lOsS to iti " 
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It must have been noticed from the study of duties and 
powers of the General Meeting and the Managing Commit:' 
tee that the Committee is not placed beyond the control of 
the General Meeting. First of all, it is the General Meeting 
that elects at its annual meeting the Managing Committee. 
Then it is the General Meeting that passes the lJatS)'at 
Register and assesses the loanable capacity of each indi
vidual member, beyond the limits of which the Managing 
Committee cannot lend. At the same time, the General 
Meeting fixes the total borrowing power of the society. 
Besides these limitations, the General Meeting keeps its con
trol over the Managing Committee in all importanl cases. 
such as the expulsion of a member or the removal of an 
elected officer of the society. Looked at from' an adminis
trative point of view, this arrangement is highly satisfactory,. 
as it ensures sufficient freedom of action to the Managing 
Com~ittee, -the chief administrative ,body in a c~opera
tive society-and at the same time, by clearly defining the 
limits within which it is to work, ensures the safety of the 
s0ciety, and reduces the chances of loss and friction to ~ 
minimum. 

The Board of Supervt's;on 01' elm/rollers, 
In some provinces, such as Bihar and Orissa, Bengal. 

Assam and Burma, besides ~e Managing Committee, we 
have a committee or a group of members known as' the 
Board of Controllers or Committee. of Supervision. l~ 
Assam, this group js called Controllers. ,The dUlY of this 
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committee is to keep watch on the work of the Managing 
Committee. Generally not more than four members, who 
are not members of the Managing Committee, are appointed 
by the General Meeting. U no suitable members are 'foQnd 
Mn-members may be appointed with the approval of t~ 
Registrar. They hold office for. two years. Their duti~ 
are to check the accounts of the Committee at least once 
a quarter, to verify cash in hand as often as possible, and 
to test and sign the annual balance sheet. The Managing 
·Committee are bound to produce all documents and accounts 
and to give any available information when required. 
In Burma, the Committee of Supervision is found only in 
limited liability societies. 

In Bihar and Orissa, in unlimited liability societies, we 
have a body of supervisors appointec:1 by the General 
Meeting; while, in limited liability societies, both in Bihar 
and Orissa, and Bengal, we have three auditors appointed 
by the General Meeting.; their duties being confined to the; 
auditing of accounts of the society once a quarter. After 
auditing they give a certificate that they have duly audite<l 
the books of the society; and incorporate· in the certificate 
all defects noticed by them. These certificates form a part 
tlf the annual report which the Managing Committee submit 
.to the annual General Meeting. 

Such a board of supervision is found in Europe, but in 
India it has not been treid on a large scale, and where tried. 
It is reported to be unsuccessful. The Maclagan Com.-
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mittee . who considered the question have stated that it is 
hard to find in an ordinary society sufficient men suitable 
to serve as supervisors in addition to those required for 
the Managing Committee and when men are found they are 
generally of an inferior calibre to those whose work they 
are intended to supervise. For this reason they did not 
advocate the extension of the supervising committee into 
other provinces. 
Tlu Pt'tsidml 

The President is usually elected by the Annual General 
Meeting. Generally, he is also the chairman of the Com
mittee, but, sometimes, as in societies with limited liability 
for salary earners and mill-hands, the President of the 
society is the head of the office or the manager of the mill 
as the case may be. In some provinces, notably, in Bombay 
and Assam there is no president of the society. The 
members present at a General Meeting elect their own 
chairman. But the Managing COIijll1ittee have their presi
dent and in some provinces such as Bengal and Madras, he 
is also the president of the society. The duties of the Pre
sident are to preside at the meetings of the general body 
and the Managing Committee. to supervise the administra
tion generally and to summon through the secretary the 
General or the Committee Meetings whenever necessary. 
Besides this, in provinces, where there is no treasurer, he 
takes charge of the cash balances also. President, like 
'()ther members, has one vote but in case of equality of 
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votes he has a casting vote. Generally on all documents 
the President has to sign either singly or in combinatiaa 
with the secretary. or the treasurer, or some other member 
of the Managing Committee on behalf of the society. 
The society sues and is sued in the name of the Pre
sident 

Tlu ~a'eJa,J' 
The Secretary is the chief ministerial officer of tbe'. 

society. He may be a paid outside man or a member of 
the society. If a member of the society, he is generally 
apptinted by the Generu Meeting. If an outside man. he, 
is usually appointed by the Managing Committee. U b!=, 
is not a member of the society as wen as a member of thc, 

P and""!laI. be is not permitted to receive old debts or disburse 
any money, or other property of the society. His duties 
are to summon, whenever required by those who have thc. 
the authority to do so, the General Meeting and the Manag
ing Committee meetings, to attend them aDd to keep theit 
minutes, Besides these. be has to keep up-to-date and 
accurately an account books of the society. It is be who 
prepares an receipts and voucher.; ILDd other documents. 
required for the transaction of the business of the society. 

Till T ,eanwer 

The treasurer is not found in all the provinces of India.. 
In some provinces such as Bombay and Burma the Pre-. 
sident is u-ofoio treasurer also. Where he is appointed 
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he takes charge of all moneys received by the society and 
makes all disbursements in accordance with the orders of 
the Panchayal and generally signs all receipts and other 
d~cument on behalf of the society. 

Members/lip 

Membership in a co-operative society is open to any' 
pe;son of good character, of sound mind, who is above the 
~ge of 18 and who resides or carries o·n any trade or busi
ness in the locafity in which the society is situated, or 
be~ongs to that particular caste, community or' trade for 
which the society has been organized, and who is not 
member of any other society, the liability of which is' 
unlimited. AU persons who sign the application for re
gistration and who fulfil the above conditions are classed 
as ',original members, People other than these are elected 
by the vote of the Managing Committee of the society as 
fresh members. Although it is a' characteristic of co
Operative societies that they cannot put any arbitrary limit 
t~ the number of their members and this is a legal condi
tion to registration and enjoyment of privileges, yet in order 
to ensure smooth working the maximum number that 

. can belong to an individual society is fixed in some pro-
vinces. Thus in Bombay in an unlimited liability society 
tA~ maximum number is fixed at IOQ; while, in the Cen
tral Provinces, the nl1mber for. the same kind. of society 

iJ, 5Q· 
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I. selecting new me~bers to a society, usually the 
dUd consideratioa should be the character of the recruits. 
Societies are liable to fail if the members are not honest 
and hardworking and if they cannot be relied on to do theif 
dut}" to the society and their fellow-member. It is not 
1ICCCSS3ry that the members should be persons of property. 
No man should be refused admission merely because he is 
poor. 

Ob(igaJioru of MnIIM-sltil 

In all provinces except Burma and the United Provinces 
a member has to pay a small entrance fee. Besides this. 
iu societies with shares, each member has to take at least 
QIle share. But the maximum varies and is generally 

. decided by the Managing Committee for each member. , 
WilIuI,awaJ of Mmrben ~ 

A member can withdraw after giving notice before a 
prescribed period which varies from one month to six months, 

. provided he is not in debt to the society or is not surety of 
an unpaid debL 

Ez!Jdsiml of Members 

. A memb.:r of a c~tive society can only be expelled 
f~r certain specified rea30ns such as when he drives the 
sOciety to court to recover a loan granted to him or when 
,a: member wilfully deceives a sOCiety by false statement 
~ when he does something, which, in the opinion of the 
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Committee, is likely to be injurious to the credit and the 
reputation of the society. Generally it is the General 
Meeting that can expel a member. The Managing Com· 
mittee has the right of recommending expulsion. As in 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa even w~ere the Managing Com
mittee has the right to expel a member it is subject to 
the confirmation of the General Meeting, which must be 
called within a specified period of the verdict. 

Claims of a past Memb&Y against the Society 

A person on ceasing to be a membeT/ of a society 
is entitled to receive the money that he may have paid 
towards the purchase of a share or shares, after deducting 
the amount due by him to 'the society. He has no claims 
against the Reserve Fund or any other assets of the 
society. f 

The Liability of a past MembC1' 

The liability of a past member for the debts of a: 

society as they existed at the time when he ceased to be 
a member continue for a period of two years from the' 
date of his ceasing to be a member. The estate of a 
deceased member is liable for a period of one year from 
the time of his decease. Any register or list of members. 
or shares' kept by any registered society is a prima facie,l 

evidence of any of the following particulars entered ther€?in:,. 
(a) the date at which the name?f any person was entered I 
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as a member and (b) theldate at which any person ceased 
to be a member_ 

ReSfJU1'US 

The capital of the C<Hlperative societies is generally 
composed of the following items: 

(I) Shares, only in societies tWganized on a sha,e 
basis; 

(2) Deposits from members and non-members; 

(3) Loans from members, from non-members, from 
Central Bank or from Provincial Bank or 
from the Government; 

(4) A Reserve Fund, and 

(5) Fees in all provinces except Burma and the 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. 

In some provinces there is another item of • donations . 
but it does not seem to play a considerable part in the 
resources of the society_ 
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WORKING CAPITAL BY P~OVINCESFOR 1923-24 

LOANS AND DEPOSITS UlLD AT TUB BND OF "'UB YE4B FROM 
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WORKING CAPITAL BY PROVINCES FOR 1923'24 

LOANS AND DEl'OSlTl HELD AT TUE END or TBB TEAR riloM 

Share 
Provincea capitlil Provinoe. Non·Mem- Reserve 

paid lip Member. Societiea or Centrar Govero· bl'ra Dod Bod 
Bank roeot other other 

IOlJrOP.I 
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Coorg ... t,62 14 6 /)5 3 88 95 

Ajmere·Merwara 6,81 42 15 11,60 2 16,01 U9 

Hyderabad.Ad 1,06 69 16 ... . .. 12 8 
mini.tered Area 
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The Sltare-system 

The main security of an unlimited liability type society 
is the mutual guarantee, while, in other societies the secu
rity generally depends upon the share capital. This does 
not mean that there is no use for share capital in unlimited 
liability society. The Committee on Co.:operation appointed 
by the Central Provinces Government in February 1925, re
mark in their report" Now it is a matter of common know
ledge that members do not take sufficient interest in the 
affairs of the society. The conception of a society as a 
corporate body for the welfare of which every member 
should strive to the best of his ability is absent. This 
being so, any measure which can stimulate the interest of 
members in the management of a society and create and 
foster in them a sense of responsibility for their good name 
and sound working should be welcd\ne. We think· that a 
system under which members will hold shares in their so
cieties and the latter in the Central Bank and under which 
some portion of a share capital will remain as the working 
capital of the society is likely to encourage members to 
partiCipate more actively in the management of the busi
'ness of societies. This has been the experience of other 
provinces in India and particularly of the Punjab. Further 
such a system combined with the utilization of a major por
tion of the reserve fund in the working capital will result 

inl ~~~jd ac~uFul~Jion of the ?,oWned capital of a~society afd 
then it would be possible to reduce rates of interest charged 
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from members. Again, under the share system, members 
would obtain gradually an increasing control over the work
ing capital and therefore the financial management of their 
society. This will have an excellent educative effect and 
would tend to develop in them those economic and moral 
virtues, the promotion of which is the raison de' eIre of the 
co-operative movement." Moreover, the aim of co-opera
lion is not merely to enable its members to secure a cer:tain 
service cheaply but also to enable them to learn the habit 
of saving and thrift, and to subscribe to the share capital 
of the society is a convenient way of saving. 

Deposits 

The distinction between a deposit and a loan is that a 
deposit is money offered to the society on terms fixed by 
the society, while, a loan is money taken by the society on 
terms fixed by the creditor. All societies, therefore, should 
aim at securing as much deposits as possible. In a sense, 
the extent of the money deposited in a society by members 
is an indication of the success of co-operation amongst the 
members, just as the extent of money deposited by non
members is an indication of the financial stability of the 
society and the resulting confidence inspired in the public 
mind. One thing, however, should be kept in mind and i.t. 
is that deposits should not, as a rule, be taken from people 

living away i,ro,'i!1 ~~e. ~~ighl>our_hp~d pf ~"s?Cj7tX~ " I~, .i~ not 

desi~le :to ~a~c;, ~eposi!~; fJ;'pmp~op,l~) \V.l~o,~~q\f. ,Jl9~WJlg: ~~ 
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the working of the society. The acceptance of large dep~ 
sits from such people has on several occasions placed both 
the society and the depositor in a difficult position_ Mem
bers should be specially encouraged to deposit so that they 
may feel that they are helping the society and may also 
acquire the habit of making savings of their own. Itshould 
be remembered that only in the beginning saving is diffi· 
cult. The Canarese have a . proverb' hallu ."a duvud. 
n;minda malte bele yuvudu tanninda." (If you will make ten 
I will make the rest). If a man once acquires the habit of sav~ 
ing he will not find it difficult to continue saving regularly. ' 

Loalls 

Speaking generally we may say th2.t it has not been pos
sible for co-operatve societies specially in the rural areas 
to raise sufficient money to meet the needs of their members 
by way of local deposits: It is usual, therefore, for the 
societies to borrow the remainder of their requirements 
either [rom the Central Bank, or where central banks do 
not exist from the Provincial Bank and from the general 
public abo. However, most of the societies are affiliated 
to one central bank or another or, deal directly with the 
Provincial Bank and generally borrow from the society to 
which they are affiliated and from no othc:r source. 

Rcsel've Fund 
The reserve fund is built up firstly as security for out-

aide creditors and secondly to enable the society to dispense 
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with the aid of ~hese. Generally, societies utilize their 
Reserve Funds in the ,working capital of the society but 
when so utilized it is taken as a. loan from it a~d at the 
close of the financial year, the amount .taken .is again cre
dited to the Reserve Fund with interest on it, The greater 
the reserve fund built up by a society the less it should 
depend on outside agencies for securing its working capital 
and naturally lower the rate of interest that it can afford 
to charge from its members. All societies, therefore, 
should aim at building up a goodly reserve fund. 

Entranee Fees 

It it) reasonable to charge a small entrance fee from the 
members, because it makes the people applying for 
admission regard admission as a privilege. Generally, w~en 
a thing is got easily without expenditure of time or money 
it is not valued at its true worth. It is also found absolutely 
neceSsary in organizing a society that a fund of some s;rt 
should be raised to meet the prelimina~yexpenses of orgaru
zation. This is done by having a system of small 
entrance fee. 

P,ofits-How disposed of? 

No registered society can divide profits • unless it holds. 
one-fourth of its net profits in a Reserve Fund. In societies 
which have no share system or which are organized on 
indivisible profit basis, the whole of -the net profits is held 
in the Reserve Fund, In societies with shares and divisible 
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profits, after carrying one-fourth to the Reserve Fund, the 
remainirig 'three-fourths may, with the sanction of the' 
Registrar, be divided as dividend or bonus fo the 'members~ 
Tlie societies, may, devote an amount DOt exceeding 10% 

of the 15% of the net profits to any charitable purpose in 
the' neighbOlirhood. 

Reserve F~nd-How utilized! 

Whatever the type of a co-operative society it must 
carry at least 25% of its net profits to its Reserve" Fund, 
unless the Local Government has sanctioned a departure 
from this, e.g., in Thrift Societies in the Punjab only 5% 
goel; to the reserve and the balance is distributed over sav
ings (which receive a fixed interest). . Besides this, in 
soCieties which "are organized either without shares or with 
shares but indivisible profits, the whole' of the net profits go 
to"ihe'Reserve Fund. In addition to this, all fees, fines; for
feiti;;ies'of shares go to swell the Reserve Fund. !The Reserve 
Fundcannotbe'distributed as dividend or as hCinus'on shares. 
lts thief funCtion is to meet unforeseen losses aria to serve as 
an asset of security in borrowing. It is generally utilised: 
in carrying on the business of . the society"but;'then 'the 
money that'is taken out from it is taken as a distinct loan 
by the 'society; "" If it is not so utilised then it must be 
invested either in some securities approved of by the Re
gistrar or deposited in the Central Bank. 'The purpose of 
the Reserve Fund is not only to pro'Vide the society with 
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~ permanent pledge on which to obtain credit but also to 
build up a fund of its own to be utilised as working capital 
of its own. It is the permanent and indivisible fund of the 
~ociety. In the event of dissolution it is gener::Uly not 
shared amongst 'the members but is usually availa,ble for dis
charging the liabilities of the society either bef.ore or. after 
the enforcement in full of the liabilities of the individ\lal 
members. 
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CHAPTER IV 
, , 

PRIMARY CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT 

There are two main varieties of primary co-operative 
c~dit societies: ( I>" The Agricultural Bank; and (2) 
The Non-agricultural Bank. But the difference of nomen
clllture does not exhaust the· points of difference between 
the two. To begin with nearly all agricultural banks are of 
unlimited liability and the area of influence of one' bank is 
confined to a village. Wliile, the non-agricultural banks 
may be of limited liability and their clientele may be more 
or less spread over a wider area than that of a village. 
With these broad distinctions between agricultural and 
non-agricultural banks, we may now begin the study of the 
peculiar features of a village bank. 

SECTION I-TIle Agricttltu1'al Ba11k 

As already noted agricultural societies are general
ly confined to a village. Societies extending over a larger 
area are apt to lose the qualities of proximity and mutual 
knowledge, which are of such primary importance in socie
ties of this kind, organized as they are on the unlimited 
basis. On the other hand, village sentiment is ordinarily 
opposed to dividing. a village by having more than one socie
ty in it. Sometimes it happens that a village is automatically 
divided by caste or occupation or otherwise, and then it is 
not possible to put in all sections into the same society. 
In such cases it has been the practice to recognize facts and 
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to organize more than one society in one village. Or 
again, as in the Punjab, where a large village is divided 
into Taraps or Pallis, it is usual to have one society for each 
Pal/;. 

The law lays down that agricultural credit societiejl 
should have unlimited liability. This of course sounds 
rather a serious matter. But in the first place, it is .neces
sary to incur this liability, and in the second place, the 
danger can, with care, be adequately provided against. It 
is necessary because the outside public will not lend with
out proper security and because the stronger the security 
the cheaper can the money be obtained. Unlimited liabili
ty would not be necessary if the members cOuld susbscribe 
a large share capital but this is not possible in village 
sOCieties. The public is very well aware that the liability 
of the members towards . the losses of the society extends 
over their (members') entire, individual and personal 

property. Consequently, it feels sure that the society 
will take special care of a~y sums lent to it and also be 
careful in effecting prompt repayment of loans from its 
members, For these reasons, unlimited liability provides 
the best security for a village society. Nor is unlimited 
liability after all dangerous if only the members thoroughly. 
realize the danger. Since if a man realizes his danger, 
he usually takes special care to see that it does not become a 
reality. 
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.In India, we have three varieties of the village banks: 
(~) The original Raiffeisen type with unlimited liability, 
Ito shares 'and no dividends. This variety is met with in 
AsS:\m', Central Provinces, Bombay Presidency, the ~unjab, 
Bihar and Orisa and Bengal. (2) The late' Raiffeisen tYpe 
with unlimited liability organized 011 a ska,e basis but 1111 

!irv~dendr. Societil!s of this variety are found only in the 
,I, f'\\":'\ 1 ., . f 

Punjab, Burma and the Central Province. And (3) 
soc'i~iies .with all unlimited liabiiity organized on a ska,e 
l ~. I" • ,..' • . ' . - .• 

fJas;s and dividends. These are found in the United Prov-
inces, the P~njab, Assam, Bengal, Bombay (i~ Sindh 
only), Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Madras and Co~~g. 

Shares in a society with unlimited liability are not 
shares in the sense used in joint-stock companies. In the 
latter, the shares compose the joint stock and they are the 
~easure of the holders' ~nterests in the company, as well as, 
of their liability. In unlimited liability societies this 
is not the case. The share . is merely a portion of· the 
unlimited liability which is called up (I) to meet possible 
1000s by payment in advance of the loss occurring, (2) to 
give financial stability to the society, (3) to promote 
thrift, (4) to quicken the building up of an adequate 
reserve and (5) to give to members the idea of owning a 
sddety. 

ot these three varieties, the first has the largest 
. .• 't .,. ',...." " .... ' "'. ... \ '" ."" '.~ -: 

rlumber to its credit, but the third is the· one, whiCh most 
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of the provinces, afte~.a long ~xper;e{lc~ with the $~rel~s, 
type, are now adopting. Thi~ is~he ~pe which is widell" 
fLdopted in the Vnited Pro,v,incc:s ~d the r~njab. III 
~oth ,these provinc;es paY~l!1lt 1R~¥ds eac,h share 'is to ,1;>e 
:~ade in ten yearly or twenty ,~lf-yearly ins~al~e~ts a~d 

F.';~h member must be~in to p;y!rom tpe first his ~ns~~

!D~.~ towards th~ shares _!l~o~;ed to ~im~ f\.. ~emb~r 
admitted after the _ fi~t y~r, ~s . ~o.p'ay all i'i1St?L1m~J?~ 
,toget~er with the prevailing iqu::rest befpre he ca,n ,:,en:is~ 

any of the rights of membership. Prq~tsare ~o_t divisib~c: 

~efore the completion -of - ten y~,rs. . In the Punjal>,t~ 
~bar:es are withdrawable ,w~~outJlrofj~ af~er ,ten yea~ 
from the date of. registratiQn of societies, while, in the 
United Provinces, it is not .so.. 

. In the second type. which ha<! ~s Qrjgin in the Punjab 
and was specially designed for the Muslim, co~unity. 
who have religious, objec~()n$ t;() ~eceiving interest, and 
,vhicb was subsequently adopted ill Burma, there, are two 
varieties: one, in which shares are not retprnable, and the· 
9~her in which shares are returnable after a sta~ed period 

.of time. This is the. type )v hich has been very recently 
~dopted in the Central Provinces and wbich I look upon it 
as the best type suited to the conditions of rural life in 
India. The system .in which profits are divisible tends 
to promote greed and create opposition between borrowing 
and non-borrowing m~mbe~~ 3ln~ .~ phyiqus.1y unia,:"ou~b~ 
to the growth of true CO:Operative spirit. They have 
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sought to mitigate this evil by limiting -the rate of divi
dends.* But there are other difficulties. If profits are 
made divisible from .the beginning, as in Madras and 
Bihar ~nd Orissa, owne.d. capital in societies accumulates 
far too slowly and the main object of introducing shares 
into the society is defeilt~d to a certain extent. If profits 
are indivisible for ten years as in the Punjab and Bombay 
and a portion of the accumulated profits is divided at the 
end of the period; it is difficult to arrange for the admission 
of new members during the currency of the decenniulll. 
Either they have to pay the same number of instalments 
on shares that have been collected from other members up 
to the date of their admission together with interest, or 
they start the ordinary instalments like the original mem
bers and at the final distribution submit to a proportionate 
.reduction in their share of profits. The former plan. 
which is adopted in 'the Punjab tends to keep out poorer 
members, and the latter, which is in force in Bombay, is 
complicated and involves more difficult calculations than 
a!l average society-secretary can undertake. For these 
various reasons, they evolved a type of society which is. 
a combination of the indivisible profit type and the return
able share type. And now in the Punjab "opinion is 
crystallising in favour of shares being returnable but profits 

* Madras, not exceeding 6!%: U. P. 10%: Punjab, 10% : 
C. P., 9%: Bihar and Orissa, 12i%: Bengal, 10%: Burma, 12%: 
Bombay, ul%: . 
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being indivisible for ever. Careful enquiry does not 
support the idea that the payment of a dividend would 
stimulate interest among members, as, in actual practice. 
no appreciable difference is discernible. 'We have striven 
to secure a wide adoption of indivisible profits partly in 
order to avoid the evils, of profit-seeking, but chiefly in 
order to secure a large common fund for the village from 
which its needs 'will be met in future_"* The other im
portant feature about the second type is the returnability 
of shares on the expiry of a certain period. In the Punjab 
the amount of share money is returned to members without 
profits at the end of ten years and during the curreney of 
this period the share money actually subscribed by the 
member is returned in case of withdrawal, death or 
expulsion from the society. It is obvious that the Raiffeisen 
~ype with indivisible profits and non-returnable shares as 
found in Burma has greater stability but the difficulty is 
that it is not liked by the members, as they tend to look 
upon the money invested in the shares of snch a society 
as dead and gone While, if that money is returned to 
them after a certain period in a lump sum they feel the joy 

of having saved and this becomes a further inducement 
. to save in future. The system of returnable shares seems 

to be remarkably suited to develop the instinct of saving 
as compared to the system of non-returnable shares. And 

'* Vide report o[ the Registrar o[ Co-operative Societies" 
Punjab, '922-23. 
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.if, peopl,e in Indian villages need on~ thing mor~ than .I\ny 
pth«:r it is the development of the instinct for saving and 
thrift. I; 

rt.1 the year 1923-24 we,had in all,49.Il8 village b~n~ 
in In\iia. They were distributed in the different provinces 
as foiio~s: , 

funjap .. 
~engal .. 
~adras .. 

p. P. ", 
Bihar .& Oris,sa 
f:. P. & Berar 
~urma .. 
B?mbay .. 
f'\ssam .. 
Coorg .• 

9.43$ 
8.36~ 

8,071 

5.436 

4.2 p 
2,857 

64~ 
93 

Ajmere-Merwara 433 
Ft;om these figures it~9~ld appear thatthe vi~ag(: 

p,im~pas made the gr~atest progress in the Punjab, 'Yi~h 

~a~!~s ~JJd ~engal following clo!!e at heel!CI~. Ho~~ve,f 
}:h~~ figures, py ~hemselves do not giy~ a correct idl1a :of 
t~.~ true deveJopment of. co-operatjon in the various prov
~nlj:~. for illstance" if these ,figures ,.are studi~ ~l} 
~ela~ion to ~he number of people in th~ respective proyinc.e$ 
we .find .that the Punjab is the third and that Ajmer is tb~ 
first. The following -table gives an idea of the develop
m~~t in the different provinces, imd taking all things into 
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consideration, thiS seems to . be ~he better index of the 
relative position of the provinces with regard to the develop
ment of the village bank. 

Province 
The numb#'. ofP~op!e 

. amidst whom one 
Society,s found 

In 1923-24 
(I) Ajmere-Merwara 1,132 
(2) Coorg .. 2,150 

(3) Punjab .. 2,194 
(4) Burma .. 2,778 
(S) C. P. & Berar 3.~84 
(6) Madras •. 5.11 3 
(7) Bengal .. 5,581 
(8) Bombay .• 6.755 
(9) Bihar & Orissa ~.808 

( 10) The United Provinces 8.352 
( II) Assam .. 11,838 

But looking from th~ same point of view at the major 
provinces, even according to t;his standard,. the Punjab is 
easily the first~ Yet another method of testing the 
working of societies is to be found in repayments. Different 
methods are adopted in different provinc::es in this connec:
tion. Some compare repayments made towards principal 
during ~h~ year with the amount. outstanding against th~ 
members . ~t the begin,ning of. the year. Some compare 
repayments made by the members during the year with 
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the total amount outstanding against the members at 
the beginning of the year together with the loans 
disbursed during the year. Others compare repay~ 

ments made by the members both towards the principal 
and the interest outstanding against the members at 
the beginning of the year. But to me all these methods. 
appear to be more or less ineffective to give us a true idea 
of the development of the spirit of co-operation, which can 
cnly be judged by finding out the attitude of the members 
towards their societies.' If they look upon their societies 
as their own, ~nd understand the working of the institu
tion, then and then only the movement can be pronounced 
a success. 

SECTION II-The C:,ban Bank 

It was to be expected that in a great agricultural 
-country like India co-Operative credit in rural areas would 
develop first and this it did, and is even today the mOst 
important branch of co-<>perative activity. But there was 
the need of growth of co-operation in her towns and ci ties 
as urgent as in the villages. We have noted* the organiza
tion of indigenous credit in rural India and seen how 
insidiollsly it tends to sap lhe life-iuice out of the people 
it caters for. The same is true of the organization 
generally met with in the cities, as we shall presently see. 
The people, who very often seek credit in the urban areas, 

* Vid~ Ch. I, Introductory_ 
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may be roughly divided into seven classes: (I) the 
labouring classes, who get their daily, weekly or monthly 
wages; (to this class we may also add ~he ekka-valas and 
the tonca-valas and the domestic servants) ; (2) the artizan 
class (such as the cobbler, the shoe-maker, the carpenter~ 

the potter, the bricklayer and so forth) ; (3) the hawkers 
and the pedlars; (4) the small shop-keepers retailing 
their wares to the petty consumers; (s) the big mer
chants and traders; (6) the wholesale dealers and (7) the 
clerks. 

To satisfy the credit needs of these various chlsses we 
usually find the following agencies in the urban areas: 
(I) TIte Modern Bank. It is usualy a branch of the Im
perial Bank of India or of some joint-stock bank. These 
have nothing to do with the majority of our clients 
and deal mainly with the big merchants and traders,and. 
the wholesale dealers, who have established their name. 
in the business world and whose. credit i~ above reproach. 
To these people a modern bank allows accommodation in 
the shape of cash credit on approved security as well as 

by discounting their bills of exchange, hundis, drawn upon 
one another. But leaving the big commercial .centres 
apart, the Indian merchant. and. trader prefer to have their. 
hunt/is, discounted by some local magnet;-a big Seth or 
Shroff. (2) Seths and Sh'~lfs. Besides discounting hundis. 
they also lend on hand bills and ·promissory notes to the 
trading classes in general, as well as. to such other credit-

.) 
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worthy people as ,landlords, minor shro~ sand mahajans. 
(3) The Shroff and the Jlahajall_ These deal directly 

with all the remainIng classes. To the clerical class they 
usually advance money on promissory notes, while, to the 
artizan class they It!nd sums either on the kist system or 
on the girvi system ,(tIle lawn system) _ To the. hawker and 
the pedlar, they' give on a peculiar system, where the 
money is given in the morning and taken back . by the 
evening with a pice or two pice a rupee as daily interest. 
I have known cases where they charge even one anna per 
rupee per day. To the better class of labourers they advance 
on the kist system and to others on the ordinary system, 
but they charge from one anna to two an~as per rupee per 
month. (4) Besides these, there are dealers in certain 
kinds of commodities, such as Cazi. and. Chara sellers, the 
fruit and the vegetable dealers, dealers in furniture, baskets 
and so on, who advance money to the artizans who make 
these different commodities, and onthat chargea high rate 
of interest, and at the same time bind the producer to sell 
the finished artiCles to them at a rate to be determined by 
themselves. (5) Sometimes, the' petty retailer of daily 
IIccessaries of life is found, and thisis'vety common in big 
commercial and industrial centres, selling his . goods to the' 

, :' , " Itt. .. l-r~ 

poor "labourers on credit, of course, at rates much higher. 
than the prevailing market rat~' and' the~he charg~~' 
interest at a rate' varying from half an anna to on~ anna p'e~' 
rupee per month. (6)' The f«tory /obbe,. In 'an b'ig' 
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industrial centres there are the jobbers, also known as 
mates or sal'dal's, whose business is to secure workers for 
factories and then to see' that they work properly and 
regularly. The worker when he comes from his native 
village is ge~erally penniless and finds in the jobber a 
willing helper ready to'accommodate him with a few rupees 
but for a consideration varying from one anna to two an-iias 
per rupee per month. This practice of borrowing money: 
from the jobbers and buying tm'credit from the petty shop: 
keeper is further intensified, made almost inevitable, by 
the custom prevailing iI! the industrial centres of w'ith~ 
holdi~g the wages of the workers for the first month or 
two to ensure the continuity of service. (7) At the top 
of all these comes the Kabuli with his insidious offer for 
cloth at the so called cheap rates and" you may pay wltm
evel' you please". And when he has ensnared' a vi;tlm 
his pressure for payment increases with his rate' of 
interest, and the lot of the borrower is really miserable. 
: To relieve the labourer from the clutches of the jobber, 

the small dealer and the Kabuli, and equally to relieve" 
the low-paid clerk. the impecunious artizan;and the starve
ling longa-vala, what we needed were theca-operative credit 
societies, commonly called the urban 'hanks. The name, 
Urban Bank neither implies that urban banks are iIi no 
way to supply a rural credit, nor' does it mean that agricul-' 
turists cannot be memberS of such societieS.' There is no 
hard and fast rule that urban-- banks should be' composed 
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exclusively of non-agriculturists, though in practical life 
they do generally consist exclusively of non-agriculturists. 
And as these societies are fonned mainly to serve the 
interests of the . non-agriculturists, they naturally differ in 
their general policy and aims, in business' methods and 
organization, and even in spirit, from those organized 
mainly for agriculturists. The agriculturists of a village 
form a compact group and the members of the village 
bank live in daily and hourly contact with each other 
and this renders the ~pplication of the principle of unlimited 
liability possible. While the members of the urban banks 
generally do not form groups which are either compact or 
homogeneous enough to accept unlimited liability for each 
other's debts, Hence it is found convenient to adopt 
limited liability as the basis of organization for these 
urban ba~ks_ But this does not mean that all urban hanks 
are organized on the limited liability basis. As a matter 
of fa<;t the majority of societies in the United Provinces 
and the Punjab have unlimited liability. But speaking 
broadly of British India, ali a whole, we are justified in 
saying that the ur:ban bank is generally organized on the 
limited liability basis. 

An Urban Bank with limited liability is formed . on the 
principle of a joint~tock bank. Like joint-stock banks, 
it raises its initial capital by means of shares, and offers 
the share capital as security to those who deal with it. 
The liability of the members is limited and if the bank 
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suffers any loss it is to fall on the share capital_ It there
fore affords a guarantee to the public aI)d the intending 
depositors that the bank will he managed in such a way 
that no loss will be incurred, as, otherwise, the members 
will be the first to suffer. 

It may be asked what is the difference between a Joint-
, Stock Bank and a: Co-operative Urban Bank?' Although 

similar in constitution they are radically different forms of 
association. A joint-stock bank is an association of persons 
who combine their funds to obtain the largest profits upon 
them. While a Co-operative Urban Bank is an association 
of persons who join together not merely to earn profits buJ 
10 benefit eaclt otlter. The Urban Bank, therefore, is not 
allowed to lend to anyone except its own members, 'and 

: they manage the bank. 

In a Joint-Stock Bank which is run for the sake of 
i private profit the interests of the borrower and the lender 

are in a manner opposed, while in a co-operative bank there 
is no such antagonism, because the borrowers are mem
bers and members only, and the interests of the bank are 
bound up with those of its members, i.e., of its borrowers . 

• To use a common expression" a joint-stock bank is 'a union 
of -capitals, while a. co-operative sodety is a union of per-

• sons." Another important point of difference between a. 
: joint-stock bank and a co-operative bank ,is to be found in 
, their attitude towards the public. A Joint-Stock Bank is 
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out to make profit at whom-so-ever's expense it may be 
while, a co-operative bank always keeps its doors open fo] 

"membership to those who are as weak as the old member! 
once were. Yet, another important difference is that in ~ 
co-operative bank members are all personally selected fOJ 
admission and a person must first be elected as a membel 
before he is allowed to hold a share. In other words, mem 
bership gives a right to and requires the holding of a share. 
while, in a Joint-Stock Bank a man becomes a member b) 
virtue of his holding a share. In Urban Co-operative Banks 
the dividend is often absent or kept low, so that all profits 
go to the" reserve-at least for the first ten years." 

In all we have 2,SS7 Urban Banks in India. Of these l 

1,749 are organized on limited liability basis and 808 on 
the unlimited liability basis. The term' Urban Bank' cov· 
ers various organizations which exist for extending credit 
facilities to non-agricultural classes e.g.," People's Bank, 
Employees' Societies, Society for Salary Earners in the 
Employment of Government or Other Public Bodies,· and 
Communal or Industrial societies like Fishermen'S Co-opera
tive Society or Society for the Employees of a Mill, Shop
keepers, Tongavalas, Sweepers and so forth. Membership in 
such societies is generally confined either to one trade, or to 
the employees of one institution, or to the members of a 

·particular class or caste. 
Before proceeding to study the relative progress of the 

Urban Banks in different provinces, we might, with ad--
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vantage, classify them under two main heads: (I) People's 
Bank of 1M &kulze Delitzsck type the membership of which 
is constituted from among those resident within a given 
town: and (2) Employees' Societies which might be 
subdivided into three heads :-(a) Societies of G01Iernment 
II1Ul Quasi-Government Employees. This is an important 
class with distinguishing features of its own and consists 
of (i) societies which- admit to membership all classes of 
Government servants residing in.a particular area; and (ii) 
societies confined to men employed in a single office or de· 
partment. (b) Societies tM membership of wkick consists 
of 1M employees of ,ail ways, municipalities 0' firms. 
And (c) Communal Societies. Here the co-operative nexus 
is the common feeling of belonging to the same community. 
They comprise (a) caste societies, (b) craft societies and 
(c) societies with some religious persuasion as the basis 

of union. 

People's Bank-This type has been a great success 
in Bombay and Burma. They serve the double purpose of 
financing their own clientele, as well as, rural and other 
societies in their neighbourhood. In Bombay there are 21 

People's Banks and the Registrar of Bombay writes, .. The 
success of this type of society has been remarkable. 
Throughout the Southern and Central Divisions there are 
practically no Joint-Stock Banks at work and it .is by no 
means easy for the artizan and middle class people to secure 
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_ loans when they require them on reasonable terms, or to 
find institutions in which they can deposit their savings 
with surety." The Registrar of Burma remarks in the 
.. arne strain that" the success of the people's. bank is due to 
the absence of the branches of Joint-Stock Banks. Many 
districts have no satisfactory depositories for money of the 
wealthier classes of traders during the slack season ... 
This peculiarity of environment while favouring the growth 
of Urban Banks has also exposed them to the temptation 
of approximating their methods to the ordinary Joint
Stock Banks. However, the continuous supervision from 
the headquarters has not aIlowed them to take any undue 
advantage of the opportunities before them. 

Employees' Societies-These combine a number of 
features which conduce to soundness of management and 
to the development of true co-operative spirit. In the first 
place, they consist of homogeneous groups of men, i.e., of 
persons who are in constant touch with one another in their 
daily work and who have the tradition of common employ
ment. This gives a very good material for co-operative 
work. There is the further advantage in the case of such 
societies that great encouragement is given to the move
ment by the employers or official superiors. Moreover, 
in these societies, the procedure of the deduction of dues 
from the income of members can be carried out with the. 
greatest facility. It cannot be denied that from a purely 
'to-operative point of view there is not much moral force 
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in the practice of compulsory deductions But from a prac- .. 
tical point of view, it has proved a great success. Generally 
the Managing Committee itself is not truly co-operative, 
because many of its members are officially subordinate to 
others and cannot meet and discuss matters on equal terms. 
And when, as it is often the case, the head of the office 01" 

the manager of a factory is the e:r-otficio- president of the 
society, he tries to run the institution under his own author
ity, and may often use the society as a matter of enforcing 
discipline and checking strikes. Their success so far is 
most marked in Bengal, where they have shown an amazing 
development particularly in Calcutta. In the' city of 
Bombay also, there are some very good and big societies 
<If salary-earners, like the two railway societies and the Post 
and Telegraph Office Societies. The group which has pr~v
ed very successful especially in Bombay is that of Munici
pal Sweepers. Many of the societies have succeeded in 
redeeming sweepers frorn debt and drawing the whole 
community together. Mr. Ewbank thus sums up his 
experiences of these societies: .. Men of the lowest caste 
are capable of developing a high standard of honesty and 
a real sense of self-respect whenever a man of higher class 
exerts himself personally to help and encourage them." 

Com:nunal Societies 
Caste Societies-In India, caste is a very strong 

unifying force and it has been' applied successfully in the 
service of co-operation. This variety also has had a 
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• remarkable success in the Bombay side. There are eleven 
communal societies in Bombay, the members of which 
belong to a particular community like the Saraswat or 
the Namdev. The Shamrao Vitthal Society for the Saras
wat Brahmans is an outstanding example of successful 
work which every year continued to surpass its own record 
of success until its " remarkable good management has set 
up a standard, which its rivals find it difficult to surpass:" 
In such societies, the introduction of cash credit system 
with facilities for drawing cheques for the use of business 
men, the inauguration of an educational fund from the pro
fits, and the issue of debenture stock for redeeming the 
mortgage debts of the members, are features showing what 
co-operation based on caste could do for the good of its 
members. There is hardly an instance on record of a 

~adly managed caste society. Looking at such unvarying 
'success of caste societies in Bombay, one feels impelled to 

suggest that other provinces sho~ld also start energetic 

propaganda on these lines. 

Craft Societies-While caste has, on the whole, answ~red 
so well as a factor in the development of urban co-operation, 
the craft has done equally well. To this group. belong the 
societies of weavers, fishermen and so forth. The 'first 
have prov~d a great succe~s in the Punjab, while the second 
in Bombay. The creed, too, has a c~nsiderable degree 
of success to its credit. In various provinces the mission 
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SOC1etIes are invariably run on very sound lines. The 
Chittagong Islamia Bank is a fairly successful institution 
in Bengal. ' 

Of the total number of Urban Banks the following is 
the distribution in the different provinces : 

Province Number 
Madras 955 

Bombay 411 
Punjab 291 (Majority of these 263 are 

organized on the un-
limited basis.) 

Bengal 223 
United Provinces 206 (Here also a great majority 

I 53-are of unlimited 
liability societies.) 

Burma 174 
Bihar and Orissa 131 (Almost half are organized 

on the unlimited liability 
basis.) 

Central Provinces 48 (38 organized on unlimited 
liability baSis.) 

Assam 
Ajmere-Merwara 31 
Coorg 10 

From this table it is clear that from the point of 
view of relative progress in the Urban Bank System, Madras 
stands first, Bombay second, Bengal third and Burma 
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fourth, and for all practical purposes, these are the prov .. 
inces in which this kind of banking can be said to have 
made an appreciable progress. 

SECT~ON III-eo-operative Funds 

How the funds are employed! 
Not only the funds of a Co-operative Credit Society 

can be employed in giving loans to its members but 
they may be utilised in making loans to other societies 
with the sanction of the Registrar. Those who are not 
members cannot borrow. If there are more funds than 
it can usefully employ they are deposited with a Central 
Bank or they may be invested in certain securities 
approved of by the Registrar. In granting loans, an 
attempt is made to steer between the two courses. On 
the one hand if loans are not given with fair promptitude, 
there is the danger that the members may be com
pelled to revert to theinoneylender. On the other hand, 
if loans are given with more or less freedom, there is 
the danger of extravagant expenditure on the part 

-' . of the members. Therefore, although m the mam, 
loans are granted for productive* purpose!:' only, some 

'-" A productive loan is that which is employed to create 
something materially valuable. The return from the expendi
ture must cover principal and interest and leave a certain 
profit. A loan which is employed to stop a loss or to effect 
an economy is also classed as productive, provided the loss 
saved or the economy effected is sufficient to repay principal 
and interest and yield a profit. 
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are given for non-productive but necessary expenses 
also. This is a serious departure from the German practice, 
bul, in India, with her peculiarly strong demands of society. 
it was found essential to advance money for some of the 
ceremonial expenses. It has been found by experience that 
members being responsible for one another do take care that 
the amount spent on social requirements is not in excess of 
that prescribed by the public opinion in the locality. The 
dictates of the society in such cases are cheerfully accepted 
by the members. It has indeed been said and with ~ 
truth in it .. that by lending money for ceremonial pur-' 
POses,co~peration has closed one of the high roads to insol
vency." 

In the village societies the chief productive objects for 
which loans are given are: (I) Usual Cultivation Expen
ses ; (2) the Purchase of Cattle; (3) the Redemption of 
Mortgages; (4) the Payment of Old Debts and (5) the 
Purchase of Raw Materials. While among the subsidiary 

objects may. be: mentioned Ca) the Payment of Land 
Revenue; (b) the Holding over of Grain or Other Fin
ished Products for a Fair Market; (c) the Purchase of 
Fodder; (d) Personal Maintenance; (e) Ceremonial Ex
penses; (f) Litigation ; (g) Education and the like. There 
has been a great deal of discussion as to whether the old 
debts of the members should be cleared or not. It is urged 
that if they are to learn the value of self-help and thrift 
the process of salvation from the moneylender should be 
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slow and even arduous. If they get money too easily, they 
will not realize their position and will fall into arrears with 
repayments. Others argue that, unless members are at 
once cleared off all their previous debts, the society is 
never safe and the ·moneylender is left with a lever to over
turn it. On the whole, the first view seems to have pre
vailed in most of the provinces. 

In the Urban Banks, loans mal be granted for any ne
cessary purpose. Generally, in Societies for Employees, 
loans are granted for (i) Liquidation of Debts entered into 
before admission to society; (ii) Illness; (iii) Marriage and 
Funeral Expenses; (iv) Litigation and so forth. Loans 
are not granted for purposes of trade, display and amuse
ment. 

In societies for mill-hands loans may be granted for 
any of the following purposes :-(I) Marriage and Funeral 
Expenses; (2) Payment of old Debts; (3) Household 
Expenses; (4) Purchase of Buffaloes and Cows; and (5) 
Sinking and Repairing Wells. Loans to artizans are usually 
given for the purchase of implements or raw materials and 
for the liquidation of prior debts. To traders loans may 
be granted for the purchase of stock-in-trade andliquida
tion of prior debts. 

How to secure a loan ! 
To secure a loan the borrower· has to apply either in 

writing or verbally to the Managing Committee •. The 
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acknowledgment of a loan by the borrower is generally 
in the form of a pro-note, or any other manner that may 
be prescribed by the Panchayat for that particular case. 
Loans are seldom given without security, and this is 
nearly always personal. The reason why a co-operative 
bank gives such preference to personal security is that it 
cannot afford to keep its money locked up for a long time. 
Schulze-Delitzsch, the founder of town banks in Germany 
considered suretyship as tlte keystone of co-operative organiza

tion. He thought that it promoted fI!ltemity, provided 
control and supervision over the borrower, guaranteed' 
the honesty and capacity of the latter, who, if not honest, 
would fail to find a surety, and ensure punctual pay
ment by the borrower himself; who, on no account. 
would leave in 'the lurch a surety of his own class and 
guild. Loans may be granted without security to the 
extent of a certain percentage of the amount of deposits. 
held by a member and at the decision of the Managing 
Committee. The Panchayats are authorised to take a mort
gage or sublease of the alienable property of any applicant 
member, but this is usually taken as a collateral security in 
addition to surety. Generally two sureties are required for 
every loan. Sureties have to be approved by the Pancha

yat, and they should always be members of the society. N(} 
member is allowed to stand surety for more than a specified 
number of members. The responsibility of a surety ex
tends to seeing that a loan is applied to the purpose for' 
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which it is taken, and that the borrower does not abscond 
to avoid repayment. In case the borrower fails to pay the 
10an,I the sureties are u~ually liable to pay the amount. Each 
applicant for loan has to state truly and clearly the pur
pose for which the loan is required. If the loan is not 
applied to the object for which it was granted, it is liable 
to be recalled at any time by the Pandzayat. In limited 
liability societies for salaried persons, the loan is generally 
granted on a bond in the form prescribed by the Committee. 
It is usually given on the personal security of the member 
and those of his sureties. 

When an application is received from a member for 
Joan, the Managing Committee look up the Haisyat register 
and from it find out the maximum sum up to which the 
loans have been permitted to be made to· that member by 
the General Meeting for that year. If the amount applied 
for, is within that limit, as well as, within that sum, 
beyond which the debts of no individual member should go, 
and, if the Committee is satisfied that the object stated 
is justifiable, then it is granted. If the Panchayat do 
not grant the application for a loan, the member has 
the right of appeal to the General Meeting, whose decision 
is final. But, as usually, there are no funds on the spot, 
the application of the borrower with the remarks of the 
Committee is sent to a C-entral Bank. The Central Bank, 
through its supervisor, makes further inquiries, a~d if it is 
satisfied, it advances the necessary funds to the society, 
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which, in its turn advances the money to the borrower ~ 
This means a lengthy process resulting sometimes in an 
inconvenient delay for the money. to reach the needy 
borrower. Enquiries from the members of the co-operative 
societies show that the absence of funds on the spot and 
the consequent delay in getting money is a very important 
cause that is still keeping them, especially the members 
of the village society, in touch with their local sowcars .. 
Both in villages and towns money is often needed for meet
ing incidental but all the same necessary expenses which 
it is not very easy to foresee. Thus, every village culti
vator needs occasional advances to pay the labourers. 
employed in weeding crops. When he will engage labour-· 
ers is very uncertain, for it is determined for him by the 
fall of rains during the kharif season, and by the degree 
of cold in the winter season, i. e., the factors that deter
mine the proper time for weeding are controlled by natural 
forces and are independent of him. Therefore he must. 
begin the operations then and there. If he delays, the 
\lpper layer of the soil gets too hard and the crop is bound 
to suffer. He must employ labourers and must get 
money for paying their wages. If he approaches the 
society, ~he soci~!;_.QL~~~~ .least to advance 
him the necessary funds, whiIe,-the village maha;a11 is there 
on the spot and can give him the money whenever he 
requires.* Those responsible for the organization of c~-opera-
~ credit are alive to this shortcoming in the system, but 

* I understand that in the Punjab Societies nearly alway!. 
keep Rs. 100 in hand to meet such urgent demands· for loans. 
This seems to be another reason why there is greater Co-opera
tive Spirit among the members of Co-operative Societies in 
the Punjab than, say. in the United Provinces. 
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the general absence of sufficiently reliable men on the spot 
to take cha:rge of the funds is their genuine difficulty. 

Rates of interest on loans 

The rate of interest on loans is fixed with due regard to 
the demand and supply of capital in the particular locality 
and to the rates of interest prevailing there. If high local 
rates are due not to the manipulations of the malza;an but 
to legitimate economic causes, the societies cannot afford 
to" lend much below the prevailing rates. Any undue zeal 
in the matter of cheapening the loans would result in 
borrowing for unnecessary purposes and an injustice to the 
person_ The following table will give us an idea of the 
prevailing rates of interest_ 

1923-24 
RATE OF INTEREST 

Provinces Village Societies Urban Societies 
Madras., From 9 3/8 to 10 ISlI6 From 9 S/8 to 10 IS/Iii" 
Bombay" 9 8/8_ .. I2 1/2 9 3/ 8 
Bengal " IS 5/8 IS °/8 
Bihar and I2 112 .. 18 9/4 IS 5/8 " 

Orissa 
United Pro v- IS IS 

inces 
Punjab ., 
Burma " 
CentralProv-

inces 

I2 1/2 
IS 
I2 to IS 

Assam ., IS 5/8 
Coorg IZI/2 
Ajmere-Merwar~ I2 
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Most of the rates of interest given above may appear 
rather high, but indeed, though not very low, they cannot 
be considered excessive, especially when considered in re
lation to the prevailing rates of interest in the different 
provinces. It is to be remembered that the great advan
tage of the co-operative loan does not lie in the low rate of 
interest, but lies in the fact, that the terms of the loan are 

. made as convenient as possible to the borrower, instead 
of being made like loans of the sowca1' in as profitable a 
manner for the creditor as possible. It is for this reason 
that co-operators generally prefer to accept loans from co
operative societies. 

RepaJlment 

When granting loans the Managing Committee take 
into consideration the object for which the loan is given 
and the ability of the borrower to repay and then fix the 
date of repayment. Loans for the cultivation. of crops and 
other petty incidental expenses are fixed with reference 
to harvesting and sale of that crop: loans for trade· and 
manufacture, with reference to the time or season at which 
the profits of such trade or manufacture are ordin~.rily rea
lized. In village societies the following may be taken as 
the typical periods for repayment of loans : 

Loans to enable cultivators to secure 
reasonable prices for their produce. Tk1'ei montks. 
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Loans for trade, seed, food, cultivation 
expenses and cattle-fodder Six months. 

Loans for purchase of carts or cattle, 
liquidation of small debts and for 
house-building Two years. 

Loans for liquidation of large debts, 
purchase or redemption of land or 
for expensive improvements of Three to five 
land years. 

Loans for unproductive purposes Two years. 

In societies for salaried men loans are ordinarily re
payable in twelve monthly instalments but the Committee 
may extend the period. In societies for mill-hands re
payments are usually made mont~ly at the rate of one
.tenth of the amount borrowed. 

SECTION IV~Grain Golas and Seed Societies 

Grain Golas 

Closely allied to the village banks are the co-operative 
grain banks which deal in grain on practically the same 
basis as credit societies deal in money. In British India 
they are found in Bihar and Orissa, Bengal, Bombay, M.adras 
and Coorg. 

Owing to the poverty of the great mass of the agricul
turists, it often happens that they have to sell their 
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grain immediately after the harvest, when prices are' at 

their lowest, in order to pay rent, sowcar's debts or' land 
revenue assessments. Conseq uently they are generally uri~ 
able to keep on hand enough grain to maintain their 
families until the next harvest. PriceS almost ah\rays 
begin to rise some 'two or three months after the harVest 
but the profit falls into the hands of the dealers and, not 
of the agriculturists. The poorest classes. have generally 
exhausted, their stock of grain within two or three w~eks 
of the harvest and have to subsist until the next harvest 
on grain advanced to them on high prices and at heav} 
interest by their sowcars. If the agriculturists would 
hold their produce for two or three months, they could seiJ 
it at a much better price. It is here that the' Grain 'C;o~ 

come 'in to help them. The object of the Grain Banks are 
(I) to enable agriculturists to tide over the period of 
low prices and to sell their produce ,!lot a good p'r~fit; 

(2) to make advances of grains at reasonabie rates tc 
necessitous agriculturists during the off season for theh 
maintenance; and (3) to create 'a reserve stock for an} 
tmforeseen emergencies such as famines and scarcity. 

, The Golas are registered as societies of unlimited liabi. 
lity* and are managed on very much the same lines as 

* In Bihar and Orissa and Madras, the liability 'is limit
ed up to two times the quantity of grain deposited by a 
member. 
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credit societies but grain is used instead of ca~h. The 
only cash is that derived from entrance fees and is intended 
to cover working expenses. If a society, however, wishes 
to help agriculturists, by granting cash advances also to 
them against their crop produce, in order to enable them 
to ho!d their produce for realizing a better price, it has to 
deal in cash also. 

As in a credit society, so in a gola, the supreme 
authority is vested in the General Meeting and the day
to-day business is carried on by the Managing Committee. 
In provinces such as Bihar and Orissa and Bengal, in 
addition to the Managing Committee, they have a Super
vision Committee, whose functions are the same as in a 
credit society. However, one of the important duties of 
the General Meeting, which is peculiar to these golas, is, to 
decide the rates of compulsory annual contributions of 
grain to be realized from members. 
TIte funds of lite Golas and Ilteir borrowing /JOWe1"S 

The capital of a Gola usually consists. of (I) entrance 
fees, (2) deposits of grain, (3) contributions or donations 
in grain from members and (4) loans in grain. The 
Committee of Management may, in special circumstances, 
borrow money with a view to its conversion into grain. 
The maximum amount of borrowing in the shape of loans 
and deposits is, as usual, determined by· the annual General 
Meeting, but may be revised at any subsequent General 
Meeting during the year. 
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Every member is bound to contribute grain at a rate 
fixed by the General Meeting to the stock of Gola. The 
amount so contributed is repayable with interest* after a 
certain specified time.t 

The Golas like credit societies grant loans only to 
members. Thecate of interest is fixed by the General 
Meeting with the approval of the Registrar. The usual 
rate of interest charged is savai (25% in grain). The 
loans are granted to members for seed, maintenance and· 
for the repayment of grain debts at higher rates. We 
have in all about 150 grain banks in India of which II3 are. 
in Bihar, 21 in Bengal, 5 in Coorg, and the rest in Bombay 
and Madras. 

Tlte Seed Society 
Next to the need of cash and grain loans at easy rates 

the difficulty, that undoubtedly is felt most acutely by the 
Indian agriculturists, is the need of good seed on reasonable 
terms. Only the more substantial cultivators store th~ir 

own· seed, while those, who are poor, usually have to 
borrow it from their sowcar on terms, which, as we have 
seen, are neither favourable to the cultivator nor to the 
agricUltural industry. . To meet these difficulties, and at· 
the same time to introduce better varieties of crops
varieties that Government experimental . farms have, after 

* In Bengal no interest is paid. 
t Bihar and Orissa, S years: Bengal, 10 years: . Bombalt, 

3 years. 
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making experiments found suitable for certain localities-, 
the Agricultural Departments of the various provinces 
have been collaborating with the Co-operative Departments. 
The commonest method to secure this end so far, has been 
to g-'t the seed tlistributed either on the commission sale 

system, or otherwise through the existing co-operative 
credit societies, or through the Union or District Bank. 
But in the Bombay Presidency they have started some 
seed banks in the Central Division to meet this difficulty. 
So far, as the Registrar of the Presidency observes, U they 
have been either larg'ely financed and controlled by official 
agency or managed as semi~haritable institutions by some 
philanthropic persons under very few and lax rules."But 
recently they have adopted measures to put the seed banks 
on sound co-operative basis. 

Their object is not to maintain a store of grain in a 
village for use in time of famines nor is it to help cultivators 
to sell their harvests at advantageous rates as we find in 
the' Grain Golas, but it is only to. show cultivators bow 
they may unite, and obtain a supply of sound seed at the 
cheapest possible rates. A village seed society in Bombay 
is carried on in exactly the same way as a village credit 
society of a pure Raiffeisen type .. The main difference 
between the two types of the institution is, that, in the 
case of seed bank, the capital is maintained in seed, and 
loans are also made in seed. Here; it is. the busin~s, of 
tlle Managing Committee to arrange for the supply of seed 
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and then to supervise the production, of good seed, to, sec 
that it is separately sown and harvested, t) store it care. 
fully and to advance it to members at th~ ,sowing season. 
Members are debited with the cash value of the seed and. 
make repayment jn cash together with interest at a rate 
that may be fixed. However there are .very few purely: 
seed societies in Bombay. 

SECTION V-The Land-Mortgage Bank 

The experience obtained in the workIng of rural co-oper
ative societies has shown that the prior debts are a 
serious obstacle to the improvement of the ryot's economic 
condition, and unless some satisfactory method of liqllidat~ 

ing them is devised, he cannot reap the full benefit of co
operation. Besides this, in the zamindari provinces such 
as the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa and the Punjab, 
it is common knowledge that the landlord classes are also 
heavily in debt. The result is that they are not able to do 
anything by way of investment in buildings, fencing, wells 
and other necessary improvements to increase the productiv; 
ity of their property. They too stand in very urgent need of 
some co-operative institution that may be ready to advance 
funds to them on the mortgage of their landed property' 
and under proper· co-operative safeguards. The longest 
period, for which the existing co-operative credit societies, 
with their limited resources and peculiar limitations, ad~ 
vance loans, varies from 3 to 5 years,* and as it 'is no par~ 

1\1 ~ecently in the United Provinces the time 'limit of the 
longest. period has been raised to 10 years, 
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of their business to grant long term credit they fail to 
meet, except on a comparatively small. scale, the need 
of either the l'yot, who is anxious to liquidate his prior 
debts and wants to'start on a fresh career of progressive 
develoPl?ent, or the landlord, who wants even larger 
sums to liquidate. prior debts and to invest in permanent 
improvements to land. 

The primary object, therefore, of the formation. of co
operative land mortgage banks is to facilitate the redemp
tion of mortgages of agricultural land, by providing long 
term credit, and thereby to afford relief to classes that are 
now encumbered with mortgage debts. With the Pun
jab rests the unique honour of beihg the first of the 
provinces in India, where the need was recognized and 
where attempt waS made to tackle this vital, though 
difficult, problem, by evolving a Land Mortgage Bank 
on Co-operative lines. The first Land Mortgage Bank 
was started at Jhang in 1920. This was followed 
in 1924 by two other banks in Mianwali and Sonepat. 
Madras, Bengal and Ajmer-Merwara have also developed 
similar banks on similar lines.. But the main difference 
is that, while, in Madras the Government have definitely 
under~:\ken to take up half the debentures issued by such 
banks up to a maximum amount of two lakhs of rupees 
to finance such banks, in the Punjab they have not, and 
the Registrar has to bewail that" the bank has power to I 

issue debentures i but so far none has been issued for the : 
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simple reason that it is doubtful whether there would be 
any market for them." 

.. These Banks have been organized broadly on the lines 
of the German Land Credit Banks or Landschaften as they 
are called, and the objects in both the cases are to serve 
• the need of medium and small landowners and affording 
them facilities for obtaining loans at moderate rate of in
terest • ,on mortgage of their land_ The loans issued are 
not subject to recall (except in cases of default and mis
application in the Punjab) and are repayable in small fixed 
annual instalments. Both in the Punjab as well as in 
Germany, land Banks are permitted to issue bonds or 
debentures which carry interest,-their issue is based on 
estates mortgaged and is limited to the value of the mort
gaged land. All profits are carried to the reserve." 

The main difference. however, is that unlike the Punjab, 
in Germany, liabilities of such ~nstitutions are guaranteed 
by the State and bonds issued by them are recognized as 
trust securities,. ... , 

Modus Operandi 
Loans are issued only to members and are secured in 

every case by mortgage of land to be redeemed (as a further 
security the member might be requested to mortgage all 
his immoveable property) and two personal securities of 
two other members of the society. Every member must 
subscribe to a share of Rs. 10 for every Rs. 500 or 
fraction thereof borrowed. 
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With the application of loan, a copy of Jamabalzdi of the 
land to be mortgaged is filed. In the application the 
applicant states the object for which til(: loan is required_ 
A copy of /amaba11d; of the land which is to be 
redeemed, improved or pmchased should also be furnished. 

After the papers are filed, a local enquiry is held by 
the Director of the circle (local member of the managing 
committee)· and the Sub-Inspector in the pay of the Bank_ 
Land is valued; income is assessed; and the character of 
the member-borrower and his smeties ascertained. If the 
report is favourable, then only loan is sanctioned by the 
Managmg Committee. The report in every case is treated 
as confidential, as it is hoped, that by treating it so. 
opinion will be more freely given. 

The business of the society is conducted by a Boa~d ·of 
Directors consisting of 20 members with the Deputy Com
missioner as ex-officio President. If a Director fails to be 
present at three consecutive meetings, he is supposed to 
have vacated his seat and the Directors cO-Qpt a substitute 
in his place till the next General Meeting . 

. ", " 

COlldttlOtlS of Loatl 
(a) The collateral security of'land is secured by a 

registered mortgage-deed. 

(b) The maximum amount of . loan to be given .to 
anyone individual is fixed at. IS times the 
net income of his lan~. The gross. income of 
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land is determined from local enquiries ';from 
the gross income, revenue and other ~xpen
ses are deducted and net income ··arrived 
at. 

(e) Loan less than Rs. 300 or more than RS.4,000 
is not granted to any individual. It is thought 
that for a loan less than Rs. 300 one : should 
go to a rural society. The maximum limit 
of Rs. 4,000 has been fixed to deter appropri
ation of the major portion of the funds of the 
society to a small number of members. The 
idea being to offer relief to the greatest' mim

(d) 

ber of middle-class men. • 
Though bye-laws provide for loan being granted 

for 20 years, yet no loan has been issued 
for a period exceeding 10 years . and . in 
some cases lo~~ has been issued '{or five' 

years • 

. (e) Loans for purchase of land and repaYll1e~.tof 

debts are now discouraged and it is propolied to 
,issue in future, loans principally· for r¢emp
tioD of land. 

(f) I.nterest charged is 8%. 

(g) Liability of all m~mbers (exceptin~ officials): for 
the debt of the society is unlimited. 

-". . 
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The lines on which the land mortgage banks are to be 
nm in Madras may be gathered from the letter* of the 
Registrar to the Secretary to the Government, Develop-. 
ment Department in which he has detailed the general 
lines to be adopted in the formation of land mortgage 
banks_ .. The general idea underlying these banks is that 
a number of ,yots, who own landed property in a specific 

. area and who have mortgaged land to moneylenders should 
combine to form a co-operative land mortgage bank. They 
will remortgage their lands to the bank which will proceed 
to issue debentures on the security of these mortgages. 
These debentures will be sold in the open market and the 

sale proceeds 'willbe utilized by the bank in lending to its .. 
members in exchange for their mortgage deeds. Debentures 
will be issued in different series, each series being intended 
to finance a different group of members. All the members 
who apply for loans about the same time will be regarded 
as forming one group and one series of debentures will be 
floated to finance that group. The debentures may be of 
various denominations, say, Rs. 1,000; Rs. 500; Rs. 250; 

Rs 100; and Rs. 50. The total value of the debentures isslled 
in each series will not exceed the amount cov.ered by the 
mortgages giv.en by the members of the group for whom 
the series is issued. The period for which debentures will 
be issued will ordinarily be no less than I::l and not more 
than 20 years. Within these limits the period may vary 

* Dated the '1st June, 1924. No'. B-4306-::2. 
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from series to series. The maximum period for which . the 
bank will lend to its members is 20 years • 

.. The rate of interest to be paid on debentures will 
for the present be fixed at 7 per cent. per annum. De
benture-Holders will not have the right to claim repayment 
of their debentures before the expiry of the fixed term for 
which they were issued, but the bank will reserve to itself 
the right to redeem any debenture before it matures on 
giving three months' notice. This provision will not 
ordinarily be enforced but it is IlI!cessary not only to meet 
the possibility 'of a general fall in the rate of interest in the 
money market (in which case the bank would redeem 
existing debentures and issue fresh debent~res at a re
duced rate of interest) but also to meet the possible ,diffi
culty of finding an outlet, in the form of fresh mortgage 
loans to members, for the money repaid by members from 
time to time • 

.. The Board of Directors of the Bank' will appoint 'a 
Trustee whose function will be to see that the bank fulfils 
its obligations to the debenture-holders. .For each series 

of debentures there will be a separate trust deed although 
the Trustee will be one and the same person. In order 
that the Trustee may fulfil his duties, the mortgage~eeds 
executed in favour of the bank by its borrowing members 
will have to be assigned to him. The bank will covenant 
with the Trustee to pay to the holder of every debenture 
the amount specified therein on the expiration of the fixed 
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p~riod or at 'such earlier' time as the debenture may be 
redeemed in accordance with the holder every year until 
tl)e,- date of redemption. All recoveries from the borrowing 
~~mbers of the bank on the mortgage-deeds taken as 
secl1r~ty for loans will be paici to the Trustee and the bank 
Will aiso covenant with the Trustee to advance from its 
O\yn funds, in the event of default of payment by. the 
n19r~gagors, the sum necessary to completely fulfil its ob
~~gations to the debenture-holders. 

" The Trustee will for tfe present be the Registrar of 
~perative Societies or some one selected by him, but in 
the bye-laws certain powers have been reserved for the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies apart from his powers 
'¥' Trustee. The Trustee has merely to safeguard the in
terests of the debenture-holders. The Registrar has to 
look to the efficient working of the bank as a whole. Later 
on it may be possible to select a non-official to take his 
place as Trustee • 

. " Alt repayments by borrowing members of the bank 
on: mortgaged de~ds which they have given as seCl~rity to 
t~e bank will be handed over to the Trustee. The amount 
so' realized .. towards principal may be utilized by the 
Directors with the sanction of the Registrar of Co-opera
tive Societies and of the Trustee in giving fresh loans to' 
members on the security of mortgages. The period for 
such loans must of course be so fixed that they will mature 
belore :the expiry of the period of the debentures. These 
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further mortgages will also be assigned to the Trust~~ 
When the collections towards principal handed over W. 
the Trustee cannot immediately be utilized in furthqT, 
mortgage loans they will either .be invested or wUI be 
utilized in paying off debentures. Collections cannot. be 
used for the purpose of giving further loans for the full. 
period of 20 years. For this purpose, fresh mortgages 
will have to be taken and n~w series of debentures issued, 
thereon, the mortgages being assigned in due course to 
the Trustee. The sale proceeds. of these debentures can· 
then be utilized for further loans to members for 20. 

years .... 

" With regard to the area of operations of the proposed 
land mortgage banks my own view is that the area should 
be restricted to a group of villages within 6 or 7 miles from 
the headquarters of the bank. If the operations of a land 
mortgage bank are extended to. such a large area as .• 
la/uk the identification and valuation of the land tCl be. 
mortgaged to the bank by the borrowers will present con~ 

siderable difficulty and will also involve a certain .. amount. 
of expenditure. On the other hand, if the area is .limited 
as I suggest, there will be no .need for inspection: .and. 
valuation by professional experts. The members. of·. the; 

Board of Directors will know the land and will be able .to.. 

value it with very little trouble' and; expense. It wilLb.~ 
much safer, I think, to. restrict the area .of .operations:ae: 
I now- suggest. Some degree of mutual. knowledge ~!C. 
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necessary for the satisfactory working of a co-operativi 
society even on the limited liability basis, and it will bl 
difficult to obtain this if the members are drawn from Sl 
large an area as a laluk . . _ .. 

" The proposed land mortgage banks are to be organize( 
on a limited liability basis. It may of course b'e argue( 
that the adoption of unlimited Ii,ability would obviate the 
necessity for the collection of l;leavy share capital am 
would thereby make it easier to bring in men whom it i! 
intended to' benefit_ There are however insuperable 
practical difficulties in the way of organizing land mortgage 
banks on the unlimited liability basis. For these bank5 
can only be started in areas where unlimited liability credit 
societies are already at work. The "yo! must tum to the 
existing village society for his requirements in the way oj 
short term loans. The proposed land mortgage banks are 
only to give long term loans. No person can be a membeI 
of two unlimited liability societies at the same time and 
so the new land mortgage banks must necessarily be on the 
limited liability basis. 

" The maximum rate of interest to be allowed' on depo
sits is fixed at 61 per cent. per annum which is the rate 
allowed by central banks on long term deposits.. Land 
mortgage banks should not, however" go in for deposits 
to any great extent, as the' whole object of the scheme 
would be defeated, if such deposits formed more' than a 
small proportion of their total working capital. It may 
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occasionally be necessary to take in deposits to meet the 
possibility of default in repayments by borrowers so that 
the bank may be able to keep up its engagements with its 
debenture-holders. 

" It is proposed for the present to restrict the amount 
which can be lent to a member to a maximum of Rs. 1,000' 

as the object of the scheme is to relieve the smaller debt
ors. The rate of interest. is fixed at 9 per cent. per 
annum. In regard to the system of repayment the members' 
will be given the option either to repay the principal in) 
equal annual instalments with interest due on the out
standing amount or to adopt the system of equated pay
ments including both principal and interest. The equated 
payment system has certain special advantages in the case 
of loans intended for redemption of mortgages or improve
ment of land. Loans for such purposes should be repaid 
out of the net income derived from the land to be re
deemed or to be improved. For this reason it has been 
laid down that no loan shall exceed three-fourths of the 
estimated net income for the period of the loan, derived· 
from the land mortgaged as security for the loan. 

" The Board of Directors have power to call up loans be:: 
fore the due date whenever it seems necessary for the pro
tection of the bank. 

" It is also provided that no less than 25 per cent. of 
the annual net profits of the bank shall be carried to the 
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Reserve Furid. In order to get over the.difficu:1ty of (,b
tilining the required long term money in the eady and ex
perimental· stages of land. mortgage banks, Government 
have undertaken to purchase half the debenture bonds to 
the Illa]!:imum amount of Rs. 2 lakhs to. make .lJp' the 
amount required for starting land . mortgagee. banks.. To 
ensure that all debentures are secured on first mortgages of 
agricultural l~nd it is provided that the total value. of 
debentures actually in circulation at . any time must not 
exceed the total value of the mortgage bonds and other 
assets assigned by the bank to the Trustee and held by 
him. It. is further required that the land mortgaged to 
the' bank as secu.rity for a loan shall have ~o prior encum
brances except in favour of the bank. The value of the 
land mortgaged as security for a loan must be at least 
twice the amount of 'the loan. Again the bank has the 
right to require a borrower to mortgage all his other im
movable property or to give two reliable personal sureties, 
so that even if the mortgagor defaults in the payment of 
his loan, a.nd the mortgage is foreclosed, there will always. 
be an ample margin to cover any mistakes in valuation of 
the; land .and to secure payment of interest as well as the 
pri~~ip~l due. As payments are made on the mortgages 
a~sign~d to the Tmstee, whether towards principal or. in
terest, the sums recovered will be' made over to the 
Trustee and as the value of the original mortgages. dimi
nishes' . progressively on account of repayments thereon, 
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there will be a corresponding increase in the other assets 
held by the Trustee in the shape of cash and other liquid 
assets, and in tresh mortgage deeds obtained as security 
for further loans to members. 

Although the debentures held by Government will bear 
a lower rate of interest than d~bentures taken up by the 
public no additional security will be offered to Government. 
As already indicated, the security for all debentures is 
extremely good ; indeed unless there is some abnormal 
calamity involving the permanent destruction of the lands 
mortgaged to the bank, there can be no ultimate loss to 
the debenture-holders." 

.. At present in Madras there are five Land Mortgage 
Banks. The latest addition is that of Kulitalai in Tri
chinopoly. As many as 46 villages under 27 C<H>perative 
Credit Societies working within a radius of 12 miles around 
Kulualai have been for the present included in the area 
of operations by the promotors of the Land Mortgage 
Bank. The objects of the bank are to promote the econo
mic interests of its members and to arrange for the creation 
of funds to be lent to its members on mortgage security 
for the redemption of mortgages on agricultural land, the 
improvement of agricultural land, and of improved methods 
of cultivation. The bank will be one of limited liability, 
and the Board of Directors may issue. debentures of 
Rs. 1,000, Rs. soo, and the minimum being Rs. So each 
bearing interest not exceeding 7% per annum. Debentures 
taken up by Government, i.e., half and half shall, however, 
bear interest at 61% or such lower rate as may be fixed by 
Government." 
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CHAPTER V 
.; , .. N.O.N~<;REDIT CQ-OPERAT1VE ACTIVITY 

The most important part·which co-operation has so fa't 
played' hi India has been the provision of ereclit. But it 
:has. not stppped' there ..... The training in the co-operaH~~ 

I '. '.' '.. " 

method's. and ,the'. development of the co-operative spi.nt 
~~q~ireii~ a co-operative credit so'ciety have resulteii~ 
creating, to "a certain extent, a spirit of self-reliance and self! 
heIp, and' these, in their turn,have led people to form 
associations on co-operative lines to meet their daily need~ 

other,. than, . credit. We find them combining for the pur
chase of g6odsj~be they daily necessaries of life 'or thje 
implements and raw materials of their business-for the 
disposaloftheir produce, and In some societies for both 
. . ., ~ . .. : 

purcha~e"a~d" sale. Yet in others they combine one or'both 
of these 'f~mctions to providing credit. The special CO)1'

ditions of ~his country have rendered co-ope~ative soci~.· 
ties a particularly useful channel for the dissemination·-of. 
agriCUltural improvements such as the supply of pure seed 
or seed~f in1proved varieties, the' introduCtion of irriproved 
implemen~s Doth in agriclliture and in' industry more speci~r
Iy jncotton-weaving, A great deal has been done by credit 
·societies t0wards the i~tter. It"is'diffic{llt to estimate' the 

,total volume of these opei-at.joh~;The reports of theR'~. 
gistrars :are discreetly'vague on this, point .. They merel): 
dilate on the ever increasing closeness of the relations bel 
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. tween the Agricultural and the IndustriaJ Departments wilJ1 
,.the Co:operative Depart~ent and leave the;: matter at that. 
It would be highly ,interesting to tho.se disinter~sted ~b

servers-ill the sense of not bei.ng actually an active 1Por~r in 
the co-operative./ield, and not in any' other sense, like the 
writer of these pages, if, in -future, separate figures could 
be given for such transactions, and, if societi~, which 
combine some trading func#ons with credit,. cO\lld be shown 

'separately on the lines suggest«d elsewhere. Theri we could 
get Ii more or Jess correct, idea of the service done by co
operation .to agriculture and industry. 

SECTION I-Co-operative 'Purchase 

Co-operatit'e Credit and Purchase 

A Co'operative Purchase Society may take several forms. 
In some cases, it is one of the activities of the. ordinary cre
dit society, which secures indents from'its members for the 
amount of s~ed, manure or yarn, or implements and house
hold necessities, and then makes a joint purchase to the best 
'of its ability. Such societies are found'in Madras, Bo~bay 
and Burma. This is a method particularly favo'ured in 
Madras. However, in all these provinces, we have pure 
'purchase societies also, .. In Madras and Burma such 'soci~
ties have been organized for public servants such as clerks 
in Government offices, Superior and Menial Municipal em" 
ployees and Police men. While'in Bombay, these have been 
organized to help weavers and factory' workers, Unlikb 
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most other classes, factory workers do not req~ire loans for 
the purposes of their business, since raw material, machin
ery and other essentials for their work, are supplied by the 
capitalists who owr. factories. Nevertheless, they frequently 
stand in need of loans and are found in debt to the money
lenders. The objects for which they chiefly require loans 
are the redemption of·old debts on which they are paying 
very exorbitant rates of interest, special domestic expenses 
such as wedding, funerals, doctor's bill and so forth, and 
maintenance in the case of factory workers during the first 
few weeks of their employment until their first wages are 
received from their employers. 

, 

'The credit of the factory workers is practically nothing 
since they usually own no property of any sort and are simp
ly dependent upon monthly wages. The moneylenderS to 
whom they resort, as we have seen, are in the habit .of 
imposing very severe conditions on them and exact exor· 
bitant rates of interest. The expenses of living in great 
cities are very high, and tb.~ ~argin of their wages avail· 
able, after meeting domestic expenses for the repayment 
of debt and of current interest on debt, is therefore very 
small. Under these circumstances;factory workers usually 
slip into almost irredeemable debt without realizing it, and 
find that they cannot both maintain themselves and their 
families out of their wages, and as well pay in full the in· 
stalments of loans due for repayment. -The interest on debt 
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grows so rapidly that a few defaults throw them into a 
hopeless condition 

However, a weaver has generally -to spend Rs. 25 to 
Rs. 50 per loom per month in the purchase of yarn. The 
dealer in cloth usuaily advances this yarn to him at an in
terest of about 18 per cent., and insists also on his selling 
the manUfactured cloth. to him at such rates as he may 
decide. Very few weavers are rich enough to buy yam 
out of their own capital and to carry on business indepen
dently of the dealer. Besides this, if the hand-loom weavers 
are to survive the effects of the fall in prices brought about 
by the power looms, they must adopt any modem improve
ment in the form of other looms that will enable them to 
increase their output. All this needs capi.tal. A credit 
and purchase society meets all these needs of the weaver, 
the factory worker and the other classes. It is but a 
further stage in the evolution of co-operative activity. It 
borrows funds from members and others and then utilizes 
them to give loans to its members for useful purposes, and at 
the same time act.'1 as the agent. ~or the joint purchase of the 
domestic and other requirements of its members 

In Madras all the members are jointly and severally 
iable for all the debts contracted by the society. However, 
LS among· the _members themselves, their liability, in the 
irst instance, is proportionate to the number of shares 
aken by them, in other words the liability of a -member 
II'ho takes two shares for the common debt of the Society, • 
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is''twice that iof a member who takes one share; and 

so on, as the number of shares increases the liability 
correspondingly increases. Ih Bombay such societies for 
factory workers are organized on the liI?ited liability basis. 
But every' member is jointly and severally liable for the 
debts of the society to the extent.of Rs. 50 per head only, 
while in societies for weavers the liability is unlimited. In 
Burma th<: basis of liability is limited. 

The funds of these societies are drawn from the usual . 

sources, but in Bombay, in· societies for. factory workers, 
instead of having shares they have what are called Saving . 
Bonds. Every member is bound to subscribe to at least 
one saving bond. The value of each bond is' Rs. IO and 
the amount is payable fully on allotment or by monthly 
subscriptions of Re. I each, as the member may prefer. 

On these saving bonds interest at the rate of 61-% 'may be 
allowed;· The amount invested in the saving bonds is re
pa.yablc to a member at death or when he is certified to have 
finally left employment in the factory, or on special oc
casions approved of by the Supervising Board. This saving 

bond system met with in' the Punjab tends to encourage 

thrift. 

. In Burma, the capital of the society consists of month
ly subscriptions according to a fixed scale which varies with 
the rent and emoluments of the member These subscrip

tions earn dividends and are repayable when a member 

",ith\:' "aws from the society. 



, The credit and purchase society in Bombay ha'Syet 
another important feature about it. ,'To guide and control 
cO'1Jperative movement amongst the factory workers atBotn'
bay a Central Supervising Board has been constituted. 
The work of these societies is carried on under the gener.al 
control of this board. J t consists of (I) two persorls 
nominated by the Servant of India Society; (2) two·per
sons nominated by the Agents of the factory or.the group 
of factories placed under the supervision of· the' board.;; 

(3) two persons nominated by the Social ServiCe Leagu¢, 
Bombay, and (4) one representative from each affiliated 
society. . -.\ 

The functions of this supervising board are '(I).' to 
&upervise the work of the Managing' Committee and to veto 
any of its resolutions which appear to be contrary to the 
rules, or bye· laws or to the best interests of the society; 
{2) to supervise the work of the secretary and to issue 
instructioris to him through the Managing Committee ~ 
and (3) to sanction loans to the members of the Managing 
Committees of affiliated societies. 
!Tlte PurcllllSe Society 

; The most common form that the pure purchase society 
·has:·uiken in India is the co-operative store variety;: Just as 
the~ ~yotnt!edscapital in excess of what he owns, the' house

h'older iri towns needs 'provisions in excess of what he pro
~ut'es, if indeed he proouces any. Herteeds the .servicesbf 

lthe bazar-man Lust as' the· "yot' needs the setviceS' of : the 
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~owcar, He has reason to feel ill-served by the bazar-man. 
He finds the things he purchases adulterated, his time 
wasted in bargaining and of being cheated in measure. 
It is to free the consumer of these worries that the co
operative store comes in. It arranges for the purchase of 
the requirements of members of the best quality at the 
lowest rates and then retails those things to them. By 
preventing adulteration, it protects their health; by giving 
the correct weight, it prevents fraud ; and by its influence 
and example, it lowers prices all around, and tends to raise 
the standard of business morality of other retailers. By 
the IJ01IUS system it also provides its members with an easy 

method of saving and of learning thrift. 
These co-operative stores or consume1's' societies, as 

they are sometimes called, have been organized on the 
limited liability basis; their constitution being very much 
the same as of a primary co-operative credit society with 
limited liability. But one thing that distinguishes a co
operative store more than any other, besides the nature 
of its business, is the distribution of profits· after certain 
deductions among the purchasers, in proportion to the 
money value of purchases made by each one of them. 
Every year the General· Meeting consider the sales of 
the past year in different commodities, take stock of things 
unsold, and then determine the sort of goods in which 
dealings will be carried on during the next year. They 
also decide the rates of dividend on sh~re capital. and 
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bonus to the purchasers. Other details are left. to the 

Managing Committee, who examine the stock register, see 
that the quality of all articles recently stocked is· good, 

fiX' the selling price of all articles in the shop, increase 

or reduce the selling price where necessary, satisfy th.em
selves that all goods in the shop are available as cheaply 
as possible, note whether any articles in stock are deterio

rating in quality and then reduce their prices accordingly, 

approve orders for fresh stock that may be required, 

and satisfy themselves that there is no avoidable adultera
tion in goods. 

To carry on their business the Managing Committee 
aequire a shop in which the goods of the Society are stored 

and exposed for sale. The price of every article is written 
upon it or upon the receptacle in which it is stored. The 

shop is managed by a salesman, appointed and controlled by 

the Managing Committee. He is responsible for maintaining 

a stock register, a sales register, a cash book, and ledger 

accounts for all the members who are authorised to pur

chase on credit. All sales are made and entered in the 

books by him. 

Generally the sales of societies' g~ods are confined 

to members only, but the Managing Committee may relax 

this rule and sales may be made to non-members with the 
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<1-pprovalof the Registrar.* All sales:are as a rule in cash 

only.t 

The distribution of net profits is settled at the annual 
General Meeting. The balance remaining after carrying 
25% to reserve, .and paying a bonus, if any, to the servants 
of the socie~y, is utilised for paying a dividend Olt shares 
apd a bonus to theregula'I' customers in proportion to the 
money value of the purchases made by each one of them. . . 
In Bombay where the sales are made to non-members 

a'Iso, the bonus on purchases. to non-members is made at half 
the rate to member purchasers. 

We find purchase societies of the store type in all_ the 
provinces of India. In the United Provinces and Bombay 

,. In Bombay and C, p, any person may make purchase. at 
the society's shop. In the Punjab the surplus stock may be 
sold to .non-members. 

t In Bombay sales may, be made by debit against il 
member's advance deposit account but to the extent of the 
balance to his credit in that acco.unt only.. . .. . 

In Central Provinces and Berar credit sales to a member 
~re restricted to the ex.tent of· three-fQl,Irths, of the paid-up 
value of his shares, .. .. 

:", In Bihar and Orissa the Managing Committee may exempt 
approved members from this rule and may allo.w the ::.alesman to 
allow them credit up to a specified amount, 

'. In Bunna credit'not exceeding a month maybe aiio.wed 
to·members of CO-o.perative. credit sodeties nnly,and that tip 
to. the .amount mentioned jt). the letter. of, credit. obtained 
from 'the 'credit s6cietY'. ..,: . 
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we have sludenlJ' stores, where a part ef the 'profits 'is set 
apart as a com mOil good fund to be utilised at the dis
c'retion of the Managing' Committee, for the promotion of 
social intercourse among the members and for the ad
vancement of their common interests. Yet another im
portant development of the store, we find in Bombay,.where 
a large number of mallure supply· societies have been or
ganized on very much the same basis as a co:operative 
store. Here the General l1eeting annually decide what 
sorts of manures the society sha11 deal in the following 
year. The manure may be s<?ld to any member of the 
society to any amount if the sale is for cash. When manure 
is supplied on credit the amount due from a member must 
not exceed Rs. 500, and the Managing Committee must 
satisfy themselves that the manure is genuinely· required 
by the member for his own use. Non-members may pur 
chase manure from' the society,. but only after the. needs of 
all the members have "been fully met with. All sales to non
members are in cash cmly. Castor, ground-nut and safflower 
cakes are the most in demand. The Registrar issues a 
monthly circular showing' the stock of cake available at 
each of ~he big oil-pressing mills, the nitrogen percentage 

of the cake and the market price. Samples are· obtained 
from' the big presses and are taken with him by the 
Agricultural Organizer on tour. 

Another form of the pure purchase society is that found 
in the Punjab. Like others it IS also organized' on the 
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limited liability basis, and the work is carried exactly on 
the same principles as in the stores, but all profits are 
carried to an indivisible reserve. There is no dividend oa 
shares, and no bonus to the purchasers. But a sum not 
exceeding 7! per cent. of the net profits may be set apart 
for a common good fund. These have been organized for 
the ag~iculturists and students. 

Yet another form ofthe Purchase Society is met within 
• Bombay. Its objects are to purchase and store suitable 

agricultural implements for hiring out to members, and to
purchase and sell improved agricultural implements to· 
members at the lowest possible rates. Naturally, the 
Generel Meeting here decide what kinds of implements 
shalt' be stocked for hire or sale, and the Managing
Committee fix the daily rate at which implements may 
be hired on ,a scale that will be sufficient to pay in
-{erest on the capital invested, to cover the cost of stor
age and depreci~tion, and to leave a small profit i and fix 
the rate of commission chargeable on sales. They examine 
the implements from time to time to see that they are in 
good condition and properly stored, and fix the sum pay
able by any member who may damage them. 

All applicants for hiring have to state for how many
days the implement named is required. and every applicant 
has to give in writing, that he is willing to pay any sum 
for damages done by him to the implements in his charge 
that may be fixed by the Managing Committee. All sums 
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due on account of the hire of implements are payable in 
cash either at the time of taking them out or returning 
them. 

In this .variety thereis no bonus to members in pro
portion to the hire money they may have, paid. Of the 
net profits, after carrying 25 per cent. to reserve, and pay
ing a bonus, if any, to office-bearers, the balance is avail-
able for paying a dividend on shares. . 

The only form of the Pure Purchase Society that is met 
with in practically all the provinces of India is the store 
variety, and even· this cannot be said to be of success. 
With the exception of a few stores in Bombay, and else
where, all seem to be working in an unsatisfactory manner. 
Perhaps the best managed stores are those organized for 
the employees of railways in the 'various provinces. ,The 
Bombay-Baroda and Central India Railway Stores made a 
profit of Rs. 13,045 during the year 1924-25. The Inspector 
reports that the cash sales are increasing and amounted 
to Rs. 4,61,866 in the last year. It has been impressed 
upon the Board to make enough provision from profits for un
foreseen losses owing to fluctuations of the market. The 
Association has tried to benefit its members by reducing 
the prices of commodities as far as possible. The Society 
was honoured by a visit from the Hon'ble Sir R. W. Hol
land who was pleased to put the following remarks on the 
working or the Association in its Inspection Book :-" I 
was much interested to see this excellently managed little 
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Concern this morning, The Association has now I;:onsoli, 
dated its positioq and if the method of management, and 
control continues to be sound, its activities should bf 
greatly and beneficially extended' in the future. I trust 
very much that it may be found feasible to ope~ a branch 
at Abu RO,ad as cont~mpl\lted, The zealous wo~k ~one by 
the Advisory Committee and by the ~nex;getic Honorary 
Secretary, Mr, Girdhar Lal inparticul'ar, is most <:om, 
mendable." A co-operative store, to be a success, .should 
be comprehensive in spirit, and in all respects should be 

,3. society of consumers, that is, the consumers should look 
upon it as ~heirown institution, should devote their time 
in looking into its management, and, above all, ,should 
purchase all their requirements from it and from nowhere 
else. ,Practically all the. Registrars are unanimous in attri
buting the want of success to the· want of loyalty of the 
members. Thus 'the Registrar of the Punjab remarks: "It 
(the c~-operative purchaset:n0vement) must be classe.d 

amongst our failures, . but our experience is much the. sam~ 
as of other provinces. The 'curse of easy credit which has 
done so much to r~in the country has provided a powerful 
factor in undoing supply work. People are so accustomeo 
to the accommodating shop-keeper and so ignorant of the 
charges he makesJol' the credit he gives that they are nqt 

prepared to pay cash Jor any: advantage ,;which is not· im;
mediately clear. J;>urity, and quality. are ,not valued highly; 
,business instinct of, the k~nd required is lacking in th~ 
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villages; public spiritin ~he towns where this instinct exist~, 
is bac~ward; members qo not understand the paramou!1t 
need for loyalty , to their' society, managers have proveq. 
incompetent and dishonest .... The above and other ,factors 
hav~ contributed to failure." Even in Bombay, where the 
consumers' societY,is compara.tively a success, the Registrar 
observes" the consumers' movement has, ,I regret to say, 
not shown any appreciable progress .. , The main reasons why 
several s1cieties have done badly are want of loyalty qn tl,ll: 
part of members, lack of good business management an~ of 
proper supervision." However, the stores founded on th~ 

communal basis in Bombay, such as Madrasee Hostel or 
the ,Nagar Samaj Hostel, and, ColIege Stores are doing very 
well. 

According to the Registrar o~ Bihar ,and Orissa, '~the 

main cause of the failure of stores maybe said to be 'the 
free supply of money from outside. With borrowed money 
the Committee of Management are riot as careful as they 
would be with their own money. Speculation is, freely 
indulged in' with eventual losses." While, the Registrar 
of Bengal writes that'!" the iOentity of interest,' practica'l 
as well as theoretical betweeri the members and the store 
is as little realized as ever and the necessity of both efficient 
executive management and constant attention to the interests. 
of the store on the part of the Managing Committee does not 
receive sufficient nptice.,, It must._,~l,so' ,be admitted; that 
co-()perativ~ storeswo.rk under ,~ severe "handicap :as the 
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management has not got an intimate knowledge of all the 
matters appertaining to the trade. The management, being 
the trustee of the shareholders' interests, tends to have 
little freedom of action, resulting often in lack of efficiency, 
and the necessity of keeping an enormous body of ledgers 
necessitates an unusually large staff for the volume of sale 
which is involved. Adequate attention is still not paid to 
stock-taking or to the necessity 'of repaid turnover of 
stock. To get over the difficulties of account-keeping a 
store manual prescribing a simple system of account-keeping 
and providing necessary checks against dishonesty has 
been published. But for the present, the whole posi
tion of co-operative stores in this province is disap
pointing." 

SECTION II-Co-opet"ati'lle Sale 

The co-operative disposal of produce has made far 
greater progress in India than the co-operative supply of 
goods. The sale business is effected by societies that fall 
within four main groups: (i) the . Credit and Sale So
ciety; (ii) the Sale Society; (iii) the Purchase and Sale 
Society and (iv) the Credit, Purchase and Sale Society. In 
addition to these, considerable sale is also effected by Produc
tion and Sale Societies, and Credit, Production, Purchase 
and Sale Societies. 

Credit and Sale Society-In this case, the sale of pro
duce is an activity added to the normal functions of an 
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. ordinary credit society. This variety has evolved in Bengal, 
the Punjab, and Burma, mostly among the weavers and 
the fishermen. The main objects of this society are to 
advance loans to its members for necessary purposes ·such 
as the purchase and maintenance in good condition of the 
capital of their business, to assist them to produce good 
products and to secure a profitable market for them. In 
the Punjab, the principles of credit and sale organization 
have been applied to weaving, while, in Bengal they have 
been applied both to weaving and fishing; and in Burma ~o 
salt-boiling only. They have been organized both on the limit
ed" and unlimited liability basis. The weavers' societies in 
the Punjab have an unlimited liability, while in Bengal 
their liability is limited. Some of the fishermen societies in 
Bengal have limited liability, while, others have unlimited 
liability. The salt-boilers' societies in Burma are all organized 
on the unlimited liability basis. In all these societies, the 
membership is confined to the members belonging to a parti
cular occupation. Thus in a weavers' society, a weaver 
only can be a member and in a fishermen's society only 
a fisherman can be a member. 

These societies derive their capital through the usual 
sources, such as shares, loans and deposits. However, the 
shares in the Punjab are withdrawable after ten years. 
The Managing Committee, in addition to the ordinary 
duties of a credit society, decide the terms of purchase 
and sale of raw materials, implements and other require. 
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ments of the occupations of the members. They also fi~ 

the terms on which the sale of a members' produce is to be; 
undertaken. If necessary, they open a store for stocking 
materials and finished commodities ready for sale to th~ 
public. 

Profits-In Burma, after carrying the usual 25~~ 

to the Reserve, the remainder is divided as a dividend OIl 

shares. While, in Bengal the dividend is limited to 6!~~ 
and a bonus in proportion to the amount of business trans· 
acted by each member is usually paid. In the Punjab. 
during the first ten years of its lif~ a society may, if fund~ 

permit, pay a rebate not exceeding 50% of the net profit~ 
of the year to the members in proportion to the volume oj 
business transacted by each member: The whole of the 
remainder is carried to the reserve. In the eleventh year. 
after paying the rebate [or the year, and after, at least, 
one half of the accumulated net profi~, which remain, has 
been carried to the reserve fund, tht: remainder of prufit~ 
may be apportioned as i0110ws amongst the members. The 
profits of those members who withdraw their original shares 
are carried to the reserve fund and the profits of those whc 
do not withdraw their sh~res are credited to them as non· 
withdrawable shares. In the twelfth and each followin~ 
year, after payment of the rebate, and after at least one 
half of the remaining profits has been carried to the resern 
fund, a dividend not exceeding 10% may be paid on the 
fully pai<1 up shares. 
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Reserve Fund-As usual, it is indivisible and no 
member is entitled to claim a share in it, but in Burma, 
in the event of dissolution, the balance remaining, after all 
liabilities have been discharged, is paid as a dividend upon 
the fully paid up shares of such members as happen to be 
the members of the society at the time of dissolution. The 
distribution takes place proportionately to the number of 
years for which such shares have been fully paid up. 

The Sale Society - This variety is found in Bombay, 
Madras, Burma the United Provinces, the Punjab and Bihar 
and Orissa. The objects of such a society are to arrang~' 

for the sale of the produce of members at, the highest pos· 
sible rates and at lowest cost, to assist the members in 
improving the stock-in-trade and the methods of production, 
to obtain for them pure seed or improved implements and 
other industrial requirements. to endeavour to spread amongst 
members the best method of production and to advance 
loans to members to enable them to purchase the dead and 
live-stock of their industry or to hold up their produce for 
a better price on the security of the produce deposited with 
the society. This last is true of all provinces except the 
United Provinces and Burma. The sale of produce ma:y' 
be done either on commission or by purc~asing the prC?duce' 
from members and then selling it to the consumers'.' , 

The . sale organization has. been applied in Bombay and. 
Madras mostly for the sale of cotton, but in Bombay we 
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have iag-g-ery, g-round-nut, turmeric, betel nut, pepper ant< 
rleg-etable sale societies also. . In ,Burma, we have sud 
societies for the sale of paddy and other agricultural pm 
duce. In the United Provinces, the 'Punjab and Bihal 
and Orissa, we have sale societies for the disposal of the 
produce of the milkmen. In the Punjab, they have orga· 
nized sale societies for fishermen and for the sale of poultry, 
In most of these societies, the liability of the members is 
limited either to the face value of the number of shares 
held by a member or to a certain multiple of the face value 
of the number of shares held by a member, or to a certain 
fixed sum.* Jlut the' co-Operative dairies in Bombay and 
the poultry societies in the Punjab have unlimited liability. 
The working capital in all the provinces that have this 
type is made up of the usual items but in Bombay in the 
co-operative dairies which are organized on this basis there 
are no shares, and funds are secured by issuing Loan Bonds 
of a certain number of rupees each. Sums paid on account 
of loan bonds are non-withdrawable and non-redeemable. A 
fixed cumulative rate of interest is paid annually on them. 
However, on the death of a member, the amount standing 
to his credit by way of' loan bonds or interest thereon, 
subject to deductions on account of his liabilities to the 

* Members' liability is limited in BUlma to the full value 
of shares taken; Bihar and Orissa, five times the [ace value of 
shares held; Punjab, Gllu Societies,' Rs. 30; Punjab Fisher
men's Socielies, two times the' nominal value o[ shares a~d 
Bombay dairies, Rs. I SO. 
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society, is payable to his heirs. In the United· Provinces 
and the Punjab, the payment towards the shares is made 
by deducting something from the price paid for the pro
duce supplied by a: member to the society.* 

In societies which purchase outright the produce of the 
members and then sell it to the consumers as is the case 
with dairies and glzet societies in the United ProvinceS, 
the General Meeting fix the maximum rates that should be 
paid to members for their produce as well as the minimum 
rates at which the things are to be sold to the public. The 
Managing Committee fix the rates of payment for the pro
duce brought to the society, as well as, the day to day 
rates at which it is to be sold to the consumers. They 
issue instructions to the salaried staff regarding the disposal 
of the surplus stock and see that the things are kept in 
good order. The· routine work is carried on by a paid 
manager who is directly under the control of the Managing 
Committee. 

However, where the society does not purchase outright 
the produce brought by the members, but only receives it 
in its god owns, and then arranges for its sale, either by 

* In the U. P. dairi~s one pice per rupee from the price 
paid for the milk is deducted, while. in the Glue societies, two 
pice per rupee are deducted. In the Punjab in the poultry so
cieties, six pice per rupee are deducted and in the Punjab, Ghu 
societies either the share may be paid in a lump sum or the 
payment may be made by having two pice per rupee of ghu 
supplied to the society deducted. 
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auction or 'otherwise, the General Meeting has to fix its 
commission .charges and other cesses to be realized from the 
member~. Besides this, General Meeting see whether the 
site of the society, its godown and other dead-stock are 
satisfactory. Within the instructions of the General Meet
'ing, the Managing Committee carry out the work. They 
test the scales and weights every now and then, prepare a 
list of trust-worthy buyers for the guidance of the. Manag-' 

. ing Director, supervise the' sales conducted by him and 
test and approve the grading of the produce. In societies, 
where loans are also given to members to enable them, 
either to purchase improved implements or better seed, or 
other raw materials of the industry, or for holding up the 
produce for some time to realize a better price, the Manag
ing Committee decide the terms on and the periods for 
which loans will be given to members,. They approve or 
reject sureties and grant or refuse applications for loans. The 
actual work of grading, stocking, selling and realizing the! 
dues is done by the Managing Director. 

Profits-Of the net profits, after paying a divi
dend not exceeding a certain fixed or maximum percentag:e 
on all fully paid up shares and carrying the usual amount 
to the Reserve Fund, the balance is. available for distri
bution as a bonus amongst the members and this in prO
,portion to the money value' of their produce brought to 
the society. However, in Bombay .. in the dairy societies, 
there are no dividends, and in the Punjab, with the 
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exception of fishermen societies, in which dividend to the 
maximum of 8% may be distributed, in such societies 
there is no dividend system. While in Madras, in the 
cotton sale society, no bonus is given to the members 
but an honorarium up to a certain percentage may be 
paid to the secretary and the members of the Managing 
Committee. 

Reserve Fund-The reserve fund is indivisible and 
no member is entitled to· claim a specific share in it, 
but in Burma in the event of dissolution the balance re
maining after the liabilities have been discharged is paid 
as dividend upon the fully paid up shares of such members 
as happen to be the members of the society at the time of 
dissolution. This distribution takes place prpportionately 
to the number of years for which such shares have been 
fully paid up. 

This form of society has not been a success in .the 
United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, Burma, Madras and the 
Punjab. In the United Provinces we have three dairies and 
three g!tee societies organized on ·this model. About them 
the Registrar writes: .. The Lucknow and Benares 
dairies are practically dead and would be closed soon. 
The Allahabad dairy is also, now, unfortunately losing 
ground, but attempts will be made to improve it. All 
the ~hree g!tee societies are also dead and fit for liquida" 
tion." The Registrar of Bihar and Orissa writes: ." It is 
unfortunate that the reports of their working are not very 
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satisfactory. Almost all of them have worked at a loss. 
Apparently societies of this type cannot be properly 
managed by the agriculturist." In Butma "none of the 
registered Paddy Storage Societies stored paddy during 
the year. It is thought that this class of society is not 
likely to thrive in future on account of the intricacies of 
the work involved. Moreover, it is found that members do 
not care to store their paddy but prefer selling it on the 
threshing floors. They are in fact probably obliged to do 
so in order to discharge their liability to their creditors." 
The same story comes from Madras and the Punjab, 
though, of all these provinces, the movement may be said 
to have been comparatively a success in Madras. 

However, this type of society has been a great success 
in. Bombay. The Registrar of Bombay wires: .. The 
most important type of non-credit society in this Presi
den,cy is the co-operative sale society. Of these, the one 
most developed is that dealing in cotton. In the year 
under report, the value of cotton sold by the cO-Qperative 
societies amounted in all to Rs. 53l1akhs. The largest turn. 
over was that of the Gadag Cotton Sale Society which 
sold cotton worth over 18 lakhs. These societies sell only 
members' cotton The cotton is ginned before sale. No 
persons generally are admitted as members, who do not 
sow seeds of a uniform quality, which is distributed by the 
society amongst its members. The members are perfectly 
loyal and there is hardly any case where the member sells 
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his cotton outside the society. The management is in the 
hands of men who belong to the agricultural classes. It 
is not only efficient but it has also been successful in 
arranging for the practical business training for a number 
of enthu,iastic young men who work in these societies." 
These are the features, which, it will be seen, deserve 
to be imitated elsewhere. No doubt, it is not easy 
to copy them where the cultivator is not prepared to 
have his produce pooled with that of other members for 
grading p~rposes before it is sold. This step, of course, 
would not be possible unless seed of the same quality and 
kind were distributed amongst the members, and unless 
the seed so distributed is sown separately and not mixed 
up with other varieties of seeds. 

In Bombay there are also other kinds of sale societies 
which deserve mention. Sind has got two societies dealing 
in grain. The first to be started was at Shikarpur which 
sold grain worth about one lakh last year, securing a com-· 
mission of over Rs. 3,000. Two sale societies have been 
started in the Poona district: One for the sale of pota
toes and the other for the sale of jaggery. The jaggery 
society known as the Haveli Sale Society sold jaggery 
worth Rs. 1,28,000 and made a net profit of Rs. 2,200. 

The Registrar writes that" the future development of co
operative sale especially in the cotton tracts in the Southern 
Mahratta country and in Gujarat appears to be promising, 
though difficulties may rise and circumstances, sometimes, 
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may not be helpful, but, luckily, we have now got the pro· 
.per type of men for running these societies, and as the 
members, themselves, have realized the' benefits of such 
societies there is every reason to hope that the develop
.ment would be even more rapid in the future tha~ in the 
past." The reason why this type, .so successful in Bombay 
and to a certain extent in Madras has been a failure in the 
United Provinces, Burma and other places is not difficult 
to find. .In the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa and 
the Punjab, this organization, as we have noted, has been 
applied to the milk or milk products' industry. Now, co' 
operative dairies may be started with either of the two dis. 
tinct objects. They may be started by either the producers 
to produce more and better milk. to organize its sale in a 
more economical manner and to ensure that the produce 
shall be of such good quality and so nicely handled that 
the buyers will be willing to pay abetter price for it, or by 
the consumers in order to secure for themselves a re
gular supply of good milk at the lowest possible price. 
In this section we are only concerned with the former 
type. 

Milk producers may be divided separately into two 
classes. There are the professional gwalas, whoss: sole 
business is production. and distribution of milk. They 
live in the city or the town they cater for. Their diffi
culties are that their cattle are usuaUyhoused in an un
sanitary manner. They are generally in debt and pay 
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exorbitant rates of interest. They keep their cattle ill
fed, and they have never been taught to handle milk 
cleanly, and are in the habit of adulterating it. Their 
method of distributing the milk, though the-most unhy
gienic. is the most economical, since it is taken from door 
to door by the hands of their own family members without 
any expense. 

The second class of producers is that which consists of 
agriculturists living anywhere within a radius of ten or 
twelve miles from a city or town. Tnese people keep 
their cattle in a fairly healthy manner, but the defects of 
their organization are that they do not know how to handl~ 
their milk in a clean and conscientiolls way. They bring
milk to the market on foot-a method which is slow and 
troublesome-and they often sell it to middlem(;!n, who, of 
course, give them a lower price than the normal retail 
price. Of course; the suburban agriculturists, too, have 
no good grazing grounds, cattle-shed and byre, and lack 
the services of a high class bull, but their chief difficulty 
is that of selling their produce. 

From the needs of these two classes of milk men, it is 
not difficult for us to see that a sale society is not suited to 
the first class of milk men. In their case what is desirable 
is to provide them with, a cattle .yard and an improved 
byre and milk shed outside the town, to secure a grazing
area for their cattle, to enforce _supervision ov~r theii-
milking methods and utensils, to provide them with a nigh 
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class bull and to provide them cash on easy terms to meet 
their day to day expenses. The society most suited tc 
this class would be the Credit Purchase type one, and this 
is probably the main reason that explains the failure oj 
c<H>perative dairies and gkee societies organized in the 
United. Provinces on the pure sale type model. Wherever, 

/as in the Punjab, this society has been organized for the 
second class. of milk men it has proved a success. 

The reason vrhy the sale type has failed in Burma is to 
be found in the peculiar procedure adopted by societies in 
that province. There, every member has to deposit a 
certain pre-notified quantity of paddy in his society. The 
sale proceeds of which he receives, after two or three 
months, when the total quantity of paddy brought by all 
the members of the society during a particular season has 
been disposed of. This means an enormous delay for a 
member to meet his liabilities in cash oui: of the sale pro
duce. Besides this, in Burmal they do not advance loans 
to members on the security of the produce deposited with 
the society and the. members are left to shift for them
selves. In Bombay they have tried to meet this difficulty 
in two ways : firstly, they go on selling the goods as the 
members bring them in, and secondly, if they find that the 
time is not suitable for disposing of the produce they 
store it but advance loans to the person concerned on the 
:security of the goods deposited with the society. 
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SECTION III -Purchase and sale S()Cietr 

Co-operative purchase and co-operative sale are not in
compatible and can be carried on by the same society. As 
a matter of fact, the general condition of buying and 
seIJing, especially in the rural areas, are such that a society 
that combines these two would, at first sight, ap~ar to 
have in it healthy germs of gr<illt development. In an 
urban area the problc:m that commonly presents itself to 
the average citizens is that of securing a wholesome supply 
of daily necessaries of life at reasonable rates and in full 
measure. This is not so urgent in villages where a large 
part of what people consume from day t,o day is still pro
duced in the village itself. But the problem' of disposing 
of their produce to the best advantage is there, -and the 
tendency towards specialization of localities in the produc
tion of these crops only for which they are best suited,' 
has set in with the introduction of the modern means of 
communication, and is gathering force every day, as the 
country-folk are learning the advantages of the com mer
cialized agriculture. It has also brought to the front the 
other problem of securing supplies. The problem is urgent 
especially in areas where commercial farming has made 
considerable progress such as the wheat and cotton areas 

, in the Punjab, the cotton and sugar cane areas in the Bom
bay and the plantation areas in Bihar and Orissa, or the 
jute and rice areas in Bengal. And it is precisely in thel!e 
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provinces that this combination of purchase and sale in 
agricultural areas has evolved. 

The agriculturist is not a trader. He sinks his entire 
capital in his cultivation and waits for his crop to recoup 
his capital so that he may pay his rent and his Mahajan 
and meet the costs of all the necessaries of his life. He 
is therefore anxious to selJ his crop as soon as it is ready. 
In fact, he often takes an advance. even when his crop is' 
still standing, contracting to give the produce at ridiculous
ly low rates to his creditor. Even a substantial cultivator 
who can afford to hold up the bulk of his produce must 
sell part of the new crop to enable him to meet his or
dinary expenses. The result is that the middlemen who 
form the link between the grower and the consumer 
absorb a large amount of profits at the cost of both. 
The grower gets the least and the consumer pays the 
most. Even the cultivator has to pay the most when 
he is a consumer of these very articles later on, in addition 
to what he must pay on such articles as he does not 
produce, ·e.g., salt, cloth, kerosine oil, sugar and sweets. 
He gets them retailed through a number' of middlemen 
and they naturally charge for the service done. ' It is here 
that co-operation can come in to relieve him from this two
fold loss and the best form of co-operative organization' 
that is suited for this purpose is the purchase and sale 
society. 
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Credit, Purcltase and Sale 
However, the combination of these two functions in a 

common society is very rare at present in India_ And in 
most cases we find an ordinary credit society undertaking 
these two functions also for its members_ Societies which 
combine the three functions of credit purchase . and sale 
are found only in Madras, where they have been organized 
for the weavers, and in Bengal, where they go under two 
different names: (i) theCa-operative Store; and (ii) the 
Co-operative Supply and Sale Society. In Madras; the 
membership is limited to weavers only residing in a certain 
locality, while, in Bengal it is opened to either persons re
siding in a village or group of villages or to persons em
ployed in any institution or to registered co-operative so
cieties within a given area_ The liability of memhers is 
limited in Madras to the share capital subscribed by the mem
bers and in Bengal from two to five times the share capital 
subscribed. 

The funds, which these societies secure -in the usual 
ways, are utilized in purchasing such raw materials and 
appliances as may be required for the industry of members 
and in retailing the same to members either for cash or 

credit, in granting loans .to members for necessary pur
poses, in purchasing or receiving for sale on commission 
the finished products of members and then selling it 
to the consumers and in acting as the agent for the 
joint purchase of the domestic requirementS of the members. 
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Subject to the control and direction of the Generalll4eet
ing, the Managing Committee carry on and manage the 
business of the society. They deal with all applications 
for advances of loans to members. They may open a store 
for stocking materials, implements and manufactured 
a~icles as well as other commodities commonly required 
by the members and make such other arrangements as 
may be necessary for disposing of the produce of the 
members. They lay down rules to regulate the ad
vance or sale or purchase to or on behalf of the members 
and see that the employees of the society carry out their 
instructions. 

After carrying the usual 25% to the Reserve Fund a 
dividend not exceeding a certain fixed percentage is paid 
on the fully paid up shares and the remainder is utilized 
for giving bonus or rebate to members in proportion to the 
volume of business transacted by each member. The Re
serve Fund is utilized both before and after liquidation as 
in. an ordinar1 credit society. 

Purchase and sale Society 

The pure purchase and sale society is found in the Bihar 
and Orissa and the Punjab. The Punjab has two varieties 
of this society: (i) which carries on the, business of pur
chase and sale for the members on commission is called 
the Co-operative Commission Shop and (ii) which buys 
things from the members or from outside and then retails 
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them to the members or to the outside public, as the case 
may be, is called the Co-operative Sale Society. In the 
Punjab the membership is open to individuals as well as 
cO-<lperative societies within a given area, while, in Bihar it 
is confined to individuals only. In the Punjab, the liability 
of individual members is limited to double the face value of 
the shares held by each, while, in Bihar and Orissa five times 
the face value of the shares subscribed. Co-operative so
cieties that want to join as members have to take one 
ahare in the Purchase and Sale Society for every twenty
five of their members. 

The objects of all these societies are the purchase and 
sale to members of seed, agricultural implements and 
other home requirements of members, the sale of agricultural 
produce of the members, and t~ encourage the members to 
grow pure and improved varieties of seed and to use im
proved agricultural implements. In the Commission Shop 
of the Punjab the purchase and sale is -undertaken only OIi 
commlSSlOn. In others, they may be done on commission 
or otherwise. The items of business to be undertaken by 
the society during the ensuing y/:ar as well as the terms 
on which the purchase and sale business will be undertaken 
are decided by the General Meeting. In the Commission 
Shop theY also fix the rate of commission to be charged 
from the members. • 

Within the limits -laid down by the General Meeting. 
the Managing Committee see that the business is carried on 
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under their supervision_ They arrange for the purchase 
of articles at wholesale rates, fix the prices of the different 
articles that are to be sold, fix the commission for market-· 
ing the produce of members or the terms on which the pro
duce shall be received from members and sold. They 
arrange for the safe custody of all produce and stock, they 
guard against the adulteration of goods sold through the 
society, supervise the sales conducted by the manager and 
from time to time examine the weights and scales to en
sure fair dealing. The actual work of grading the produce 
according to quality, buying and selling, keeping accounts, 
and so forth, are done by the Secretary, who has a paid 
manager to look after the details of the business. In the: 
Punjab Commission Shop the Managing Committee select; 
one of their number as chief director and to him are dele-
gated most of the functions of the Managing Committee" 
For buying and selling, they have a paid manager and for' 
keeping accounts and doing other secretarial work of the: 
society they have a mUllim. Both these officials have to, 
work under the direct control of the chief director but: 
their appointment and dismissal are under the control of 
the Managing Committee. All the transactions are carried: 
in cash and no credit is allowed. But when a member· 
brings in his produce for sale through the society he may 
be given an advance on interest j)f a sum not exceeding 
from 75 to 80% of the estimated market value of the: 
produce. 
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Of the net profits, after carrying the usual amount to 
the reserve fund, a dividend not exceeding a certain fixed 
percentage is first paid on the fully paid up shares .and 
then a bonus or a rebate in proportion to the volume of 
business transacted by each member is. paid. The Re
serve Fund is utilized both before and after dissolution as 
in a credit society. 

In the whole of British India we have 711 Purchase or 
Purchase and Sale Societies. Of these 241 are agricultural, 
while 470 are non-agricultural. How many of these are 
pure purchase societies or pure sale societies and how many 
combine the two functions is difficult to say, as no separate 
figures are available for the two classes. But from what is 
possible to glean from the reports of the Registrar in the 
various provinces it seems that of this group the pure sup
ply and the pure sale societies are, perhaps, the only ones 
that may be said to have taken a firm root, and that too 

in one province only, the Bombay Presidency. Otherwise from 
every province comes the same melancholy tale that such 
societies have proved a failure. No doubt in every pro
vince there are one or two societies for purchase or sale 
that may be more than flourishing, but taking as a whole, 
we feel justified in saying that outside the Presidency ot 
'Bombay, the co-operative supply and sale have not taken 
a firm root yet. One reason, perhaps, is to be found 
in the great obstacle of distance against which both. 
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co-operative sale of produce and the -co-operative purchase 
of goods have to contend. In western countries, where the 
means of transportation are very highly developed and 
cheap too, the consuming society can get its requirements 
brought to its door with the minimum of inconvenience 
and expense. In India in spite of great developments in 
the means of transportation that have taken place during 
the last fifty years, the needs of the country in this direc
tion cannot be said to have been even half satisfied. They 
are as yet only partially met. 

We have no metalled feeder roads connecting the outly
ing villages in their thousands to the big centres of trade 
and commerce. Most of them are yet in an isolated state of 
economy. Our railways, though we have about 38,000 
miles of them, cannot be said to have even passed that 
stage where main lines traverse all the various parts of the 
country. There are yet many parts of India lying un
opened. The system of feeder lines and light railways has 
not even begun. Under such circumstances a pure,hase 
and sale society has great difficulties in getting the thing it 
wants from one of the few great commercial centres which 
may be in the next province or at the other end of the 
country. It is equally difficult for sale societies in the 
case of such products as cotton to get in touch with the 
ultimate consumers in Bombay or Ahmedabad, though it 
would be greatly to the advantage of both if they could do 

. so. But it is rather difficult for a cotton sale society in 
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the Punjab or western United Provinces to come into con
tact with mill-<>wners in Bombay or Nagpur, the means of 
communication being what they are. Perhaps one of the 
causes of the great success of the cotton sale society in 
Bombay is to be found in this happy juxtaposition of cotton 
growing and cotton weaving in that presidency. 

Besides this co-operation, to be a success in these trad
ing societies, must be on a fairly large scale, with a pretty 
large turnover that would enable the management to secure 
the services of a manager and a salesman. There is no 
place in it for a part-time amateur. A properly qualified 
and entirely trustworthy wholetime manager with an ade
quate number of assistants is required, and such men are 
not readily available in India. The dishonesty of the staff 
has proved not an infrequent cause of failure of such 
societies in the different provinces. 

The want of loyalty on the part of members has been 
yet another cause of the failure of these societies. In the 
purchase societies they insist on selling for cash, and the 
people accustomed as they are to purchase from the Mahajan 
or the petty retailer on credit find it hard to give up their 
age-<>ld habit all of a sudden. Besides the small farmer 
really finds it very difficult to pay for seed or manures 
until he has reaped the crop with their aid and naturally 
prefers to go to the accommodating dealer instead of the 
uncompromising society. While in the sale societies they 
insist on not advancing any funds to the producer till his 
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goods have been sold. It is not strange under these 
circumstances that the producer prefers to sell on his own 
account, though at a loss. He knows that by so doing 
he is incurring a loss,but he also realizes that economy 
is a luxury of the rich. The solution of this difficulty 
seems to be in the method adopted in Bombay, where in 
the manure purchase societies the members are also mem
bers of a credit society, which advances them loans to pay 
for their purchases. While the cotton sale society itself 
advances loans up to 75% of the value of the goods depo
sited with the society for sale. 

SECTION IV-Co-ope1'ative P~oductio1Z 
The idea underlying all co-operative production is 

that the workers and actual producers ought to share 
under healthy social conditions in the profits of their 
work and control the manner and method of production. 
It is obvious that in all high class work this is, or must 
be the case. No work that demands talent or creative 
impulse can be carried o~ successfully if the worker 
is not free to choose. his own line of work, to plan and 
design according to his own conception, and be sure of 
getting the greater part of the profit. Formerly artizans 
and craftsmen usually worked under such conditions, and 
even now in almost all the an:istic trades in India, such as 
.the wood-carv~ng of Kashmir, or the Chican-weaving of 
Murshidabad, or the Kinkhab-weaving of Benares, we fi~d 
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the working carried on the above lines. And even when 
they combined in caste panchayats or shrmis (craft-guilds), 
they did so for social purposes and for regulating the general 
conditions of work, the maintenance of high quality of their 
product and the regulation of price, but they maintained 
their independence as workers. And wherever the system 
prevails it is exactly so even today in this country. In the 
last I SO years, however, economic change!!, due mainly to 
the use of costly machinery requiring large capital to buy 
it, have led the workers to be exploited by persons who 
could command capital and thus purchase machinery. The 
productive work under this new system, which has been 
making itself secure from day to day, is conducted under 
the following conditions. The work is controlled by a body 
of three or five men, who usually have only a very sman 
theoretical and no practical knowledge at all of the work, 
but who have an intimate knowledge of banking, credit and 
the principle of quick turnover and profit percentages_ 
This small body of men is in tum nominally controlled by a 
somewhat larger body of men who pledge some of their cre
dit to finance the business, but who have abs~lutely no 
knowledge of the work and its conditions and usually have 
no knowledge o(banking or busineSs either. The actual 
work, on the other hand, is done by a' very large body of men 
who ;J.re paid the lowest wage at w~ich they .can be obtained, 
who have no voice in the management of the business or 
the nature of their work, who are liable to be turned off 
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whenever the controllers consider that the step will be pro
fitable to themselves, and who in turn do as bad work as 
possible, since they can have no motive for doing decent 
work. The consequences of this system of exploitation of 
workers by a few persons ignorant of the work have been 
injurious in Europe and are fast becoming injurious in 
India. To eliminate these defects various remedies have 
been suggesfed from time to time, and of all these co-opera
tive organizations seem to be the best. They try to re-· 
medy these evils and to restore to the worker an incentive 
to do decent work. Their ideal is that, either in one area 
or profession, the workers in one trade or craft should com
bine, and by pledging their services and their credit in 
c~mmon, obtain the necyssary premises and machinery, 
that they should work in common, and share profits in 
common and that they should control themselves through 
their own elected representatives. Wherever this system 
has been adopted under proper conditions, it has been found 
that far better work has resulted and that the nation as a 
whole has been benefited, and also that the workers 
in the trade have improved enormously not only in health 
and prosperity but also in morals and self-respect. 

However the system presupposes the presence of so 
many factors for its success that even in the advanced coun
tries of the west, where the average labourer, who works in 
establishments maintained by capitalists or capitalistic en
terprize, is far more intelligent and resourceful, and has 
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much wider outlook, it has not been, a marked success. 
Writing of such societies in Bavaria, Darling says that 
.. Out of the 15,000 craftsmen societies existing in Germany 
in 1920, 1,280 were production societies. A small propor
tion of these, in Bavaria for instance, barely !I. dozen are 
pure production societies with a" common workshop for 
their members. This is a form of co-<>peration that is as 
difficult as it is advanced. The crucial difficulty, however, 
is to induce members to work together for wages in a 
common workshop. 'A healthy egoism: says a recent re
port on co-<>peration in Saxony, ' is the main-spring of all 
economic progresl'.' The pu~e production society is a 
challenge to the doctrine. The struggle between indivi
dualism and collectivism has still to be fought. In the 
farm and labour societies of Italy, Catholics and Socialists 
are putting the issue to proof. Meanwhile, there is enough 
natural human egoism left to make a pure production society 
in any country a difficult matter. Too often in Germany 
the more intelligent and vigorous members have bought 
up their society and converted it into a company to their 
own advantage. The master craftsman, too, is apt to love 

his independence too well to sacrifice it to an ideal which 
restricts his liberty." 

If such is the case with productive effort in industries
on co-<>perative lines in advanced countries, we could hardly 
expect it to have made much progress in India, where 

people are hopelessly illiterate and unenterprizing and where 
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the idea of co-operation as applied to economic life is barely 
20 years old. However, a beginning has been made in 
Bombay and Madras, the Punjab, Burma and Bihar and 
Orissa in this direction also. But, it is in Bombay only 
that the movement can be said to have passed the stage 
of mere experiments. There they have 16 Producers' 
Societies and two Labourers' Societies. In Madras they 
have one society for manufacturing slates, and eight La
bourers' Societies. In the Punjab, there an! four Labour 
Societies, one for the collection of resin, two Co-operative 
Printing Presses and one Co-operative Wood and Iron 
Workship. Burma too has ,about half a dozen Labour 
Societies. While, in Bihar and Orissa, we have one Or 
operative Press, and half a dozen Home Industries Associa
tions, some of which undertake co-operative production. 
others only encourage cottage industries by either common 
purchase, sale or cash advances. In addition to thest. 
common effort on co-operative lines has also been directed 
to such productive common ends as the clearing of silt, the 
making and maintenance of embankments, the ginning of 
cotton and the construction of irrigation works-efforts 
which though do not result in the production of any finished 
commodity are yet helpful either to agriculture or to some 
industry in which the members of such societies are 
engaged. 

'., 
Tlu Producers' Society 

We have already noted that a producers' society aims 
at securing for the actual producers of particular commodity 
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the freedom of controlling the manner and method of 
production and the largest share in the profits of their 
work, It is natural therefore in such societies that the 
membership is confined to the professional workmen of a 
certain industry or craft, residing within the limits of a 
defined area or belonging to a particular institution. The 
liability of a member is limited to the unpaid portion .of 
his shares. 

The goods are produced on behalf of the society and 
become the collective property of the society, th,e members 
receivjng a daily wage. If the society employs any work
men, who are not members, they are paid, engaged on wages 
slightly different from those of the members but they can 
not be less than the wages paid in any similar industry 
in the same area. Such employees, at the end ?f one year's 
lervice acquire the claim to apply for membership . 

. To carry on the business of the society the General 
Meeting appoint a Managing Committee and a Committee 
,)f Control. The Managing Committee employ and dismiss 
all employees of the society, fix the scale of wages to· be 
paid to members and employees, make tenders and pur· 
chases on behalf of the soc.iety, and decide on the purchase 
of raw materials, and the manner and execution of work, 
and its allotment to members and employees. 

The Committee of Control examine all accounts and. 
audit them and report on the financial situation of the society, 
The Committee of Control have a right to examine any 
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papers at any time and to be present at all inventories and 
stock-taking. They have also the right of making repre
sentations and suggestions to the Managing Committee, 
but cannot oppose the decisions of the Managing Com
mittee. They can, however, call an extraordinary General 
¥eeting and recommend the removal of the Managing Com
mittee or any member .of that body . 

. Profits 
Any losses undergone by the society, necessary deduc

tions for d~preciation of machinery, building, etc., all in
surance charges, and all payments of salaries, wages and 
other working expenses are the first charges on the profits. 
What remains is classed as Net Profit. Out of these 40% 

goes to the reserve fund. An amount not exceeding 20% 

may be distributed. as dividend on shares. Thirty per 
-cent. is divided as bonus to all employees whether members 
of the society or not. Out of the remaining 10% a provi
·dent fund is maintained for the employees. Members who 
have not fully paid 'up their shares do' not receive their 
dividends in cash or bonus. The sums due to them under 
these heads are credited towards the payment of the shares, 
until the shares are fully paid up. The bonus is divided 
prorata of the wages earned by each employee or member 
during the year. 
Providmt Fund 

The object of the Provident Fund is to provide all 
working members and employees who have been employed 
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for not less than 5 years with a pension or gratuity propor
'tionate to their wages and periods of service. A porpor
tionate pension or gratuity may be taken from the age of 
fifty-five onwards. For every employee or m~mber ceasing 
to do work for the society after 5 years continuous work, 
the amount due to him from the provident fund is at once 
calculated, but the payment is made to him when he has 
reached the age of 55. In case of death of any member 
or employee before that age any sums standing in the 
Provident Fund to the credit of the deceased are paid to 
his widow or children. 

Labourers' Societies 
The labourers' society is really a society that falls 

under the general type of producers' societies. The differ
ence is that the co-operative producers' society is composed 
of skilled workmen who require workshops, ma~hinery, 

or factories for the production of the articles in which they 
are working. Thus, for instante, goldsmiths or black
smiths, weavers or textile workers form a producers' 
society, in which they apply nbt only their labour but also 
other means of production such as their looms or furnaces. 
A labourers' society, on the other hand, is made up of men 
who have nothing to sell except their labour and who 
require for the production of what they are selling, viz., 
labour, nothing except the simplest tools. The object is to 
secure that labourers; who -are, as said above, disposing 
only of their labour, shall dispose of it to the best advant-
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age. In order to secure this, it is necessary that the 
workers should, under healthy social conditions, obtain their 
fair share of the profits of any work which they accomplish 
and that they should control the manner and method of 
labour. Co-operative labourers' societies step in to secure 
to the labourer that healthy social conditions under which 
he can produce good work, and to obtain for him the fair 
share of the result of his efforts. 

What the labourer has to pledge can be his work only. 
He has no savings, for he has never been allowed enough 
wages to enable him to save, and in the moral conditions 
to which he has been reduced, h.! has usually spent what
ever he could spare from the necessary minimum on food, 
on drink or similar aids to 'forgetfulness. On his mere 
promise to work no bank will give him credit. Therefore, 
the labourers' societies begin by asking its members to save 
out of their wages and use these savings to take shares in 
the society. The payment towards the shares is made in 
easy instalments proportionate to the power of saving 
of the labourers. ~he liability of the members amounts 
to the unpaid portion of the share or shares held by 
each one of them. Any member of the society who desires 
to maintain himself by labour is free to work on his own 
account but only so long as his labour is not indented 
upon by the society. If he refuses to work, he is liable 
to expulsion or fine by the society up to a limit of Rs. 50, 
such fine being recoverable from a share amount or unpaid 
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wages or in any other lawful manner. As .the object of 
the society is to promote the economic. interests of manual 
labourers, skilled and unskilled, the membership is confined 
to labourers or artizans living within the limits of a speci~ 

fied area. 

The society tries to realize its objects by obtaining con
tracts for execution of public or private work and by under
taking job work. It tries to organize work in such a way 
as to avoid unemployment for the members. The society 
may also act as agent for the joint purchase of the domes
tic and other requirements of its members. Whenever 
there is more work than the members can do, it employs 
workmen, who are not members of the society but they 
are paid the same wages for similar labour as the members 
of the society. Such employees acquire a claim to apply 
for membership of the society, if they have worked for 
the society as its employees for one year. 

Like the producers' society, the General Meeting elect 
a Managing Committee and a Committee of Control. Sub~ 

ject to the resolutions passed by the General Meeting, the 
Managing Committee have full authority to carry on the 
business of the society. They appoint and dismiss all 
workers of the society and may suspend any member 
pending action by the General Meeting. They allot work 
to members and employees and enforce discipline and 
divide them into gangs or sections and appoint four men 
to be in charge of these gangs. They fix the scale of 
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wages to be paid to members and employees, they make 
tenders and contracts on behalf of the society, decide 'on 
the purchase of material and tools and the manner of· exe
cution of work. 

The Committee of Control examine all accounts and 
audit them and at the end of the year they report to the 
General Meeting on the financial situation and working of 
the society. 

Their position in relation to the Managing Committee 
~s the same as in the Produc~rs' Society. 

From the profits, after deducting the usual expenses 
such as the losses undergone by the society, money re
quired for depreciation of tools and machinery, insurance 
charges, and all payments of salaries and other working 
expenses, what remains is dividad as follows: (I) not 
less than 25% goes to the Reserve Fund; (2) an amount 
not exceeding a certain fixed percentage is distributed as 
dividend on shares; out of the remainder, an honorarium 
not exceeding a certain percentage of the net profits 
may be paid to the Secretary and the members of the Manag
ing Committee; a sum not exceeding 7i% may be utilized for 
any charitable purpose ; and out of the balance, may be dis
tributed a bonus to all the employees of the society. In 
Bombay 20% is carried towards the Pro~dent Fund and 
10% to an Unemployment Fund and it is only after that, 
that a bonus is distributed. Members who have not· fully 
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paid up their shares are not entitled to cash payments. of 
dividends or of bonus. Their shares in these are credited 
towards instalments still due on their shares until they are 
fully paid up. The bonus is divided pro rata of the wages 
earned by each employee or member during the course of 
the year. The Reserve Fund is utilized as in an ordinary 
credit society. 

The Producers' Societies actually working at the end 
of the year 1923-24 were 18 in the Bombay Presidency. 
Their membership was I,IlS and their working capital 
Rs. 2,27,274. The Registrar writes: .. Support from 
public or semi-publiC bodies is generally necessary, if such 
societies are to be a success. They usually start 'Yith 
serious handicaps', they have a small capital and as they 
are usually composed of members who are poor, they have 
not sufficient credit on which to borrow from a central 
financing institution. They have, on the other hand, to 
compete with already established capitalists. In several 
cases, however, what they need most is not funds but 
orders for work. The best society of this kind was once 
the Mayorypur Salt Transport Co-operative Society near 
Karachi. This had done excellent work and earned con
siderable profits but, asit could not secure, a renewal of 
the contract for the transport of salt it ceased to work. 
Out of the Labourers' Societies the one at Hukeri worked 
successfully. It consists of 2.3 Maha, members, who are 
well united and undertake road construction work. The 
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Broach Building and Road Construction Society had -an 
uneventful year. It could not obtain local board contracts 
as it was not in a position to keep a full time paid super
visor. Now, however, the Go~ .. ernment have ·given them 
land near the railway station on which the society is going 
to build on its own account. The Kamagar Sahakari 
Foundry in Bombay disposed goods to the extent of 
Rs. 31,900. It had, however, suffered a loss of Rs. 1,026. 

The society was kept busy during the greater part of the 
year; as it had very good orders from Messrs. E. D. 
Sassoon and Co. The three metal development. societies 
deserve special mention. These are to be found in Bom
bay, Poona and Satara. The Poona and Satara societies 
had to face a boycott from the copper and brass merchants 
and had some- difficulty in disposing of their finished 
article. It is satisfactory to note that in spite of the boy
cott most of the members remained loyal and the societies 
were able to work 1!hough under difficulties. The Bombay 
Twastakasar is also doing well. It does chiefly silver
smith work and has been able since the close of the year 
to secure a bjg order from the merchants or Ahmedabad. 
The two joint cultivation societies at Bambhora and 
Arjunsonda which were started as experiments have not, 
I am sorry to say, proved a success so far." 

In Madras there are 17 labour societies. During the 
year they executed work to. the value of Rs. 1,59,177, 
most of which related to contracts with local boards, muni-
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cipalities and Government. "These societies" writes the 
Registrar, .. have naturally enough aroused opposition in 
certain quarters and a substantial progress made' is, 
therefore, ,all the more gratifying." In the Punjab, there 
are five labour societies, called the forest labour societies~ 
three of which are of, cameleens and one of sawyers. 
They take contracts on the forest department which are 
executed by their members. The fifth is for tapping and 
collection of resin. The members do the work and deliver 
the resin to the forest department. The department 
renders assistance when required but does not interfere 
save to prevent damage. There are two co-operative 
printing presses at Lahore; one with fourteen members 
and a capital of Rs. 16,000 undertakes work in Urdu only 
and has been doing successfully. The other is new. It does 

'work in English and is yet in a stage of struggle. A new 
co-operative wood and iron work shop is "trying to discover 
the secret of successful collaboration between carpenters 
and blacksmiths, two parties which find if difficult to 
combine." In Bihar, there is only one co-operative press, 
the Radhanath Co-operative Press. It consists only of 
such members as 'are actual press-workers. The press is . 
well-equipped and is supplying all the Oriya farms and 
registers to co-operative societies. It has a capital f 
Rs. 10,583 and made a profit of Rs. 603. The Six Home 
Industries Associations in Bihar have, as ,their object, the 
development . of cottage industries. The Purulia HOrne 
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Industry Association with a capital. of Rs. 534 made a pro 
fit of Rs. 8 5, t~e Doranda Handspinning and Weaving 
Association made a profit of Rs. 2. The Society has twc 
rooms and 22 charkhas. I It purchased cotton and yarn 
and the linen was made by the members. The Khunti 
Home Industries Association, which incurred a loss oj 
Rs. 148 on the year's working, is a sort of combined weav 
ing school and factory. It receives a monthly subsidy oj 
Rs. 30 from the Industries Department for the maintenanc~ 
of a weaving teacher. The aboriginal students are paid a 
monthly stipend of Rs. 5 each. During the year three 
students were successfully trained, two of whom have set 
up looms in their houses and are working on their ()wn 
account, while the third, who won the Collin's Medal has 
been employed by the society as the second teacher .. The 
cloths manufactured by the school were treated as first 
class exhibits at the Ranchi Agricultural exhibition. 
Gradual improvements are being made in the manufacture 
of the various kinds of dlzoties, saries, shirtings, coatings 
and bed-sheets and they are having sale in distant areas. 
The working of these societies augurs well for the develop
ment of home industries. With greater experience ill all 
directions, they should prove very successful. 

Another interesting form of the co-operative production 
society is to be found in the Silt Clearing Societies of the 
Punjab and Madras, in the Embankment Societies of 
Burma, and in the Co-operative Ginning Factory at Bom-
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bay. .. The Silt Clearing Society," writes the Registrar 
I . 
of the Punjab, " is achieving considerable success where in-
undation canals are relied upon. It seeks to replace a 
haph,!-zard style of cleaning the channels by an organized 
system worked by an elected committee to allot work and 
get it done either by the member or at his cost. In all 
there are now 18 of these with 302 members. For these 
it is claimed that as a result of the action taken, the chan
nels are cleared earlier and better so that water runs 
sOIDftimes before than otherwise it would and the 
supply is greater. In consequence, the area irrigated 
has increased. The net gain claimed for the members is 

\ 

considerable amounting according to the estimates put 
before me to several thousands of rupees. Obviously 
there is very good scope for ext~nsion of this useful type 
and it is hoped that more societies will be organized." 

In Madras, they have only four societies for Kudi
Marammat in the Tanjore district. Their purpose is carry
ing out on co-operative lines the clearance of irrigation 
channels and other Kudi Marammat work. In Burma, in 
the Pigu division there are five embankment societies. 
Their purpose is to organize damming and irrigation 
schemes. In Bombay, they have got a society at Gujarat 
called the Co-operative Ginning Society. This is registe~d 
at Kareli where there is already a Sale Society. The ob
ject is, that the cotton brought by the members to the sale 
society for sale should be got ginned at the co-operative 
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ginning factory.· This is an interesting departure from the 

usual practice in the Bombay and Madras presidencies 
where the cotton sale societies usually do the ginning of the 
cotton brought to them for sale by themselves. 

The Irrigation Society 

It is needless for me to dilate upon the importance of 
irrigation in India. Our main industry being agriculture 
the importance of a r.egular supply of water is ·essential to 
the cultivators. This we . get from Nature through rains, 
and from artificial means through irrigation canals, tanks, 
and wells. Although much has been done to make 
agriculture independent of that very whiinsical mother 
Nature by developing huge systems of canals and by build
ing tanks and wells, yet it still remains true,thatagricul
ture in India is still mainly dependent upon rainfall for its 
supply of water. And efforts, therefore, to make our 
greatest industry independent of the vagaries of rainfall, 
which are too well-known to need mention, should be wel
comed. 

It is only in .Bengal, that co-operative schemes for irri
gation have made considerable progress. There we have 
17-3 societies,. while in Madras and Bombay, we have one 
in. each. The object of an irrigation society is to irrigate 
the area of its members. To realize the object, it may dig, 
cut, maintain reservoirs, canals" water-course or bunds' and 
hire or purchase modern scientific appliances f?r lifting 
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water and so forth. In Bombay the Co-operative Power 
Pump Society has a much moderate atm. Here a number 
of cultivators join together and go in for an oil engine to 
lift water from a well or tank, and thereby irrigate their 
lands. These societies are organized on- the limited liabili
ty basis with shares. The General Meeting decide the kind 
of irrigation work that is to be undertaken by the society, 
and lay down the rates that are to be charged from the 
members for the use of water. The Managing Committee 
actually carry out the construction and maintenance of such 
work under their supervision. They see that the lands are. 
irrigated properly and at the proper time, and that no 
member wastes water or does anything detrimental to 
other members. They see that the water rates or sub
scriptions are paid regularly, and fix the -rate at which 
water may be sold to non-members. Out of the profi ts, 
after carrying the usual amount to the reserve, 50 per cent. 
is kept in a depreciation fund, and out of tile remainder a 
dividend not exceeding 121 per cent. is paid to the memo 
bers. The reserve is indh·isible and is utilized as in a 
credit society. 

In Bengal the Government have placed one agricultural 
engineer and a few overseers at the disposal of the co
operative department to look after-the engineering side of 
this movement. The Registrar writes that " Great as has 
been the progress of the irrigation movement, there is an 
almost unlimited scope for a greater progress still, specially 
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after actual demonstration during the current year (1922-23 
of the immense benefit to be derived from such societies.' 
These remarks, so far as the scope of the movement i! 
concerned, apply with equal truth to the whole of India. 

SECTION V -Production and Sale 
This is a type of society which does not se~m to have 

made much ad vance in India. When making this remark 
I may be considered guilty of contradicting myself and 
going against facts. because in the published returns frolI 
which the General Table giving the number of various kinds 
of societies has been prepared, we find 743 Production and 
Sale Societies in British India. But on looking into tht 
bye·laws of societies and going into the nature of activities 
of the societies in the various provinces, I find that ther( 
is lot of confusion in this connection, as in other cases too. 
There is not a province that does not give in its returns 
some . Production and Sale Societies, and yet my study of 
the movement'in its details, convinces me that such societies 
are found only in Burma, the Punjab, Madras and Bengal 
and that in the other provinces, societies that should have 
been pli:lced under other heads have been included in this 
category. Thus in Bengal, we have 56 Agricultural So
cieties and 2I4 Non-Agricultural Societies, classed as 
Production and Sale. . Out of the 56 Agricultural Societies, 

. 54 are Milk Societies, and one is Ganja Society.· What 
these Milk Societies really do is to take over the milk of 
its members at a pre-determined rate to transport it to the 
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Cd'operative Milk Union at Calcutta, where it is distributed 
to the consumers. The same is true of the Ganja . Society, 
which takes over the ga1lia produce individually by the 

. members and then sells it to the Government. By no 
stretch of imagination could these societies be classed 
as Production and Sale Societies. I have classed them 

, under the heading' Sale' and that is their main object. 
The 270 Non-Agricultural Societies are of such people as 
weavers (174), fishermen (59), shoe-makers (9) , ~ocoon 
rearers (16) and conchs-hell-workers, toy-makers, coc;oon 
realers, oil;;pressers, blacksmiths, spoon-makers, lac-growers, . 
and chicken-workers. These have been classed as Produc
tion and Sale but in reality they are either credit. and sale 
as of fishermen and weavers, or pure credit as of conch
shell producers. Pernaps, because the. artizans an~ crafts-

. men are members of these societies, they have been classi
fied as Production and Sale Societies, though, no production 
in common, at any stage of its production that these various. 
classes produce, is undertaken by their respective societies. 

Again in Bihar and Orissa, we find 22· Production and 
Sale Societies. But a s~udy of the bye-laws of these 
soci~ties reveals them to be nothing but Sale Societies, and 
accordingly I have included them under Sale Societies. 
Similarly, in the Central Prov~nces,they have a society 
called the Adat Shop,. which is put down' in the ret'urns 
as Production and Sale Society, but· which is really nothing 

. more than a sale society. The chief function of the society 
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is t~e disposal of cotton on commission produced indi\Ti
dually by members. It does' not even undertake the gin
ning of the cotton brought to it as is done by some Sale 
Societies in Bombay; It also combines the co-operative 
supply of seed and agricultural implements, and thus, if 
we were to stretch' the point, it could be classed as a Pur
chase and Sale Society. 

A true Production and Sale Society would be that 
which undertakes some such productive activity in common 
as the ginning of cotton or the making of jaggery, out of 
the raw material brought by the members for sal~ and then 
sell the goods on behalf of the members. Thus in Burma 
where the form of. co·operative organization is. developed 
much more than in any other province, we find in the 
Production and Sale, Fishery Society, the objects of which 
are to 'acquire by purchase at fishery auctions or by 
tender or otherwise, leases of fisheries to be worked jointly 
by members i to take measures for the improvement and 
conservancy of fisheries and for the improvement of the 
methods of working i and to organize joi~t·purchase of 
equipment and other necessaries. for working the fisheries, 
and joint-sale of fish and other produce of ,the memJ:>ers. 
Similarly in a rice society organized on this basis, we find 
a society erecting a rice mill, milling members' and non
members' paddy' and selling that rice to big merchants. 
They also encourage the cultivation of unmixed paddy 01 
good strain by securing good seed, and give' advances tc 
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the producers to hold up their crop for a better price. 
But these are only incidental functions, the main function 
of the society being common milling and common sale. We' 
find the same case in Madras, where we have a few true 
examples of this type. Thus in societies for the' 
production and sale of Kltaddar cloth, the production as· 
well as the sale is carried on in common. 

.-In mot of these societies the membership is open to 
individuals as well as primary societies, the liability being 
limited to the shares held by a member. The ultimate' 
authority, as usual, is v~sted in the General Meeting, and 
the Managing Committee carry on the work under its· 
general supervision. In Burma, there are 74 Agricultural 
and I I Non-Agricultural Production and Sale ~ocieties. 

The class includes societies of many different kinds such 
as rice mills, fishery societies, ginning societies, societies. 
for the manufacture and sale of sleepers, weaving societies. 
and societies of potters and leather workers. About 
the agricultural society, the Registrar writes that .. In 
general it may be said that this class of society had an 
unsatisfactory year. The ill success appears to indicate· 
fuat they still lack the necessary ingredients for sound work
ing, namely efficient managemen~ and loyalty on the part 
of members." 

To encourage ~n industries on co-operative lines~ 

the Burma Government have appointed a Superintendent 
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of Cottage Industries, who works in close collaboration 
with thQ Co-operative Department. His activities, at 
present, are concentrated on weaving, pottery and liI.cquer. 
'Besides this, they have :r pottery expert and lacquet expert 
for training people in these arts. 

In the Punjab there are eight Production and Sale So
cieties and they are' all agricultural. They have been or
ganiz~d for the reclamation of clio lands. They" are doing 
'useful work in looking after the affected area. These so
cieties have 456 members, which suggests a willingness to 
take joint action." There are 3 S~ed' and Demonstration 
Farm Societies, which are also added to this group in the 
returns for the Provinces. But a study of thei'r objects 
reveals that they are Jilot Production and Sale Societies at 
,all. Their object is simply encouragement of better agri
.culture. 

In Madras, there are 4 Agricultural Societies for Pro
:duction and Sale and only 2 Non·agricultural i one of the 
latter being organized for the prOdtlction and sale of Khad
,dar cloth and the other for the production and sale of 
Ay"rvedic medicines. Even Bengal, according to our clas
.sification, has 16 Production and Sale Societies called the 

• Co-operative Agricultural' Associations. In the returns, 
they have been classed as Production Societies, but, really, 
.as is clear from the statement of their objects, they are 
Production and Sale Societies. Their object is to acquire 
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or to take land on lease and lend it for joint cultivation by 
members, or for leasing out amongst members for culti
vation on such terms and conditions as may be agreed 
upon between them and the society; to grow such pure 
seeds as may be recommended by the Agricultural Depart~ 

ment on lands belonging to the society, or, by special ar
rangements to members, to have such seeds grown on lands 
belonging to them; to sell the agricultural produce belong
ing to th~ association and to undertake the sale in common: 
of the agricultural products of the members; and to main~ 

tain such selected agricultural implements as may be ap
proved by the Director of Agriculture or the Regis
trar of Co-<>perative Societies for use by the members 
of the Association." Most of these societies are not work
ing satisfactorily. The Registrar writes Ie the. ideas under
lying these associations have not yet been fully carried out 
and it appears at present that they will not be successful 
unless they receive constant attention from departmental 
officers in a degree out of all proportion to their intrinsic 
importance." 
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CHAPTER VI 

NON -CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE ACTIVITY - (contd.) 

SECTION I-Co-opet'ative Housing 

With. the advent of modem means of communication in 
India and the factory system of organization in production, 
the concentration of population in cities and large indus
trial towns has been going on at an ever-increasing pace 
during the last forty years in India. When one happens 
to visit a city like Cawnpore with its crowded and in
sanitary bastis made of mud and thatched roofs, where 
eight or ten people crowd together in one single room, one 
really feels that one is in a veritable hell. Or again when 
one visits tha~ attractively named place Parel in the city 
of Bombay with its euphemistically called chawls consisting 
of a pile of one-roomed tenements, the same feeling is 
aroused still more vividly· in one. But the problem of 
providing a suitable accommodation is not merely confined 
to such industrial centres as Calcutta, Bombay or Cawnpore 
and is not a problem merely in relation to labourers 
but is a much wider problem affecting India, as a 
whole. 

Most of our cities to which large number of people, be 
they "as lawyers, tradesmen, clerks, or wage-earners, have 
been attracted during recent y~ars have tended to be 
over-crowded and have grown in size without any regard 
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to the elementary principles of sanitation. There is many 
a town in India, where, not only it is difficult to find a 
house in a healthy locality but it is a problem to secure, a 
house at all. Consequently, the rents in these places have 
gone up unduly high and the middle and the clerical classes 
find it awfully inconvenient to pay those rents. The 
problem of housing in its various aspects is as urgent, in 
these t~wns as it is in the industrial centres. The cities, 
as they are, need the modelling hand of a to~n-planner 

, to make them habitable for. human beings with plenty 
of fresh air, sunlight and open space to stretch their limbs. 

In the rural areas, though the s)1ace aspect of housing 
is not so urgent as in the cities, yet the problem of proper 
housing is not a mere question of so much space per head 
or family. It also presents the problems of suitable 
roofing, flooring and distribution of the available space as 
between the different needs of a family. And these are 
precisely the aspects in which our rural houses are most 
defective. The man and the kitchen, the man and the . 
pantry, the man and the grain, and equally frequently the 
man and the cattle are found sharing together the same 
room throughout the night. Most of the houses in . the 
villages are made of mud and thatch with no ventilators, 
no windows, no skylights. The flooring is mostly kachha 

and the roof is the most receptive and seldom refuses ad
mission to the advances of rain, dust or inseCts. The 
spaces between the houses are narrow and .full of depres-
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sions which allow water to stand and offer a suitable breed· 
ing ground to the bacilli of innumerable diseases. Besides 
this, as a general rule, and that as far as the scanty means 
of the rural masse,s in material and intellectual wealth per
mit, the inside of villagers' houses is kept scrupulously 
neat and clean but their immediate surroundings of the 
lanes and the by-lanes are generally beds of refuse heaps. 
And all these make the contribution towards the regular 
visitations of malaria after the rains and plague during 
the winters., The need for housing, therefore, in the rural 
areas is as urgent as in the cities. 

Co-operative Organi~ation has proved very effective in 
the solution of these problems in other countries, and 
India has not been slow to take advantage of the experience 
of other countries. , Bombay was the first in the field and 
the first Co-operative Housing Society in India was the 
Sara swat Co-operative Housing Society in Bombay, which 
was registered in 1915. This society is situated in the 

• heart of the Bombay City and is still working most suc;
cessfuliy and has been a model for many societies. of its 
kind. In spite, of however, the success of this pioneer so
ciety, it took several years before others could be develop
ed in Bombay. It was only by the year 1920 that the 

. movement can be said to have shown signs of greater life 
and it is only after the. year 1922 that the progress in. 
Bombay has been rapid. In other provinces such as 
Madras, Burma, United' Provinces, the Punjab and Ajmere-
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Merwara, it is only during the last one or two years that 
the movement began to take root. 

Co-operative Societies facilitating housing accommoda
tion may be of three types. There is, first of aU, a type of 
society, where the members are builders and build houses 
as producers, with a view to sell them in the open market. 
Such societies, of course, are primarily concerned only with 
the interest of their members, the builders. Indirectly, 
however, they may be of benefit to the consumers as all 
co-operative societies are by the fact that they deal directly 

. with the consumer, that they carry out their work inspired 
by better ideals than the capitalistic vendor, and that as a 
society they guarantee the quality .of t'\ieir work. Their 
direct object, however, is not to provide housing from the 
point of view of the consumer. We have no society uf this 
type in India, except, the Broach Co-operative Building 
and Road Construction Society. Ltd., which makes this 
one of its objects. I 

. From the point of view of the consumer, housing socie
ties may belong to the one or two remaining types. There 
is a society which lends money to its members specifically 
in order that they may build houses. In principle, it 
makes no difference whether this money is lent to the 
member in cash and he is left to make his own arrange
ments for the building, or whether it is spent on behalf of 
the customer in building a house and the house is then 
handed over to him when it is ready. It is really a credit 
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society distinguished only from other credit societies by 
the objects for which it lends, the duration of the loan and 
the security it demands. This is the type which is found in 
Madras. The other type of housing society is one, in which 
the property continues to belong to the society and the 

.member obtains only the -Occupancy under limitations 
-which preclude him from making a profit by its sale or 
· transfer, and which enforce the solidarity of interest with 
· those of the society as a whole. Within this type which 
,is found in Bombay, Burma, United Provinces, the Punjab 
:and Ajmer-Merwara, there are sub-classes according as the 
principles are more or less strictly enforced upon the mem-
bers, e.g., in the dnited Provinces and the Punjab there 
are provisions which ultimately secure the right of owner
ship to the members, while, in Bombay it is vested for 

ever in the society, but th~ essential feature of every such 

· society, is, at least that its houses form one settlement in 

one compact area and that the regulation of settlement 

Tests in the hands of the Managing Committee of the 

society. The outward form to which they tend is that of 

a Garden City. In the Bombay Presidency all the existing 

societies con~orm more. or less to this type and in the 

Punjab, the one society, that they have got, they are 

developmg ot} these lines. Several of these are really 

garden cities with clt1bs, play-grounds and joint amenities 
~ vanolls kinds for all the members. 
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In Madras, the co-operative building .society carries on 
for the benefit of its members the trade of building, buy
ing, selling, hiring, letting and developing land in accordanc~ 
with co-operative principles and gives loans to members 
for construction of new dwelling houses. The society 
ordinarily obtains funds from shares, loans from GovC(mmt;nt 
and deposits from members. The society is not allowed 
to borrow from anyone except from the Government. 
'These funds are utilized in giving loans to members for 
the specific purpose of building houses, and are given on 
the security of site or sites belonging to the borrower 
together with any building or other appurtenance thereon. 
The repayment of every loan begins in instalments after 
the expiry of ten months from the date on which the build
ing for the construction of which the loan was granted is 
finished. There is, however, no objection to a member 
paying in advance, if he so chooses. The management, as 
usual, is vested in the general body.; and the Board ·of 
Directors, subject to such resolutions as the general body 
of the members may pass, have full power to purchase, sell, 
mortgage, rent, lease and accept surrenders of land for 
houses and to construct houses. The construction of 
houses is ordinarily undertaken by the members themselves. 
But if the members so desire, the Board of Directors may 
undertake construction at the expense and risk of· the 
members and the society is in no way responsible for any 
loss occurring in the course of such transaction. AlI houses 
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are constructed according to the plan approved of by the 
Board of Directors and every member is bound to agree to 
an annual inspection and valuation of the house built from 
the borrowed funds on behalf of the Government. No 
member can alienate any house site bought or house con
structed with the help of loan taken from the society, 
except to a person, who is a member of the society or to 
one' whom the Board of Directors is willing to admit as a, 
member. On every building, until the amount due ther~ 
on to the society is paid in full, the society has a lien. 
Such buildings must be kept in good repair by the owner. 
The Board of Directors has the power to cause any repairs 
to be carried out, if it is of opinion that for want of such 
repair the society is likely to suffer loss,and then it may 
realize the money from the members. When the members 
construct the house individually the Board' of Directors may, 
if the members so desire, arrange for joint labour, joint 
purchase and joint manufacture of buildingmateriaIs. 
Where the Board of Directors arranges for the supply' of 
water, lighting, drainage and scavenging, etc., in com [Jlon, 
it may levy such fees as may be necessary, on the mem
bers. The profits and the reserve fund are utilized· as in 
the ordinary credit society. 

In the Bombay variety the purest type of the society 
is that which is known as the co·partnership tenancy socie
ty. According to the plan on which this society is formed. 
the member contributes in the first instance by shares 
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and then pays rent so calculated as to cover not :only the 
ecanomic rent of his house but also an amortization or 
sinking fund payment, which, at the end of 25 or 40 years, 
as the case may be, repays the whole value of the build
ing. Even then, the property in the whole estate re
mains absolutely with the society as a whole. Bu~ at the 
end of the period the member is credited with further 
shares in the society equivalent to the value that he has 
paid up and it is anticipated that the normal interest on 
those shares should be equal to the economic ,rent which 
he has to pay. At the end of the period, therefore, he is 
in the position of occupying a building free of .rent or 
nearly so as a tenant of the_society of which he is himself 
a member and therefore a controlling authority. This is . 
a type of society which most fully calls forth co-operative 
feeling, unselfishness, brotherhood and idealism. 

There is a modified type in which the member holds 
his tenement from the society as a leaseholder and the 
lease contains strict conditions against sub-letting, transfer 
or other forms of profiteering. The leaseholder is at 
liberty either to pay the full cost of the house on occupa
tion, in which case, he has only a nominal rent to pay 
(qua-leaseholder); or he may pay for the value of the house 
by instalments as in the previous type, and at the end of 
25 or 40 years when he has extinguished the cost obtain 
il·l~se on a nominal rent. Some societies in the Bombay 
Presidency are mixed and -admit tenants who may be 
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either leasehold.ers, who have paid for the occupancy in· 
fult. or leaseholders, who are acquiring the occupancy by 
instalments, or co-partner tenants. In Burma, the system· 
adopted is practically the same as in the Bombay Presi-·· 
dency. 

Funds in these societies are raised by shares, by rais
ing loans, including debentures and loan stock, by depos
its, by donations and by contributions towards the cost of 
houses and land. Although the major part of the capital 
in these societies has been advanced by the Government, 
there is no limitation, as we find in Madras, that they 
should borrow only from the Government. Of the profits 
only 10% is carried to a Reserve Fund. Of the remain
ing 90%, some part is utilized in paying a dividend not' 
exceeding a certain percentage upon the paid up share 
capital. Another part is carried to a Common Fund for 

meeting expenses of social, recreative and educational 

purposes and the remainder. on the recommendation of 

the committee, is declared to the tenants, who are mem

bers of the society, as a dividend on the amou~t of 

rent paid by them respectively during the year. Such 

dividend is added to capital and placed to the credit of 

the member's share account, until his shares are fully , 

paid up and then to the credit of the member's loan stock 

account. The reserve fund is utilized as is an ordinary . 

• credit society • 
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In the United Provinces and the Punjab the system 
adopted is a happy combination of the Bom~ay and Madras 
types. The society purchases lands~ houses and any other 
property, it deems useful for the realization of their 
objects. It is in the discretion of the society, to sell lands 
or houses built by them to members who desire to pur
chase outright or to give them on the tenancy system. When 
the members purchase from the society they may . do' so 
either by paying the cash, their own, or borrowed from 
the society in one lump sum, or by easy monthly instalments 
spread over a lo~g period of time. As in Bombay thi; 
general regulation of common affairs such as lighting, 
water supply, scavenging, draining and so forth is done by 
the society and the payment for these services is realized 
from the members along with the rent. 

In Madras, th.ere are 17 building societies. Of these 
a majority have received loans from . the Government. 
These loans are repayable either in 20 annual instalments 
with interest at 6~% per annum or in 20 equated. annual 
payments. In some societies the Board of. Management 
undertakes building operations, as the agent of the me~ 
bers. In others the members make their ~wn arrangement 
for building. In some, both methods are adopted. 

In Bombay, there are 37 societies. One of them is for the 
village of Sudi in the Dharwar district. This is the first 
housing society for a purely rural area. The. lay-out has 
been prepared .und~r the advice of the Consulting Surveyor 
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to the .Government. A society which has made notable 
progrees is t~e Goud Saraswat Brahman Co·operative 
Housing Society. It has erected a very fine set of buildings 
at Matanga on the co-partnership system. The working 
c·apital of the housing societies 1n the Bombay presidency 
amounted at the end of the year to Rs. 44,68,000. Out 
of this Rs. 30i lakhs represent the share capital and 
RS.12! lakhs held as deposit from members. Government 
loans amount to a little over Rs. 17 lakhs.· The Registrar 
writes: "On the whol~. the progress ?f the co-opera
tive housing movement has been satisfactory and has 
been considerably helped by the assistance given by Gov
ernment." 

In the Punjab, "the Lahore Modd Town-planning 
Society continues to make steady progress. The lay-out of 
the plan has been decided upon af~er a competition in which 
several interesting schemes were exhibited. There are 
now 701 members who have paid up Rs. 70,100 in shares, 
and Rs. 1,45.233 in instalments of the cost of houses. 
About Rs. 94,000 has been paid for the site, and the 
selected lay-out is .now being marked upon the ground. 
Arrangements for bricks are well advanced ·and building 
should be commenced next month. A competition· is 
·being held for house designs. A tube-well has been sunk, 
and a sample of water taken from a depth of 160 feet has 
·been declared to be fit for human c?nsilmption by the 
.Chemical Examiner. Efforts are being made· to extract 
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the full value out of co-operative effortin contracts for all 
building requirements, etc." 

There are two s,?cieties. in Ajmer. The .Registrar 
says: .. It promises to be a very pretty molzalla in the 
outskirts of Ajmer when completed. The finances for the 
building operations of those members who have got no 
capital are complete now by the courtesy of the Ajmer 
Central Bank." The Ajmer.Govern~ent have rendered no 
financial assistance to the movement. 

• In the United Provinces there are 3 housing societies 
and the GovernmeJlt so far have given assistance to only 
one society. The Registrar is of opinion that "Our 
housing societies cannot succeed without financial help 
from Government and other local bodies. Let us hope that 
suitable and energetic societies will come into being in 
this province also, if Government may be able to provide 
liberal funds for their assistance_ Co-operative societies 
started and worked on right lines are likely to prove a 
blessing in many of our large cities and industrial centres." 

Burma has only two societies. The Registrar writes 
" in accordance with the principles now almost universally 
accepted that the state should solve the housing problem 
for the public, application was made, to the Government 
for an allotment to be issued as a loan to co-operative 
housing societies ... _ " A sum of two lakhs has been pro
lTisionally included in the budget. 
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SECTION II-eo-operation and tlte Live-Stock 

India, it is needless for me to repeat, is a predominant
ly an agricultural· country and the chief driving power 
used in agriculture is the bullock and the bull-buffalo_' 
It is quite possible that at some future date we may 
eliminate the bullock power and use machinery in its place_ 
But that day is yet very distant. Nor can we think of using 
the horse whose use is so very common in some countries 
of the world for this purpose. The climate of the country 

• is such that horse can never stand it. Besides this, milk 
and milk products form such an impo~ant item in the 
scheme of dietry of the great majority of the Indian 
people that unless an abundant supply .of wholesome milk 
is assured the health. and efficiency of the people is likely 
to suffer;very much. Protides provide the chief body
building materials. People whose chief item of food is 
meat derive them from meat. We in India mainly get 
them from milk and its products. Even the classes that are, 
ordinarily considered as meat-eaters take meat in place of 
vegetables and the largest quantity of their daily food con
sists of cereals, and milk products such as curd, ghee and 
butter. 

In such a country, where not only the power for the 
main industry is dependent upon the cattle but the most 
vital part of food is arso dependent upon .them, and where 
the majority of the population at least look upon the cow 
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and her offspring lIS sacred animals, one should ex
pect scrupulous care in tending them. But the facts 
go against our expectation. The cattle are being merciless-

. ly treated and slowly ground to death between the short
sighted selfishness and unreasoning sanctimoniousness. 
Every day in big cities one sees the gwala driving his stag
gering cattle to the so called pastures outside_ the city
pastures that have not a blade of grass on them, and where
the cattle only nimble at some odd roots or fill thei~ belleys. 
with the filth 'scattered there. If you argue with him why 
he should keep his cattle half-starved, the usual answer he 
gives is that along with the cattle that give milk he has to 
maintain others that have passed the milking period. If 
you ask hi m why he does not dispose of the cattle that are
of no use to him and are being fed for nothing, his usual 
answer is a shrug of the shoulder and a horror on his face. 
The shrug expresses his want of faith in the religious. 
sanctity attached to the cow and the horror of the face his. 
unreasoning fear of the terrors of the other world. And 
there you have the whole explanation of the situation. 

Besides this under-feeding in many parts of the country,. 
the breed of the cattle is extraordinarily poor. And the 
prevalent type of animal is not as useful as it might be for
milk, mea~ or draught purposes= The causes are insuffi
cient and unsuitable fodder and bad breeding. The cattle 
are herded together indiscriminately so that the females in 
heat are "ften covered by weak or immature males and the: 
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resulting offsprings are stunted and unhealthy. To elimi
nate these defects, to provide sufficient fodder and to en
sure better breeding, Cattle-Breeding and Fodder Storage 
Societies have. been organized but the problem does not' 
end there. If a man has invested large capital in his cattle 
he ~eeds some sort of a guarantee that he will not suffer a 
loss if he can avoid it. It is common knowledge that a 
large number of cattle in India die annually of epidemics 
such as rinderpest, anthrax, foot and mouth disease and 
black quarter. To insure against losses due to these, 
cattle insurance has been introduced. 

Cattle-Breeding 

The benefits which the cattle-breeding societies aim at 
.securing are firstly an improved system of feeding and 
:secondly the provision of a suitable type of bull or tam. 
Such societies are found only in Bombay, the Punjab and 
Ajmer-Merwara. Sometimes as in the Punjab the society 
also undertakes to purchase approved variety of cows or 
sheep on behalf of the members and the disposal of the 
improved or surplus stock. 

No one is allowed to join unless one's cows or sheep are 
.good and healthy and passed as.such by the committee. 
Old and weak-stock are' excluded. The Civil "tTeterinary 
Department is consulted at each step, specially in the 
selection of bulls and rams, or in deciding the purchase of 
.cows and sheep for the member. The cows or sheep dur-
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ing the day graze with the herd on the pasture maintained 
by the society, which is usually fenced to keep off in
truders, and at night return to the house of their several 
owners. A herdsman is maintained to look after them all 
day, to take them out in the morning and bring them back 
in the eyening. The hull or the ram is kept in a shed pro
vided by the s(lciety and is fed by them. After five or six 
years the bull or the ram is changed in order to' avoid the 
risk of his rovering his own progeny. 

The societies are organized in Bombay on the 'unlimit
ed liability basis, while in the Punjab, the liability of ~ 

member is limited to Rs. 30. There is no share system, 
and the funds are derived from entrance fees, donations, 
deposits or loans, subscriptions covering fees and sale
commissions. 

The General Meeting decide the rate of commISSIon on 
sales and the rate of contribution in order to meet current 
expenses. They select and approve the particular variety 
of cow or sheep that is to be maintained by thern'embers of 
the society, the number of bulls or rams to be maintained 
by the society and the area of grazing to be hired, and gener
ally make regulations for the control of the herd. They lay 
down the regulations and the rates of fees for the use of the 
bulls or rams. Subject to the general control of the General, 
Meeting, the Managing Committee arrange for the purchase, 
grazing, feeding, housing and superv,ision' of the bull . or 
the ram and the' herd. They arrange for the recovery of 
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contributions or other dues from the members. They 
"examine the herd of and on, and recommend the rejection 
of defective animals. They arrange for the veterinary 
aid in case of disease and use preveI?-tive measures and 
watch that the animals are kept under clean and sanitary 
conditions. 

All the profits are carried to the reserve fund, which is 
"indivisible and on dissolution is utilized as in a credit so
ciety. 

It is only in the Punjab that the Cattle-Breeding Sodeties 
are working satisfactorily. In Bombay arid Ajmer-Merwara 
they are in a moribund condition. In the Punjab there 
are twenty societies for breeding cattle and seven for breed
ing sheep; with one exception all are in the "Rawalpindi 
Division. They get their cattie approved by the staff 
of the Civil Veterinary Department. They have about 
700 animals on the register of which nearly 100 are cows 
purchased from Hissar. Here the members have to bind 
themselves to confirie to covering by the bulls of the society. 
The Registrar writes that" the results so far have been 
very satisfactory. the value of the' young stock being much 
higher than that obtainable for those from non-selected 
,parents." The seven sheep-breeding societies have 6 I 
members; their object is to improve the breed by crossing 
with either pure Merino or crossed Merino rams; about 
400 animals are included. The Registrar of Bombay 
writes: "The cattle-breeding societies continued to be 
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disappointing, though there are a few working fairly well in 
the southern division." In Ajmer. there are. seven sheep 
societies, and the Registrar is of opinion that "they have 
not fulfilled the object for which they were started. The 
people are too poor to take by the difficult work of im
provement of breed. Whenever a member feels hard up 
for breed he changes his sheep into cash. The absence pf 
any guidance (rom veterinary experts and the prejudice 
against any new idea are some other factors which stand in 
their way to success." 

Caltle-Insurance 

A Cattle-Breeding Society ensures the supply of good 
cattle. But these must be replaced in case of disease or 
death. This is done by a Cattle Insurance Society which 

provides for its members an indemnity in case of loss of 
cattle by death from disease or accident. So far cattle 
insurance in India has been tried only in five' provinces 

and that too in a minor scale. Generally, the societies 
undertake to insure plough-cattle, cows and male or 
female buffaloes between the ages of four and twelve. In 
the Punjab, they started a few societies that undertook th~ 
insurance of horses but the experiment failed. 

With the exception of Burma, these societies have no 
-share system and funds· are derived (i) the amount re
ceived on ·account of premia from the members and (ii) 
the Reserve Fund which consists of fines, and entrance fees 
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and donations and interest on any sum invested. In Burma 
they have introduced the share system, with dividends and 
bonus, very recently to popularize the movement. Before 
that they too had no shares. In provinces with no shares 
the liability of the member is limited to the amount of 
premia payable by them. 

In addition to the General Meeting and the Managing 
Committee we find a Valuation Committee in these so
cieties. Every owner who wishes to insure any of his 
cattle has to declare the age, value and description of the 
beast before the valuation committee. Before deciding the 
value of a beast the advice of a Veterinary Officer, who 
has to certify that it is healthy and free from disease, is 
necessary. If the owner deceives the Valuation Committee 
the insurance becomes invalid. The value of each beast 
accepted for insurance is assessed annually by the Valuation 
Committee any the society undertakes to indemnify only 
from one half to two-thirds of the valuation amount. The 
Valuation Committee, however, d<? not value the cattle 
owned by the members of the Committee individually. This 
is done by the Managing Committee and, even in other 
cases, the Managing Committee hear and decide appeals 
from the decisions of the Valuation Committee. If in
sured cattle are sold or exchanged, the animals bought to 
replace them or taken in exchange, as the case may be, 
may be substituted for those originally insured, provided 
the Valuation Committee approve of it. 
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The rates of premia are decided by the Genetal Meet-, 
ing, but the usual rate of premium is 5% of the value of, 
the animal as annually determined by the Valuation. 
Committee and is payable in two half-yearly instalments .. 
No refund of premium is allowed if the animal insured, 
is sold by the owner, and if any premium is overdue by more. 
than a certain number of days, the policy lapses and the 
member can get no indemnity. The owner of a beast 
insured must inform the society of all cases of illness at. 
once, and carry out its suggestions for treatment and if it 
dies he must inform the Secretary of the society of the. 
fact of the death within 24 hours. He must produce the 
carcass before the members of the Valuation Co~mittee 

and if the Valuation Committee is satisfied, the society. 
pays the indemnity. The proceeds of skin are usually 
deducted from the amount payable from the society. If 
an insured beast is certified by a veterinary officer as unfit, 
for work or incapable, it may be disposed of, and the in-. 
demnity payable in that case is the same as in the case of 
death, i e., less the price obtained. 

In these societies all the profits, after indemnities and. 
all other expenses have been paid, are ca;ried to demands 
for indemnities which cannot otherwise be met. And in 
caSe of dissolution it is for such purposes as may be. 
determined by the majority of the members. In Burma. 
only 25 per cent; of the net ·profits· is utilized for paying 
indemnities in the coming year. A third 25% is distri~ 
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buted as dividend on shares, subject to a maximum rate 
of 20 per cent. Andthe fourth 25% is distributed by way 
of bonus to those members who have paid their premia. 
but.obtained no indemnity. This distribution is in pro
portion to the amounts of the premium paid. In case of d~s· 
solution, any surplus funds are divided amongst the ex
isting shareholders. in proportion to' the sharemoney sub-·· 
scribed by them, and the period for which it has been so
subscribed. 

The total number of Cattle-Insurance Societies in Bri-' 
tish India is ~42. Out of these 397 are in Burma, 29 in 
the Punjab, 6 in Coorg, 9 in Bombay, and one in the 
United Provinces. Cattle-Insurance does not appear to be 
understood by the people. Even in Burma in spite of the: 
introduction during the year 1923-24 of revised bye-laws,. 
which give more liberal terms to members, 'the number of 
societies has remained stationary and there has been a 
small decline in membership. The collection of premia 
has also declined. The Registrar is of opinion that" the 
rate of mortality in many parts is so high as to make any 
scheme of insurance a matter of great difficulty." The 
Registrar of the Punjab says: "There is no indication 
that the idea of insuring cattle is gaining popularity while 
opinion within the Department is strengthening in favour 
of abandonment of the effort to introduce this measure. 
':l'he Registrar of Coorg is of opinion that "there is com
plete' stagnation in the working of these societies and it 
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remains to be seen whether the newly appointed super
visors would be able to infuse some enthusiasm in the 
people in favour of societies of this class. Failing this, it 
would be necessary to wind them up before long." In Bom
bay .. the societies have not mape any progress, but their 
financial condition is so far satisfactory." In the United 
Provinces the one society at Jaraouli (Agra) "is doing 
fairly well but the number of its members, the number of 
cattle insured and the premia collected have all decreased." 
So far the ,problem of fodder supply hali been one ofthe 
activities of the Cattle-Breeding Societies. But" In Hissar 
(Punjab) an experiment has been made to organize socie~ 

ties who~e members undertake to store fodder in good 
years and to hold it until there is general deficiency. In 
all, there are three such societies, which are reported to 
have stored 2,200 maunds of fodder. We are somewhat 
doubtful of the success of this type without a better system 

of storage." 

SECTION III-Co-operattve Agricultural Improvement 
Although much has been done by Provincial Banks, 

Central Banks, Co-operative Bureaus and the Primary 
Credit and Purchase and Sale Societies, as well as, by such 
institutions as the Agricultural Association in Bengal and 
the District and Taluqa Development Association in Bom
bay and elsewhere to improve the agricultural in~ustry, yet 
their attempts being mainly. directe<l in. such direction as 

the d~tribution of pure and improved varieties of seed. 
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concentrated manures and improved implements, the prob
lem of land improvement as such has not received its fair 
share of attention. 

It has been evident for some time that any large scheme 
of land improvement-badiy required as such schemes are
would require the organization of a special type of society. 
A small land improvement may be undertaken by an indi
vidual cultivator in his own holding and be financed for 
him through a credit society, but any large iIXJprovement, 
especially in a land where fragmented and sub-divided hold
ings are ordinary, must touch the interest of several, if not 
many cultivators: while, in most instances it would also 
require an expenditure that goes . beyond the resources 
and legal limits of a village credit society. It ~as there
fore found necessary to establish special societies for the 
purpose of undertaking schemes of fencing, the building of 
IJunds, the drainage of swampy land, the consolidation of 
holdings, as well as experimental arid demonstration 
schemes. 

Such schemes so far have been attempted only in 
three provinces. the Punjab, Bombay and the Central Pro
vinces.. Of these the Punjab is easily the most advanced 
in societies for the consolidation of holdings, societies for 
the r~clamation. of eM lands, and' co-operative seed and 
demonstration fa~ms, while Bombay has led the way in 
.giving us fencing societies. The Agricultural Associations 
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in the Central Provinces maintain Seed and Demonstration 
Farms in addition to the purchasing on common account 
for their members the agricultural requirements. 

Consolidation of Holdings 
. The disadvantages of portions of a holding being scat

tered in many plac~s throughout a village are generally ad
mitted and it is not necessary for me to recapitulate them 
here. In some countries legislation has been undertaken 
giving power to a majority who' desire consolidation t() 
compel a minority to submit to it. In India, also, a scheme 
on similar lines was adumbrated by Prof. H. Stanley Jevons 
in 1916 and recently, Hon'ble Pt. Shiam Behari Misra, 
who was appointed by the United Provinces Government t() 

. examine this question, also developed a scheme very much 
akin to Prof. Jevon's. However, as this method of con-
solidating has not been tried in any part of India yet, it is 
difficult to judge of its soundness. At least to those of us 

·who are enthusiasts in the efficacy of the co-operative prin
ciple the thpught of adopting coercive methods appears a 
little out of date, and it becomes more so when we find that 
co-operative effort in this direction has made an appreciable 
progress in the Punjab where it has been given a fair trial. 
As it is of the greatest importance that all owners and 
occupancy tenants in a village should join Co-operative Con
solidation of Holding Society, they in the lunjab have made 
a provision for a temporary experim.ent which can be con
verted into a permanent measure only by unanimous agree-
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ment. The scheme, is as fQllows :-Every applicant for 
membership must agree to the general principle of consoli
dation, and must promise to abide by any method of parti
tion approved by two-thirds of all the members and to give 
up possession of his land for four years in accordance with 
any plan of re-partition ·so approved. He must further 
agree that all disputes shall be referred to arbitration. 
Members who accept these conditions may form a society 

.and discuss in the general meeting the method of parti
tion and decide such points as the number of the kinds of 
land, whether each owner shall be given a plot of each 
kind, whether minor differences shall be made up by money 
compensation and so on. In case of any difference of opin
ion a resolution will be binding on the member only if it 

· be approved by two-thirds of all the members ofthe society. 
· If two-thirds do not agree, the point remains undecided 
and some other solution must be found. When a method 
of partition has been decided upon, the Managing Com
mittee should proceed to draw up a scheme for re-partition 
of the village fields in accordance therewith. This scheme 
will be placed before the general meeting. It will only be 

· binding on the members when two-thirds of all themembers 
agree to it. If a scheme is thus approved, members must 
give up their old possessions and take up the newly allotted 
possessions in accordance with it. Any member who 

· feels aggrieved may insist on his dispute being referred to 
· arbitration. Possession given under the scheme will be 
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temporary cultivating possession for four years; members 
will be regarded as tenants of the: land they take over. 
During this period of four years members will be at liberty 
to convert their tenancy into ownership by voluntary ex
change. At the end of four years the members will be 
called upon to decide whether they will convert the tem
porary possessions into permanent proprietary possessions, 
or whether they will restore the land to the original owners, 
or whether they will conti,nue th~ temporary possession fpr 
another period of years. Unless all the members unani
mously agree to convert the temporary possessions into per
manent possessions as owners, or to continue the tempo
rary possessions for a further period of.:-. years, the' fields 
shall be restored to the original owners and the society shall 
come to an end on the expiry of five years from the date of 
registration. All disputes concerning the business of the 
society whether arising from giving up possessions, retain
ing possessions or restoring possessions must be referred 
to arbitration. 

Under this scheme a member cannot be made to do 
anything he disagrees with, unless two-thirds of the mem
,bers decide against him and if he disputes any particular 
point he can have the matter referred to arbitration. In 
.any case he gets his land back after four years as all the 
members must be unanimous before possession can be re.. 
,tained. for a longer period. It is expected that in the course 
of the four years most members will agree among them-
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'selves to convert the temporary possession into exchange 
.of proprietary rights. There is, of course, no objection to 
re-partition of ownership being made at once. 

At the time of writing there are 237 societies with 
10,928 members in the Punjab. These represent completed 
work" as in order to prevent fictitious claims societies are 
. registered only when re-partition is completed and new pos
.·session has been taken. Thus in addition to the above 
there are 70 other villages in which consolidation work is a 
progress. All re-distribution is non-permanent. The four
year idea was a useful attraction in the beginning but is no 
'longer resorted to. "The movement for the consolidation 
,of fragmented holdings is gaining strength and popularity. 
,.The cost of this great change works out at about Re. 1 as. 8 
.per acre adjusted i ' I know of no country where it is so 
,small. It would, I think, be difficult to suggest any mea
~ure which gives such great benefit at such small costs." 

Co-operative Fencing 

, The only other effort that has been so far made in the 
,direction of land improvement comes from Boinbay, where 
-fencing societies have been organized. 'The Government 
at Bombay are fully alive to the need of land improvement 
schemes and have made great and valuable concession to 
the co-operative movement of diverting to it a considerable 
share of annual taqavi allotment for this purpose. The 
Government have also declared that if they find a succes.-
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sive progress in the schemes of land improvement they 
·would gradually transfer their taqavi business to the co~ 
operative department. 

Most of the schemes of land improvement, except j~., 
gation works, are, as a general rule, not directly and conti
nuously remunerative, though they are indirectly remunera" 
tive to the owners of the fields by increasing the produce. 
But this indirect profit is not susceptible of exact· calcula
tion from year to year. Hence it has not 'be~n found 
possible to organize such societies as if they would last for 
an indefinite period or to obtain variable prop.ts. The!!e
societies, therefore, have been organized for a definitely 
stated land improvement and for a definite period, such 
period to cover (a) the period of completing this improve
ment and (6) repaying the loan which may be required 
for that purpose. The bye-laws, therefore, provide at the
outset for the automatic dissolution of the society at the end 
of the period. Repairs during that period, of course, are
undertaken by the society. 

In Bombay, the principles of land improvement have
been so far applied to the fencing of fields. These fencing 
societies have been organized on the unlimited liability basis" 
with shar,:s. The usual practice is i.e., within an area 
where all the land-owners consent or are 'willing to have' 
their lands fenced a co-operative society is organized. 
Within three months of the Registration, a schedule, stating' 
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,in annas or in fractions of an anna to the rupee, in what pro
portion each member. shall contribute to the share capit~ 

. of the society and to the repayment qf loans to be obtained 
by the society, for the execution of its common purpose 
is drawn up. This is submitted to the Registrar for his 
approval. After this, an estimate of the cost of fencing is 
made. At least 1/9 of the total so estimated is collected 
from members according to the allna sclzedule prepared 
beforehand, and is credited in their names as being their 
. paid up share capital. Then the society applies for a loan 
to the Central Bank and when the loan has been sanction-

: ed they proceed to execute the work. As security for loans, 
. each member has to execute a mortgage bond with the 
fenced farm hypothetically. After the coinpletion of the 
wfilrk, the loans received by the society are paid in instal
ments by the members and these instalments are spread 

. over a number of years. The instalment of each member 
is determined according to his share in the anna sclzedule 
hut the liability of each member is unlimited. And any 
amount remaining unpaid is liable to be recovered in any 
proportion from any' member. On the dissolution of the 
society the amount remaining to the credit may either be 
·divided amongst the members in the proportion fixed in 
the schedule or devoted to any co-operative purpose if the 
members so desire. 

In Bombay, there are five fencing societies in all. And they 
are all in the southern division. Three of them have completed 
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their work, while, the remaining two are still constructing. 
The total money spent is about Rs. 17,000 and the total area 

· protected by these fences comes to nearly 5,400 acres. 
The Registrar is of opinion that" additional income which 

· the cultivators would get through the protection afforded 
by these walls would, it is expected, be enough to pay for 
the entire cost of the wall within a year or two." The 
value of the land enclosed is also substantially and per
manently increased. These fencing schemes are becom
ing popular and several schemes are now under considera
tion. Difficulties sometimes arise because a few people 
with selfish motives refuse to join, their chief motive being. 
that, when the scheme is completed by others, their land 
also will be protected without their having to pay any 
thing. In the iast Provincial Co-operative Conference 
a resolution was passed to the effect that if 75% of the 
people show themselves willing to go in for such schemes, 
the remaining 25% might be compelled by legislation to 
pay their quota. It does not at present seem necessary 
to go in for special legislation of this kind. There is con
:siderable scope for organizing this scheme in places 
'where the people are unanimous . 

. Co-ope1'a/ive seed and demOtlSt,ation farm 
There is an idea abroad that the Indian cultivator is 

· very slow to adopt improved methods of farming or better 
seed or better implements. No doubt, this is 'true to 
a certain extent but his hesitation to adopt new methods 
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·is not due, as is often said, to his lack of ambition for a 
better and richer life but to a shrewd .distrust of doing 

. anything, the success of which he is not moreor less cer
tain. His means are scanty and he can ill-afford to take 
risks; wherever it has been proved to his satisfaction that 
a new method of cultivation or a new implement is really 

· successful he has adopted it without the least hesitation, 
· but like all practical people he does not believe in mere 
words. He believes in seeing things for himself and here 
comes the importance of seed and demonstration farms. " 

In the Punjab such farms are maintained by co-opera-
· tive societies organized for this purpose, while, in the 
Central Provinces, it is an activity of the agricultural 
association. The Punjab Society tries .to secure for its 
members a regular supply of good seed and improved 
agricultural implements, and demonstrates the most recent 
improvements in agriculture. It assists the members in 
learning the use of these improvements and does all things 
designed to raise the standard of agriculture of the mem
bers of the society. In these societies there are no shares 
and the liability of the members is limited to Rs. 50 only. 
The capital required to carry on the work is derived by 
contributions and loans. So far there are only two de
monstration seed and farm societies in the Punjab: "The' 
one at Montgomery is doing good work both amongst its 
members and non-members. The Lyallpur Farm at Sa
larwala is also making good progress. These farms run by 
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cultivators themselves should do great deal to ,convince 
the people that the new methods are profitable even when 
adopted by their own number." 

In the Punjab considerable success is being attained 
in organizing better farming societies, the members of 
which undertake to cultivate their lands in .strict accor
dance with the advice of the Agricultural Department. 
The Agricultural Associations of the Central Provinces of 
which there are seven in all, are really purchase and sale 
societies but some of them have opened demonstration 
farms which serve as a centre for imparting' to cultivators 
knowledge of improved agricultural methods, as well as, a 
central farm for secur~ng a supply of pure, and good 
seed. 

SECTION IV -Miscellaneous 

In this section we want to give a brief idea of some 

of those primary co-operative societies such as anti-ma

larial, arbitration, co-operative relief and others, which it 

has not been found possible to classify according to our 

scheme of classification, but, all the sa~e, are playing an 

important part in the econo~ic regeneration of the country. 

These societies have been started in very small number 

in some provinces as pioneer. societies. If they turn out 

to be a success great benefits are likely to be. rendered to 

the community. 
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In this experimental work. the Punjab, as usual has led 
the way, followed closely by Bengal and Madras. In the 
Punjab we have Compulsory School Societies, Arbitration 
Societies, Thrift Socleties and Land-Holding Societies. 
In Bengal we have Anti-Malarial Societies, Zamedari Socie
ties and Co-operative Relief Society. In Madras we have: 
Crop Loan Unions, and Co-operative Agricultural and Indus
trial Societies. In Bihar there is the Home Industries As"' 
sociation, while Ajmer Merwara ,has given us Thrift Socie
ties, and Burma, Co-partnership Tenancy Society, which is· 
analogous in its aims and objects to the Land Holding: 
Society of the Punjab. 

Tlte Compulsory School Society 
I 

It is very well recognized in co-operative circles that 
the lack of education amongst the masses is a great source: 
of weakness in the dev!=lopment of co-operative movement. 
The movement is essentially a democratic one and unless 
the members understand it and .enter into the spirit of 
it, it is not possible to realize the real aim of co-operation. 
In all provinces constant attempts have been made to> 
diffuse literacy amongst the masses but nowhere such con-. 
certed and consistent efforts have been made as in the 
Punjab. They started with schools for children as the 
first means f?r combating illiteracy in the Provmce, but 
they found ·that it was costly, extremely wasteful and in 
large measure a failure. Now, they have attempted to at
tack the problem along two quite distinct lines; the one 
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by schools for Adults, the other by organizing societies of 
parents who bind themselves to send their children to a. 
school for full primary course, a sort of optional compulsion· 
dependent upon the local o~ganization of public opinion in 
its favour. Both require the co-operation of the Education 
Department of which the Registrar says •• We are happily 
assured. The Co-operative Department undertakes to or
ganize the pupils to attend and the Education Department 
undertakes to convert them into literates . 

.. . . . . A beginning has been made, considerable success· 
has been obtained ; we have shown that the adults in thee 
villages will attend school if a sympathetic teacher is avail
able; that they can make progress at a rapid rate which: 
suggests that the great problem of illiteracy should be 
seriously tackled at this end of scale as well as from that 
of the scale, and further, we have advanced far in the· 
direction of co-operating' with the' Education Department 
to get the whole question examined and to secure adequate, 
financial aid from District Boards, etc •• The other method 
of attacking this problem is by the organization of what.. 
have been called Compul~ory School Societies. These are· 
organized amongst parents who bind themselves to send 
their children for the full primary course under a penalty 
of Rs. So •. The first was started in Hoshiarpur with 25. 
parents; a second has now been orgl!-nized with 125 mem~· 

bers with the result that 90 boys have been admitted int(). 
school. . 
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In the Sirsa tehsil of Hissar, five of these societies 
have been organised with 303 members; Qne sends its 
boys to the Local Middle School, but four secured the. 
·establishment of new schools by promising pupils. In all 
they have sent 220 boys. In one' new school, 71 were sent 
from the start. The great advantage of this system is 
that the single maste~school tends to disappear, as, with 
the promise of a considerable number of boys under a semi
~ompulsory agreement, a two master-school. can be estab
lished, and a promise of a lower middle school is held. out . . . 
to the.parents. It is too early yet to dogmatize but it may 
be, that, by this simple method: of organizing parents, we 
shall be able to en~ure progress with economy, and at the. 
same time protect the country from the lapse into 
illiteracy which is such a marked feature of recent statis
tics." The latest information shows that considerable suc
cess is being attained on these lines. 

Arbitration Societies 
The original arbitration societies in the Punjab had 

to be closed down because of an order issued by the Govern
ment, who in some mysterious way' scented a danger in 
these societies. The object of these sQcieties was to save 
members the trouble, expense and waste involved in litiga
tion by providing a means for the equitable settlement -of. 
disputes. They had 148 societies with over 16,000 mem
bers. The Registrar writes: "We met with an amount of 
success which attracted attention in several proyinces 
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and even in journals published in England. There is no 
room for doubt that much good work was done. For 
reasons that I have never understood, an order was' issued 
that all these societies should be closed down. That order 
has aroused comment and criticism in various provinces. 
One can, perhaps, imagine what would happen in England 
if all the arbitration work done by Chambers of 'Commerce 
and the big Exchanges were suddenly prohibited by a 
Minister. All reports testify to the genuine sorrow with 
which the order has been received by members of all 
castes and grades. There are over 30,000 villages in 
the Punjab, in 148 of which we had Arbitration Societies, 
and in over 29,999 of which we had none, so there 'was 
ample scope for t~e development (if Panckayals under the 
Panchayal Act and it cannot seriously be urged that there 
was any competition. In the 148 villages which have 
been deprived of a useful means of escape from litigation, 
there have been set up PanckaJlals in four pnIy. None of 
these have yet done any work according to my reports. 
The remaining 144 have now neither the one nor the 
other. Some reports point out that the summary closure 
of the Arbitration Societies is a big blow to the prospects 
of PallChayals for a very obvious reason. There is a tale 
of two local notables who were given honorary judicial 
powers; the ambitious one went about instigating cases 
and then settling them in his court ; the other, a leading 
CCH>perator, devoted himself to securing amicable relations 
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between disputants without coming into court ~t alL The. 
latter was deprived of his powers on the· ground. that 
there were no' cases, within his jurisdiction, while the 
former has a beautiful record of public work to his credit." 
When it comes to an executive order all comment is super
fluous .. 

Thrift Societies 
There are few things more important for the economic 

welfare of the masses than the encouragement of thrift 
and still there are fewer that receive' so little attention. ThiS 
is not the place wherein to discuss the matter in its broad 
bearings. It will suffice to say that the co-<>perator has put· 
the development of thrift as one of co-operation's essential 
functions. All co-<>perative societies place the encourage
ment of thrift as one of their chief objects and render 
valuable service by the collection of small shares, by re
ceiving deposits, and, in some cases, by inducing members 
to. make comI?ulsory deposits for special purposes. But it 
was felt that there must be something to appeal to people 
who do not wish to borr~w or who a~e not attracted by" 
any of the. various types of so~i~ty iri ,which thrift is a' 
secondary object. It is for these that special thrift and 
saving societies have been organized in the Punjab, Ajmer-' 
Merwara and Madras. In the Punjab there ar~ 528 and 
in AJmer-Merwara 5 such societies. All are classed as' 
non-agricultural' and have been organized mostly amongst
Pa/wanS; Telzsil Staff, District Board Staff, 'Indian 
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Christians, and so forth. Members are pn the increase and
a monthly contribution is realized from them. These 
societies are. exempted frpm the legal obligation of carrying 
25% of their net; profits to the Reserve Fund. In the pye
laws provision is made for specific purposes but generally 
no loans are given. Akin to these thrift societies _ i!re 
some amongst poor people such as the Purbia Tonga-wallas 
or sweepers who agree to pay a monthly contribution of 
one rupee for ten years. In the Punjab a new fea,tme 
is the organization of grain thr~ft societies amongst bac~

ward cultivators; the members. give i~ so much ~t:a~n 

per harvest and this is sold and the proceeds credited. The 
backward cultivator can save grain when he cannot save 
cash. 

Landholding Societies 

This is an effort at colonization on co.operative princi
ples in the Punjab. The Registrar writes: "A scheme 
of some interest is' being tried on the infertile (/Jara) 
land on the Lower Bari Doab Canal where a number of 
squares were allotted.to me to be cultivated by Illembers. 
of societies from tracts which needed relief. . In all there 
are five societies with 1.12 members. From a society in 
Hoshiarpur,.14 members. have been given 14 squares, ~nd 
from a society in Lahore 34 members have got. 20 squares 
in Multan. Hitherto the m~mbers have cultivated in com
mon some 41.squares. Six.Qther squares are .. about to. !;It; 
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brought under the plough, while of the remainder it is said 
that very little will prove culturable. The two societies 
in Montgomery are less advanced, the members consider 
the land quite useless; however, there is no knowing what 
a central Punjabi will not do with the lure of land before 
him, and perhaps a little encouragement will stimulate 
further effort. . The scheme was worked out by Mr. 
Strickland on the basis of his experience of Landholding 
Societies in Italy and elsewhere. If these prove successful, 
there has opened out a new idea for future colonization, as 
one great drawback of previous schemes is that the benefit 
has been too much confined to certain people, and has not 
indirectly benefited the peasantry of the province as a whole, 
as should have been the case." 

Anti-Malarial Society 

An anti-malarial society aim~ at preventing malaria in 
the area of its influence by encouraging habits of cleanliness 
and sanitation. It also takes measures for the prevention 
of other epidemic diseases, and in case a member is at
tacked by some disease it makes arrangements for proper 
medical aid, supplies medicine to its members as well as 
to others who may require them. These societies are 
organized on a share basis, but the chief source of finance 
is the quarterly subscription out of which the expenses 
of the society are met. The total number of societies is 
33 and the total membership 858. These societies have 
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made an excellent beginning and will prove to be a 
source of real help to the malaria-stricken people of 
Bengal. 

Tlte Zamindari Societies 

There are three zamindari societies in Bengal. The 
objects of these societies are to secure land and then to 
allot it for cultivation to the members of· the middle-class 
families. The agricultural colony so formed is intended 
to supply facilities for small-plot cultivation and for voca
tional education. It aims to afford an example of the 
solution of the middle-class unemployment problem. The 
members of the Bengal Young Men Zamindari Society is 
38 S. Its working capital is Rs. 44,000 on which it made a 
.profit of Rs. 4,000. 

In Madras they have a type of society called the Co
operative Agricultural and Industrial Society. Its chief 
activities ate the preparation of the agricultural produce 
for tbe market such as the hulling of paddy, dC1Corticating 
ground-nut, crushing sugar-cane, manufacturing of bone
meal, and other manures. It has succeeded in inducing some 
of its members to cultivate improved varieties of crops. For 
this purpose it advances its funds to finance the purchase 
and cultivation of these improved varieties. It also under
takes the cultivation itself on a small scale to show the 
improved methods. Another line of work which it bas 
introduced is the grant of loans on the security of grain 
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stocked hi its godowns a11l:l on outstanding crops. There 
are only three societies of this type. The Crop Loan 
Union is another important type in Madras in which mem
bership consists of individuals as well as of co-operative so
cieties. It does only one thing. It receives produce in 
its god own for safe custody. On their security it procures 
loans from the Central Bank, which are distributed to the 
members through the Primary Credit Societies to which 
they belong. Home Industries Association in Bihar are 
"very similar in their aims and objects in relation to cottage 
industries, as the Co-operatlve Agricultural and industrial 
Societies are in relation to Agriculture. In all there "are 
six of them, and are doing useful work. 

--"--
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CHAPTER VII 
CENTRAL SOCIETIES' 

SECTION I-Co-operative Umons 
One thing more than any: other that distinguishes co

operative conduct of business is self-reliance, and as. ~ 
corollary to that all successful co-operation acts on the 
principle that .. nothing should be done for co-operators 
which they can well do for themselves," Self-control, seIf~ 
help and independence are the root ideas of the whole 
movement. In India the originator of the movement, and 

• its, fi~st sponsor was the Indian Government, which had 
to .. take up this duty upon itself in the absence of 
any organized effort on the part of the intellectual and 
moneyed classes to better the economic conditions of the 
labouring classes in general and. the agricultural classes in 
particular. In order to launch the new experiment under 
the most favourable conditions, it not only granted many 
concessions such as free audit, and exemption from certain 
taxes. and fees, but also appointed a special officer in every 
Province to see that the scheme was not allowed to fail 
through neglect or misund/erstanding. These Registrars 
so appointed brought the societies into existence, and 
became their" guides, philosophers and friends," 

Although this attitude of the Registrars was inevitable 
unfiI the new idea~ had taken firm root, in India, yet it 
succeeded.in creating an idea that the movement· was an 
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official one. And as this idea is unquestionably contrary 
to the genius of co-operation and tends to stifle the spirit 
of self-help, and as the number of primary societies began 
to increase, and the work on the· official "agency bega~ to 
increase much more than it could afford to do satisfactorily, 
it was found necessary to create gradually out of the pri
mary societies themselves some form of autonomous organi
zation, built up from the bottom, to which ~any of the func
tions of the controlling staff could safely be transferred. 

To begin with the supervision and control of the move
ment was largely shared between the officers of Government 
and the staff maintained by Central Banks and this is still 
the case in most of the provinces. These Central Banks are 
controlled to a great~r or less degree by the societies which 
hold, at any rate, some part of their shares, and cannot 
therefore be regarded as quite alien bodies. But the sys
tem has inherent dangers, which may be minimized but 
cannot be wholly eliminated. In practice Central Banks 
are usually run by a small number of professional gentle
men and landowners at the headquarters. The controlling 
authorities are often not in close touch with their borrowers. 
Almost unconsciously the staff of the Central Bank often 
tends to absorb too much power into its own hands, and in 
its endeavour to develop its own business tends to stifle the 
growth of healthy independent primary societies. . 

In.the second· place the Central Banks, from which the 
societies derive a large part of their working capital, find it 
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increasingly difficult to keep in touch with a constantly 
growing number of remote and scattered little societies com· 
posed for the most part of poor and illite'rate members. Be· 
fore sanctioning a loan they require to be assured that a 

, society is well managed, that any loan advanced to it would 
be devoted honestly to the purpose for which it is granted 
and recovered punctually, and that mistakes and faults 
would be brought to light and corrected before ,serious con
sequences could ensue. This leads to a close scrutiny by 
the Central Bank Supervisors, and although justified from 
the point of view of the financing institution, yet creates 
quite an undesirable impression on the minds of the borrow
ing members, who begin to look upon the financing bank as 
a foreign institution maintained by the Sarka,. to provide 
them with cheap credit. The identity of their own' society 
sinks into 'insignificance and the whole co-operative spirit 
is gone. 

To eliminate these defects and yet to secure supervision 
and control, various efforts have been made throughout 
India and Burma. In the punjab, Central Banking Unions 
with very limited area and clientele, and composed' ex
clusively of local societies and managed by them" have 
been tried with marked success. In Madras" Supervising 
Union working within restricted areas and confining their 
funcpons to inspection, training, 'propaganda and advice 

,have proved satisfactory. In Burma. Guaranteeing U~ions. 
with the object ~f ~ot only of supervising each other's work 
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but i-lso of guaranteeing whatever loans they might recom
mend as the result qf their local knowledge and inspection, 
have. proved a marked success. This kind of union is 
also gaining ground in Bihar and Orissa and Bombay. Be
sideS these, there are a few unions here and there which 
specialize in functions other than credit such as the Audit 
Union of Madras, the Industrial !lnd Milk Unions of Bengal 
and so forth. 

The idea underlying all these various kinds of unions is 
to make each union the centre of all co-operative activity in 
the area it serves, or for. the kind of primary societies it 
affiliates, to beconie an active agent in the development 
of economic life in the area of its influence and to foster 
and create a band of local workers in each centre, who 
should, in course of time, be able and willing to manage 
the affairs of their locality and be as little dependent on 
outside help for the management of their internal. affairs 
as practicable. Under the scheme selected. members from 
the neighbouring societies are to meet together. to discuss 
all matters affecting the well-being of their societies, and to 
learn to inspect their societies. They should teach the mem
bers of their societies the main principles of co-operation, 

should learn to take initiative, and devise and adopt means 
for the general economic '?evelopment. In short. under 
this scheme of unions, the societies themselves; through 
their representative are expected gradually" to do all that is 
now' being done from outside by the Central Bank. 
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Membership in- these Unions is confined to primary 
co-operative societies only, and this is a point whicb places 
this kind of co-operative organization in a class by itself as 
distinguished from a Primary Society on the one hand, 
where membership is confined to individuals, or where at 
least the individual members have a predominating in
fluence; and the Central Bank on other, where membership 
is open to societies or individuals on more or less equal 
.terms. Like all other co-operative institutions each union 
is managed by a General Meeti~g and a Managing Com
mittee. In the General Meeting each affiliated society.is 
represented by some system of representati~n. T~us., in 
Guaranteeing Union of Burma ea.ch society is represented 
by two ~ember~ of its committee. While in the Banking 
.union of the P~njab member-societies are represented i~ 
the following way: ' . 

societies with 25 members or less I representativ.e 
" "SO ' " . " ,,2 -, do. 
" " over So members . 3 dol. -

In the Supervising Union of Madras each member-society 
is entitled to send from among its members one'or twodel~ 
gates to· the Union. In addi~ion to these th.ere arerepre
sentatives of the Central Bank, which £nancesthe societies~ f 
Other members of the affiliated societies may' attend the/ 
General Meetings bu t only to listen' and ad vise theit· rei 
presentatives. . Voting at the General' Meeting is,: also 
regulated according to some system such as in the:, Guaran-
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teeing Unions of Burma, each society has one vote for each 
complete te~ members belonging to it, and in the Banking 
Union of the Punjab each representative present at the 
meeting has, one vote. 

In all matters relating to the administration of the 
Union, the General Meeting is the ultimate authority. 
Among other matters it deals with (i) the enactment, 
amendment and repeal of the bye-laws; (ii) complaints by 
the affiliated societies against the Union Managing Com
mittee ; (iii) the admission of new societies into the Union; 
(iv) the election of a Chairman and the Union Committee 
yearly; (v) inspection report by the committee mem
bers or union inspectors on affiliated societies; (vi) the 
expulsion of any society; (vii) the fixation of the Union 
Rate; after considering the estimate of expenditure for 
the coming year; ('Zli#). the fixing of pay for the super
visors and other clerical establishment of the Union; and 
(ir) the 'consideration of the Audit Notes. 

The Managing Committee look after the day to day 
busi~ess and carry it on within the lines laid down by the 
General Meeting. They call General Meetings, promote 
the formation of new societies in the. union area; enquire 
or cause the union supervisor to enquire into the assets 
and liabilities of. the .. societies desiring affiliation ; depute 
some of its members or the Union SuperviSOr ~o instruct 
all affiliated societies in . co-operative principles and 
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accounts, and to supervise their working, and to ensure 
that the audit orders are carried out by them; see that 
money borrowed by the affiliated societies is puncliuaIIy 
paid; submit the results of inspection to the General Meet
ing; collect the Union Rates ; enquire into all the appli
cations for loans which the affiliated societies want to. take 
and report on them to the financing agency. They have to 
furnish to the financing bank any information required with 
a view to satisfy itself as to the financial condition of any 
affiliated society to which the bank has been or is . required 
to give financial assistance. . 

Funds : Each affiliated society has to contribute to 
the Union Fund a certain rate, and this is the chief 
source of its income. Besides, it gets affiliation fees and 
grants from financing institutions. The funds so raised 
are applied to the payment of contingencies, the secretary 
and other salaried staff and the payment of a certain fee 
for each society inspected by the Union Committee Mem
bers. 

The Guaranteeing Union 

The system had its origin in Burma, and it is in· Burma 
that it has had its greatest success. The Union ~s .regis
tered as a society of limited liability. Its distinguishing 
feature is that it undertakes to assess and guara:nte~ 
the credit of each co-operative credit society affiliated to 
it. Without such a Union, when 11 loan is required by 
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a member, the. application after being recommended· by 
the Pandzayat is sent to the Central Bank, and there it. 
is kept pending until a supervisor can be sent down and 
an enquiry made into the assets of the member. A Guran
teeing Union sweeps away these delays. It is enabled 
to do so because it can supervise an affiliated society, check 
errors and preven~ mismanagement. Just as in a primary 
credit soCiety individuals combine together to enhance 
their credit by mutual guarantee, similarly here the pri
mary societies combine together and thereby hope to 
enhance their credit by offering mutual guarantee. The 
mutual guarantee means that each affiliated society has to 
guarantee the liabilities of the other societies affiliated to the 
Union or expelled by it any. time to a certain maximum 
amount. Thus in Burm~ and Assam each society is liable to 
the exten.t of but not in excess of the maximum amount of 
loans from non-members that it has held during the year i~
mediately preceding that time, or of half the total of its work
ing capital whichever be the greater, while in Bihar and 
Orissa to the extent of but not in excess of four times 
the face value of the shares which it holds in the Union. 

To safeguard against the dangers of mutual guarantee 
as far as practicable, the General Meeting of the Union 
carefully scrutinize .' the amount fixed by each affiliated 
society as the maximum to be borrowed by its committee, 
and after consideration of the assets, liabilities, earning 
capacity and character of the members of and the work-
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ing and management of affiliated societies and audit 
reports thereon, fix the maximum borrowing power' of 

. each affiliated society from all sources for a year ahead. It 
IS on this basis that the financing institutions regulate 
their credit to the affiliated societies. 

Rigkts and duties of tlte affiliated societies - The' rights 
of an affiliated society are to obtain inspection by members of 
the Union Committee or inspectorS appointed by the Uriion, 
and to have its borrowings guaranteed by the remaining 
societies in the Union. Its duty towards the Union is to ad~· 

minister1ts work in strict conformity to the instructions 
from the Union. It is expected to give all possible assist
ance to the persons sent by the Union to inspect its manage
ment and working. It mus~ also allow its books' and cash 
balances to be inspected by the chaimianand two committee 
members of any other affiliated society. It must inform' the 
Union at once of any reduction in its membership or of any 
matter affecting the financial stability. It must'submit 
all loan applications to the Central Bank through the 
Union and ~ust not take any loans from any person' or 
institution without the permission of the Union. It can
not take even deposits to an extent -which wouid exceed' 
such limits as the Union m.ay have fixed. 

In the whole of British India, we have 1,07.6 Guaran 
teeing Unions, . of which 580 are in Burma, 256 in Central 
Provinces, 170 in B7r and Orissa, 64 in the Bombay 
presidency and 6 10 the United Provinces: This type of 
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Union has proved a success only in Bunna and Bihar and 
Orissa. In other provinces it has proved a failure and 
they are thinking of devising some other method of secur
ing supervision and control of the primary institutions.· 
In the Central Provinces, which is only second to Burma 
as far as members are concerned, the movement has' been 
failing for some time. In the year 1923 we had 30S of 
them, while in the year 1922. there were 308~ The Re
gistrar writes in his report for 1922-23 .. They are for the 
most part purely nominal bodies giving guarantees of no 
real value. There ~re many that exist in name only, they 
perform none of their functions and even the meetings of 
the Union Committee are not held; the Central Banks 
ignore their existence entirely. Others hold meetings of 
their committees irregularly, but it is only with great diffi
culty and under the personal persuasion of the Government 
Auditor that representatives of the societies can be induced 
to attend and even so a quorum can scarcely be obtained. 
These Unions fix the credit limits of their affiliated socie
ties as a rule by the simple method of adopting the limits 
proposed by the societies themselves; that done they lapse 
into inertia. The Central Banks deal· with the societies 
direct and practically ignore the. existence of the Union .• 
Another function of Circle Unions and one of the most im
portant is the inspection by members of the Union Com
mittees of affiliated societies. The extent to which this 
function is performed is indicated b)-the fact that out 
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of 1,382 societies affiliated to the Unions only 208 are re
ported to have been inspected and these inspections are 
also nominal. The reason why the Guaranteeing System, 
is going down in the Central Prov:inces is to be found in 
the fact that the impression prevails amongst the members 
that the whole benefit of this system is derived by the 
Central Bank. Members are unwilling to undertake, the 
duties and responsibilities of membership of a Union Com
mittee and pledge the laibility of their societies or other 
societies simply in order to save the Central Bank trouble 
and provide it with an additional financial safeguard. But 
even if the members of rural societies had been willing 
to perform the duties demanded ofthem they were in most 
cases incompetent to do so. The Registrar writes : "Many 
existing unions do not possess even a single literate mem
ber and very few in the Central Provinces at least have 
more than two or three such members. It is difficult to 
say how any adequate inspection of a society can be made 
without. the scrutiny of its accounts, or how a Union Com
mittee can control borrowings if it is unable to examine 
ledger accounts. The fact is that the formation of Unions 
was not undertaken to satisfy a demand but was imposed 
upon the movement from above." 

Practically the same reasons of the want of success of 
the guaranteeing unions are adduced by the Registrar of 
Bombay Presidency. _ He writes : " The guarimteeing unions 
which were started have not proved a success, partly 
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because the so-called guaranteeing was merely nominal, and 
partly because funds being limited no good supervisor 
could be engaged, the work of the honorary committee 
itself being not often regular and efficient." They have 
now decided to start superVlSmg unions in. place 
()f the guaranteeing unions and the process has already 
begun. 

The Supervising Union 

It had its origin in Madras and at present,. it is prac
tically confined to that presidency. It is registered as a 
co-operative society of limited liability and its distinguish
ing feature is to carry out careful and regular supervision 
()ver affiliated societies and to make frequent inspections 
()f the same. It does not guarantee loans but it recommends 
the grant of loans to affiliated societies from the financ
ing institutions. To discharge these duties supervisors are 
appionted by the governing body (the Managing Commit
.tee) from among men who have been certified by the 
registrar to be fit for such work. The governing body 
may fine the supervisors but cannot suspend or dismiss 
except with the approval of the Registrar. It is the duty 
of the Governing Body to enquire into all applications for 
loans, which affiliated societies want to take, and to report 
on them to the financing agency. 

The liability of each affiliated society in relation to the 
Union is limited to the share capital subscribed by the 
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society. No affiliated society is at liberty to' receive a 
lpan from any person or any society unless such loan 
has been approved by the governing bQdy of the union. 

In all we have about 279 supervising unions in India. 
Of which 272 are iD Madras, 4 in Bengal, two in Coorg 
and one in Assam. The Registrar of Maaras is of opinion 
.. that, as a general rule, local unions are most effic.ient 
where their operations are restricted to small compact 
area an,d where the number of applicant societies does not 
exceed 2S or so." In adqition to these unions there are six 
District Federations of Unions in Madras. The chief object 
of these federations is the cO-<lrdination of the work of 
local unions. They are intended to deal with matters of 
common interest to the affiliated unions, to undertake 
the education of local unions and to organize special types 
of societies. As regards their financial resources, they are 
largely dependent on contributions from their affiliated 
unions. In some federations the district banks have been 
admitted as members. About these federations the Re
gistrar writes: " When every district in the Presidency has 
its federation· of unions and this I hope will soon be an 
accomplished fact a very substantial advance will have been 
made in the development of the non-<lfficial supervising 
agency. These federations are bound to play an . imt>6r
tant part in the organization, training and control of a 
non-official co-operative service in the general· guidance of 
the movement in their areas." 
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The Banking Unions 

The Banking Union is the offspring of the Punjab 
and it is only in that province that it has achieved consi
derable success. It combines finance, with self supervi
sion in an almost i,deal way. The management is usually 
rural and local, and as its operations are confined within a 

. small circle, every affiliated society is able to take a direct 
part in its management and control. In addition to carrying 
On banking and credit business it purchases and sells on 

common account such things as implements, domestic re

qui:ements and the produce of the member-societies. It 

supervises and audits the affiliated societies and undertakes 

the education of the members in the principles and prac

tice of co-operation. 

In all we have 78 banking unions in India. Of these 

68 are in the Punjab; 9 in the United Provinces and I in 

Ajmer. It is only in the Punjab that this kind of union 

has proved a success. Looked at from the point of view 

.of its constitution, one should have expected this form of 

union to be very popular, but as Mr. Ewbanks has pointed 

out" it is because they are so ideal that they cannot be 

attt!lllpted in most provinces. For their successful working, 

they require exceptionally competent me~ as the repre

sentatives .of t~e affiliated societies and this is a great 

.source of risk in a central institution of this calibre. " 
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TIte SUNI), Unions 

There are two varieties of the s\lpply union met 
with in the Punjab: (i) one of them follows what is 
known as the i,ulent J),stem j and the other the principles 
of co-ope,ativestore. Under the indent system, the mem~ 
bers of the affiliated society submit a list of their requir~

ments for a certain fixed period to the affiliated society, 
and the affiliated society, in its tum, submits a list of 
requirements (invariably the sum total of the requirements 
of the members with some alternations) to the Union. 
The Union, now, on the basis of these indents, purchJlses 
the various articles and supplies the affiliated societies with 
them. Under the system of co-operative store, the Union 
purchases a variety of articles for the requirements ot 
the affiliated societies and sells them only to the affiliated 
societies, or the affiliated societies purchase their require
ments from the Union. 

The Supply Unions are found only in the Punjab and 
Ajmer-Merwara. In the Punjab they were 126 (but few; 
survive) , while, in the Ajmer-Merwara they are only two, 
And even in the Punjab they have. not been a success, 
The Registrar writes" that there is a marked decline in 
the number of members and transactions. A number con
tinues work as need arises, as should there still be occasion 
for buying salt, cloth, etc., but until honest efficient 
managers can be obtained at a lower salary as appear$ 
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to be the case in England, there is little prospect of a 
strong co-operative store system being built up. Of the 
existing institutions as many as 105 report their intention 
to continue work. Of these 38 intend to try the store 
system in place of that based on indent." 

The Atulit Unions 

The Audit Union is found only in Madras. Its chief 
function is to organize the audit of its affiliated societies. 
!he auditors are appionted by the Governing Body from 
among persons who have been certified by the Registrar 
to be fit for'such work. There is only one Audit Union 
so far and the result of its working will provide helpful 
experience in future for the guidance of other provinces. 
The ever-increasing number of the primary societies has 
been presenting a real problem to the Registrars and their 
staff in different provinces, who, ultimately are responsible 
for this work under the Act. If this decentralizing agency 
proves a success much of the time and money that is now 
spent on auditing staff would be saved and utilized for 
further development of co-operative activity. 

Tlze Re-insuraflce Union 
It is found only in the Punjab and Burma. There are 

only two unions, one in the Punjab, now defunct, and the 
other in Burma. The Re-Insurance Union receives half the 
t>remia received by the affiliated societies and undertakes 
to insure agai~st the risks already insured by the affiliated 
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societies but which are 'beyond the individual capacity 
of the affiliated societies and thus provides a useful me
thod of spreading the risks over all ·the affiliated socie
ties. 

The Central Anti-Malarial Society 
The Calcutta Co-operative Central Anti-malarial Socie

ty is the only union of its kind in India. It has now mem
bership of 204 societies. It gives a monthly grant to its 
affiliated society which varies from Rs. 5 upwards and 
assists them to provide medical aid, to clear jungles and to 

promote in other ways the sanitation and health in their 
respective areas. It received a grant of Rs. 50,000 from 
Government to carry on its beneficent activities. 

The Milk Union 
The milk union also has its headquarters at Calcutta, 

the number of societies affiliated to it being 54. It 
supervises, controls and finances the individual societies 
and undertakes the sale of milk to the consumers on behalf 
of the affiliated milk societies in the mulfassil. In addi
tion to that, it maintains cows of good breed of its own 
and a Montgomery bull. This demonstration activity has 
had a great effect upon the members who are now anxious 
to have such bulls in their own society. 

The Industrial Unions 

There are six Industrial Unions in Bengal and one in 
the Punjab called the Weavers' Central Co-operative Store. 
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Their object is to promote industries in the area of their 
influence_ To achieve this object they grant loans to 
societies which are their members, arrange for the supply 
of . raw materials, implements. and for the disposal to 
the best advantage of the finished products of the mem
ber-societies. They provide for a regular and efficient 
system of supervision. These societies are doing a good 
deal towards the promotion of cottage industries in 
Bengal. 

SECTION II-Central Banks 

" The back-bone of the co-operative movement in India 
lies in the Central Bank." The statement as such may 
appear a little too sweeping to people in Europe, where a 
Central Bank is expected to do but two purely banking 

'duties of (I) supplying the capital and (2) balancing the 
funds of the societies. But in India ·the case is otherwise. 
Here when a fresh area is to be opened to co-operation the 
greater part of the pioneer work falls on the central bank 
of the district. If within the area of influence of a central 
bank, primary societies require funds to carry on their 
business, the central bank provides the funds. If primary 
societies have more funds then they can usefully employ, the 
central bank offers to take charge of them, and pay for 
the service too. In most of the provinces the main 
burden of supervision and inspection in addition to training. 
the members of the primary societies in the principles and 
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practice of co-opetation, falls 011 the shoulders of the central • • • 
bank. The whole co-operative structure .in a locality, as 
it were, revolves round a central bank. 

At first these central banks consisted entirely of indi
vidual shareholders, but gradually the principle was re
-cognized that societies financed by them should be affiliat
·ed as shareholders, and should have'a voice in the manage
ment and a share in the profits. Hence nearly an 
.co-operative central banks have developed a mixed' con
stitution, in which the societies, depending upon them 
for their finance, hold shares along with individual share
holders, and are allotted a fixed representation. on the 
directorate. Their interests are further safe-guarded by 
limiting the rate of dividend payable on the share capital 
held by individual members. True, an ideal central bank 
woul<:l be one, which had no individual members as share
holders, but under the existing state of backwardness 
amongst the masses, the existing system is in many reo' 
spects an admirable arrangement, since it educates and 
satisfies the reasonable aspirations of these societies and 
secures the assistance and the goodwill of experienced and 
influential men of the locality in the management of the 
bank, without which, the public might, perhaps, be un
willing to repose sufficient confidence in it. 

A central bank is, as .usual, registered under the Co
<>perative Societies' Act as a society of limited liability. The 
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objects of a Central Bank are to help the operations of Re
gistered co-operative societies within the area of its in
fluence. This object is attained bY(I) carrying on banking 
and credit business (2) by supervising and auditing its. 
member-societies, (3) by the purchase and sale for common 
account of agricultural implements and produce, (4) by 
making provision for the educational facilities for the mem~ 
bers of the affiliated societies and by adopting such other 
measures as may be designed to improve the work and ex
tend the usefulness of such societies, and (5) in most of 
the provinces by acting as the balancing centre for the 
surplus funds of primary societies and developing co-opera
tive societies within the area of its influence. 

Membership: The membership of a Central Bank 
is open to all co-operative societies within the· area 
of its influence as well as to individual persons.* Persons 
who join in the application for registration are classed as. 

-original members. New members are admitted by the 
Board of Directors subject to the confirmation of the 
General Meeting. All members must hold at least one 
share. Membership is terminated by 

(I) the death of an individual or the cancellation of 
registration of a member-society, or 

(2) ceasing to hold at least one share, or 

* In the Punjab, the Deputy Commissioner of the District 
is an ex-ollicio member without holding a share_ 
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( 3) expulsion by the resolution of the Board of 
Directors subject to the confirmation by the 
General Meeting. 

Every member must take at least one share and as 
many more as may be .determined by the Board of Direc
tors within the limit prescribed by the bye-laws of- the 
Bank. Individual members cannot generally take more 
shares than the face value of a certain specified ainoutit.* 
The liability of the shareholders for the debts of the 
Central Bank is limited to the unpaid portion of the face 
value of their shares. The liability of a past member or 
member-society is to be to the extent of the face value of 
the shares held by him, but only for such debts of the 
Bank as existed at the time when he or the member-society 
ceased to be a member, and the liability continues Jor a 
period of two years from the date he or the member-society 
ceased to be a member. The estate of a deceased member 

* Unilt:tI PrOf';nces anti Bmeal: No member other than a 
registered society can hold more than one-fifth, of the share 
capital of the Bank oc.shares in the Bank of the total face 
value of more than Rs. 5,000, whichever may ba the less. 

Burma: Not more than one-fifth oC the shar~ capital of 
the bank. 

Bihar anti Orissa: Not more shares than represent a no~ 
minal value of Rs. 1,000. 

Pun;ao: No member can hold shares whose nominal 
value exceeds Rs. 1,000, or exceeds '/5 of the total share 
capital actually subscribed. 
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is liable for a period of one year to the extent mentioned 
above. 

In the event of cessation of membership on any grounds 
other than default of share payment, the net" value of 
share or shares held by a member, after deducting all 
sums due from the member, is paid within six months 
from the date of cessation. In the case of dissolution of 
any affiliated society, such amount is paid to the liqui
dator of the society, or to the person who is legally in pos
session of the assets of the society. 

In the case of the death of an individual shareholder, 

his shares may be transferred to his heir or nominee 

if he is eligible for membership and is duly elected as 

such. Otherwise the value of the shares of the deceased . 
shareholder is paid to the person nominated by the de-

ceased. 

The General,Meeting: The ultimate' authority in all 

matters relating to the administration of the Central , 
Bank is the General Meeting. It consists of (I) the 

individual shareholders, and (2) one representative of 

the shareholding societies, and a few others, either ex-officio 

officials or co-opted persons who are not shareholders.* 

All members constituting the General Meeting have only 

* Pun;ab: Each delegate representing a co-operative so' 
ciety has two votes. 
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one vote* each. Voting by proxy is not allowed, except 
in the case of pa;danashin women. All questions submit 
ted for decision are decided by a majority of. votes. In 
case of equality of votes the Chairman has a casting 
vote. One meeting of the General Meeting niust be held 
annually to elect the members of the Board of Directors, 
and to do such other things as can only be done by a 
General Meeting. Any other General Meeting may be 
summoned by the Registrar or by the Board of Director!; 
or at the written request of a specified number of share~ 

holders. For the disposal of business the presence of a 
specified number of members is essential. The chairman 
of the Board of Directors or the President of the Bank 
presides at all General Meetings, and if there is no Chairman ' 
of the Bank or he is not present, then the members 
present at the meeting elect one among themselves as 
the Chairman of the meeting. The duties of the annual 
General Meeting are (I) to consider the audit report, Annual 
report of the Board of Directors, annual accounts and 
balance sheet, and to review the work of the bank during 
the past year; (2) if profits admit, to declare a dividend, 

* 'Central Provinces: Every member of a share society 
"is"a member of the General Meeting and almost all mem
bers of primary societies are at present shareholders of the 
Central Bank, and are entitled to one vote. The Deputy 
Commissioner or any official not below the rank of an Extra 
Assistant Commissioner nominated by the Deputy Commis
sioner. is entitled to sit and vote at all general meetings. 
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and to pass resolutions about the ,disposal of' the profits, 
(3) to fix the maximum amount of borrowings by the 
bank for the ensuing year; (4) to hear all complaints 
against the Board of Directors and office-bearers; (5) to 
take notice of any matter which affects the financial 
position of the Bank, (6) the election, suspension and" 
removal of the members of the Board of Directors includ
ing the Chairman; (7) the amendment of the bye-laws 
and to do such other things as may be brought before 
them for the furtherance of the Bank's interests. 

The Board of Directors: To carry on the business of 
a Central Bank the general meeting elect a Board of Direc-

• tors consisting of from 5 to 15 in the various provinces. 
Their tenure of office extends from one to three years. 
Directors are eligible, for re-election.* Out of the total 
number of Directors that are to be elected by the General 
Meeting a certain fixed proportion is to be elected by the 
member-societies, while the rest by the individual share
holders. The various classes of directors are elected by the 
classes whom the directors represent. A director may be 
removed at any time by the shareholders for incompetency, 
negligence or other grave misconduct. And an elected director 

* Bihar and Orissa, and Bengal: No director who has 
held office for three years consecutively, if re-elected can 
hold office without the sanction of the Registrar. In Bengal 
a director who has held office for three years cannot be re
appointed within a shorter interval than two years except with 
the sanction of the Registrar. 
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ceases to hold office if he ceases to be shareholder or to 
be a delegate of a member-society, or hold place of profit in 
the bank, or becomes insolvent or fails to attend the meet
ing of the board either for longer than a specified time or 
more than a specified number of meetings. Vacancies 
-occurring within the' year from any cause are filled by 
the directors themselves for the term of vacancy.* The 
Chairman of the Board of Directors is electedt by the 

General Meeting and holds office for one year. All mat

ters that come before the Board are decided by a majority 

of votes. In case of equality of votes, the chairman has 

a casting vote. The Board must meet at least once a 

• month, and as often as may be necessary for the due 

.discharge of their duties. To give the necessary quorum 

the presence of a certain proportion of the total number 

·of directors is necessary. 
------------------------------* Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, and Madras,' In the case of 

a vacancy, such of the remaining members, who represent the 
-class of &hareholders by whom the vacating member was 
appointed, appoint another in his place to hold office till the 
next annual general meeting. 

Central Provinces: The appointment is made by the next 
meeting o[ the general meeting. 

t Unit~d Provi'lCes,' The chairman is either the col
lector ex-o/licio or is elected by the directors from amongst 
themselves [or one year. 

Madras,' The members of the Board of Directors elect 
.one of their number as President. 
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Powers of the Board of Dit'eclors: The Board of 
Directors exercises all such powers as entering into all 
such agreements, "making all such arrangements, taking 
all such proceedings and doing all such acts and things 
as may be necessary for the due management of the 
affairs of the bank, and for the carrying out of the objects, 
for which the bank has been established, subject to the 
directions given by the General Meeting. Amongst other 
things it can (I) appoint, dismiss, remove, suspend or 
olberwise punish any salaried or non-salaried· officer or 
employee of the bank and can ask all or any of them to 
furnish security; (2) issue debentures, contract loans or 
otherwise raise capital on behalf of the bank to an extent 
Mt exceeding the maximum liability for the year as fixed· 
by the annual genera~ meeting and approved by the Re
gistrar, and to pledge the bank's credit for such loans; 
(3)- to fix the rate of interest on loans; (4) to admit new 

shareholders, and to allot shares in the Bank; (5) to fix 
annually the maximum amount of the credit for each of 
its member-societies; (6) to grant extensions and to con" 
sider and pass orders in case of overdue or misapplied 
loans; (7) to prepare quarterly forecasts of the financial 
position of the bank and to communicate the same to the 
Registrar; (8) to examine and check the accounts of the 
bank and to verify the cash balances;" (9) to purchase and 
stock on commission, sale or otherwise agricultural requi
sites for sale or hire ~o the affiliated societies; (10) to 
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make agreements for the proper control, ill$pectioIJ. Ilnel 
audit of the accounts and working of the affiliated socier 
ties, and to arrange, if necessary, for their proper accountr 
keeping; (II) to disaffiliate, subject to an appeal tp the 
general meeting, any society whose administration is ua
satisfactory, to sjgn all papers and instruments by or 011 

hehalf of the Bank. The members of the Board of Dir~t01'J 
are responsible for the good management of the bank. They 
are liable to the Bank for any wilful neglect of .their dllti.ea 
and for any distribution of profits or assets contrary to the; 
provisions of the Co-operative Societies Act and the 
bye-laws. 

The WfWking Committee:* The Board of Directors 
generally appoint from amongst themselves every year: 
a working committee consisting of from three to, five 
members, and make over to it all or any of the dutie. 
assigned to them. In some cases one of t~e directors is 
appointed as the Managing Director and well-defined 
powers are delegated to him. . But this is rarely done, -ex~ 

cept in the United Provinces, where this practice is the 
rule rather than the exception., In other cases the members 
of the Board of Directors distribute the :various' branches 

• Assam: There is no working committee. Some powers 
are delegate,d to the chairman and the {)thers to the Secretary! 

Burma: Here too there is rio Working Committee."'TM 
Board of Directors itself beillg ,limited to s members is. able 
to look ;I1terthe day-to-day busi~ess. 
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of. the work among the individual members, and carry ori 
the duties assigned'to them. They may meet as often as 
the business of the bank may require. ' , 

The Manage,. : Every central, bank has a paid or 
honorary manager appointed by, the Board of Directors, 
and such other officers as' an assistant manager, and super
'\risors or organizers, who carry on, under their supervision, 
the business of the bank and the' supervision of the affiliat
ed' societieS. The manager carries on the day~to-day 

business of the bank under the' directions either' of the 
Working Committee or the Managlng Director or the 
Secretary (who is found in the Punjab and the Central 
Provinces). It is the business' of the Manager (I) to 
superintend the working of the office, and to be responsible 
for the proper and punctual maintenance of the accounts; 
(2) to maintain correctly ,and up to date the re~ster of 
members, the share list and the list o( delegates from 
the shareholding societies ;-(3) to make payments of loans 
granted to the societies and to procure the due execution .. 
of bonds; '(4) to receive deposits and issue receipts for the 
same; (5) to buy and:sell agricultural produce and other 
requirements as directed by the Working Committee, to 
borrow money on'bepalf of the society, to receive money 
on behalf of the bank and to give reCeipts, to pay money due 
from the bank, to incur contingent expenditure subject 
to the sanction of the committee, to sign , o' behalf of the 
bank and to conduct its correspondence.' However.' for 
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the purpose of endorsing or transferring promissory notes, 
debentures, securities and documents of titles to goods 
standing in the name of or held by the bank, or of drawing, 
accepting and endorsing bills, or of signing receipts, the joint 
signatures of the manager and of either the secretary or the 
managing director or the chairman or the deputy chairman 
or at least one member of the committee are essential. 

Capita!: A central bank ordinarily obtains its funds 
from the following sources: (I) shares, (2) deposits, 
(3) other borrowings, (4) contributions from other financ
ing institutions and primary societies affiliated to it to
wards the cost of supervision; collection and audit; and (5) 
entrance fees and miscellaneous fees. The CentnlI Bank lives 
mainly on deposits from the public and has succeeded to 
a gratifying extent in securing 'public confidence. It . , 

also owes a great deal of gratitude to the Imperial Bank and 
other joint-stock banks many of which grant generous cash 

credits at a low r,ate of interest. 
Sluzres: Like a joint-stock bank, every central bank 

has its authorised capital which is divided into shares-

* United Provinces, . Bengal, a1Zd Assam: There are 
two classes of shares (I) ordinary and (2) preference. Or
dinary shares are held by registered co-operative societies. 
l'reference shares are held by individual persons residing 
Dr owning immovable properly or carrying on any permanent 
trade or business within the area oC ',the influence of the 
bank. Preference Shares carry a dividend not exceeding a 
fixed percentage (U. P. not exceeding 7%). No addition 
~an be made to the number of preference shares except by a. 
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.of varying den.ominati.ons in the different provinci 
Shares are held b.ot~ by indivIdual pers.ons and registerc 
c.o-operative societies. . The shares are neither transferab 
:nor withdrawable at the .oPti.on .of the shareh.older excel 
(I) when the shareh.olding-s.ociety is diss.olved .or (2) wh • 

. it is affiliated t.o an .other Central Bank. But with tl 
appr.oyal .of the B.oard .of Direct.ors shares may be tra~ 

ferred.. H.owever, the bank, by ares.oluti.on pa~sed at 
~eneral M~ting, may buy up shares held ,by individuals i 

par and issue them. t.o s.ocieties. No premium can' i 
charged .on shares. The number .of shares and the n.omin 
capital may be increased by a resoluti.on of the gener 
meeting and with the sancti.on .of the Registrar. 

resolution of the general meeting and with the sancti. 
of the ,Registrar. TheY'cannot also be transferred without t: 
sanctidn of the Board of Directors. The bank, may, subj~ 
to the consent of the Registrar ,buyout at par 'preferen 
shares from the preference shareholders and reissue them 
ordinary shares. 

Central Provinces: The authorised capital is divided i~ 
shares of Rs. 10 each. This capital may be exceeded by t: 
issue of any number of additional shares of Rs, 10 each 

. registered co-operative societies that become members of t 
bank and of any 'number of shares of Rs. S each to individu 
members of societies that have no share capital of their ow 
Any other increase of the share capital is forbidden exce 
when it is approved by the general meeting and duly sanctio 
ed by the Registrar • 

.Bihar and Orissa:' There are n.o preference shares as sw 
but the individual shareholders get a preference dividend 1 

to usually 91%, and there is a limit of ui% to theamou 
/()f dividend which may be paid. 
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TIte Utili8a1ion Of Funds: Funds at 'the disposal 
of a central bank are utilized in granting loans or cash 
credits to affiliated co-operative societies only. As' a 
general rule individual persons 'holding shares cannot get 
loans.* If at any time there is excess of loanable funds 
in a Central Bank, it may deposit its funds either in a joint
stock bank approved of by the Registrar or with the Pro
vincial Bank. The rate of interest on loans is determined 
from time' to time by the general meeting but usually 
there is a maximum rate fixed for the province.t In 

,Madras the practice is to give loans either for one year or 
for 10 years, and" these are respectively called short term 
.and long term loans. Loans from a central bank 'are' se
cured by $ pro-note executed by the borrowing society. 
The pro-note is one payable on demand, even in the' case 
of long term loans. It is necessary for legal reasons that 
the money should be payable on demand, since otherwise 

it is impossible to pledge the pro-note and raise money on 

.. Madras: Loans may also b~ given to individual share
bolders. In Bomba> and Burma also Central Banks givo 
loans to individual members. While in U. P., Assam, Bihar 
and Orissa with the general or special sanction of the tegls
trar, loans may also be given to a registered society, which is 
not affi liated. 

. 15 .. t Bengal: not tQ exceed .o~% per annum. OUY1IIa: 10%. 

l/11.;ltdProv;'uts: not to exceed 12% per al;lDum. Madras: 8i%. 
Bombay: 7 to 7l%.·· .' . 
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it, when the Central Bank is short of funds. T~ere is, 
however, a perfectly clear understanding when the loan is 
given as to what the periods of repayment should be. The 
repayment kists are fixed by 'he Board of Directors at the 
time the loan is granted, and the board has power to grant 
extension of time in exceptional circumstances. If any 
instalment be unpaid on the due date, the bank may .. 
unless sufficient cause is shown, levy penal interest on the 
amount of the instalment unpaid. If an affiliated society. 
fails to pay interest or any instalment on the due date, and 

if the Board of Directors does not grant an extension of 
time, the whole loan becomes immediately payable. In the 
case of paucity funds the Central Bank may arrange a cash 

<:redit either with a joint-stock bank or the Provincial 
Bank, and has power to transfer to it the bonds passed by

the affiliated societies, when they are required as collateral 
security. 

P1'o/its Ql1d how tlICY Q1'e dist1'ib,IIed: Of the annual pro

fits after interest on borrowings, overdue interest, salaries 

of officers, clerks and menials, postage remittances, sta· 
tionery charges, losses and miscellaneous expenditure have 

been met with, 25% of the remainder is credited to the 

Reserve Fund. The balance plus any savings that· 

may be there out of the profits' of the past year avail· 

able for distribution is generally utilized for the following 
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purposes;- (I) to the payment of a dividend;f (2) to 
the formation of a depreciation fund, building fund or 
fund for the equalization of dividends 'and (3) 71% of 'net 
profits to any purpose approved of by the Registrar such 
as the relief of the poor, education, medical relief, and the. 
advancement of any other object of general public utility or 
to a common good fund to be devoted to any of these pur
poses. 

TIte Reserve Fund: The reserve fund consists of 
(a) 25% of the profits annually placed to the fund, (o} 
any further sum allotted to it out of the profits, (c) ad
~sion fees after deduction of the preliminary expenses 

• Burma: In addition to the above. such amoqnt as the 
general meeting on the proposal oC the Committee of Super
"ision may grant not exceeding S%· may be spent in 
paying as honorarium to the committee members. Another 
S% may be spent 'in Curthering the growth oC co-operative 
methods. 

Madras: A sum not exceeding one-eighth the net pro
fits may be paid as honorariqm tothe Secretary. 

Assdm: A sum not exceeding IS% of the net profits 
may be allotted for rewarding the directors who perfonn the 
duties of the secretary. treasurer and accountant. 

Bengal: A bonus may, if funds pennit, be given to 
the paid employees of the bank. . 

t Pun;ab: Dividend not to exceed 12%: Bombay and 
Madras: 'Not to exceed 9%: Central Provinces: . Not to 
exceed 12%. Bihar and Orissa: Not to exceed 9K%: u. P.~ 
Not· to exceed • ,%. Bengal: From 6! to 9R%. Assam: 
Maximum 121%. . 
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iDcurred in constituting the bank, and (d) the value of all 
share.<! forfeited to the bank, and lapsed dividends and fines. 

It belongs to the society, as a whole, and is not divis
ible among the members. It is available* (a) to cover 
any losses arising fr0?"1 any unforeseen circumstances, such 
drawing· upon it being reimbursed to the fund from the 
next accruing profits, (b) as working capital of the bank 
but here it will be used only as a loan from the fund; the 
sum taken being reimbursed to the fund as soon as avail
able, and (c) to serve as security for any loans which the 
society may have to contract. 

In the case of dissolution of the Bank, that part of the_ 
• 

Reserve Fund that may be left over, after meeting the· 
liabilities of the.bank, is applied to such purposes as may be 
determined, with the approval of the Registrar by the 
'majority of the members. Except in Burma, it is not 
available for distribution amongst the members even on 
the dissolution of the bank. 

The total number of ce~tral banks in India is 378. 
Their distribution in the various provinces being as 
follows:-

Punjab ..... 
United Provinces 

I • Assam, Madras,· and C. P. . With the previous sanc
tion.of the Registrar. the reserve fund may be utilized Cor 
meeting th~ loss of any particular year, provided that no divi-
dend on !ohares is paid that year. . 
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Bihar and Orissa 
Coorg 
Bombay 
Central Provinces 
Burma 
Bengal 

.19 

33 

4-
57 

1 

19 

3S 
20 

88 

380 

In the early days of co-operative activity. in India it 
was not possible for the ordinary village society to attract 
local deposits sufficient to meet all the needs of the mem
bers, and the 'chief function of . the central bank waS to 
~upply,capital dra.y..n from outside the movement to 
societies. This continued to be the case well up to the 
year 1913-14, when the Mac1agan Committee found that 
out of the total working capital of primary societies 53% 
was made up of loans from the central and provincial banks, 
And although the situation has been greatly modified 
during the last 10 years, and the figures have now been 
,brought down to 31% for all the various kinds of primary 
societies and for India, as a whole, yet even .. today the 
village credit -society in most of the provinces mainly 
depends upon funds borrowed from the' central . bank 
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and the position of these banks, as the chief financing 
institution for agricultural credit societies, continues as 
strong as ever. But there are certain areas in India, such as 
the district of.JulIundhar in the Punjab, where,the "Central 
Bank deals far more with other Central Banks than with 
societies affiliated to it. The latter· ,bodies are rapidly. 
accumulating more and more funds of their own, so that. 
unless the credit movement can be expanded in that 
district, a time will come when this institution will cease 
to function as a district central bank." The Registrar 
looks upon this as a problem, , and is uncertain as to "what 
is to become of these central banks when their district so
cieties no longer require loans from them." To us, this 
stage, when reached, instead of presenting a problem and 
being a source of anxiety as to the place pf the district 
bank in the future co-operative organization in India~ would 
be the red letter day of the movement.. Even as they are. 
the central banks are not mere suppliers of funds to their 
affiliated societies. They act as the balancing centres 
of funds as between their affiliated societies, as the organi
zers of common purchase and sale of either trade on do
mestic requirements of the movements of their affiliated 
societies, and do a great deal in organizing new co-opera
tive activities, and in supervising, inspecting and controlling· 
the old ones, Even if the primary' societies become self
sufficient as regards funds, they must continue to need 
the guidance of a central banking organization for the 
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development of their surplus funds and for meeting mone~ 
tary needs at certain times. And even if we develop 
new fonns of central organizations for education, supervision, 
control and propaganda, as some provinces are doing, even 
then, we must have some institution for taking off the extra· 
funds from the primary societies in one locality to others 
in need of them in another locality. The other important 
function of a central bank, and which in Europe has been. 
and is the chief function of such institutions is the educa
\ion and training in finance it affords to directors represent
ing village societies. In years to come it is to be hoped 
that all central banks will pass completely under the control 
of such directors who will have acquired all the training 
necessary to ensure sound financial management. 

SECTION (III) -Provincial Co-operative Bank· 

The Maclagan Committee were strongly of opiniol\ that 
each province in India should have an apex bank. They 
thought that although the introduction of the -union system 
in certain provinces provided "adequate additional assist· 
ance to the Registrar in the matter of supervision and 
audit of primary societies, it is by no means complete a!; 
regards finance. In the absence of. an apex bank central 
banks have to make such arrangements as they can, either 
by circularizing each other' or through the Registrar, to lend 
out their surplus funds or. to borrow to meet their needs. 
This system is inefficient and uneconomical when the work 
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is done by' the Central Banks themselves and if it is carried 
out by the Registrar entails a substantial addition to his 
.already onerous duties. Moreover uncontrolled inter-lend
ing among central bank involves an inter-locking of liabili
ties, which may well lead to trouble." They recommended 
that" an apex bank of this nature should have as its ex
press objects the direction of provincial. finance by the 
-control and support of central banks. Central banks should 
be prohibited from dealing with each other or with presi
-dency or joint-stock banks except through its medium, 
while, it should itself be obliged to confine its dealing 
with co-operative institutions to central bank and leave to 
them the work of dealing with societies." 

Acting on this advice, practically all the major provinces 
in India, United Provinces of Agra and Oudh excepted have 
now a provincial co-operative bank. However, with the ex
-ception of provincial banks of Bengal, the" Central Provinces 
.and the Punjab, the provincial banks of all the other pro
vinces have practically the same constitution as an ordinary 
,central bank. In some provinces notably Burma, Madras 
:and Bombay the present provincial banks were originally 
started as district banks, which, in course of. time by the 
force of.circumstances have come to funCtiQn as the pro· 
vincial banks and this explains their similarity' to the 
<listrict banks. Even in Bengal, which originally develop
.ed its provincial bank purely - on the' lines recommended 



by the Maclagan Committee and which had its member
ship confined to the central banks only, 'we now find prh 
mary societies admitted as members. So that even to-
day we have no provincial banks which may . be looked 
upon as a true federal institution j majority of them have 
individuals as well as co-operative societies as theirmem
bers and all of them allow societies other than central bank 
to hold shares in their capitals. 

, But whether it be· a provinci~ co-operative type a~ 
found in Bengal and the Punjab or it be a provincial bank 
which has developed from & central bank its object is to 
lend money to central banks and to such other co-opera" 
tive societies which may bot be affiliated to any other
central bank, and to balance their surpluses and defi.
ciencies.· 

• Madras: Although in every province it is the duty' 
of the' provincial bank to control and supervise Primary 
Societies not affiliated to any ceiltral institution, in Madras 
the provincial bank has a separate supervision fund which 
is raised by (I) setting apart a certain· percentage· of the . in
terest realized on aU loans advanced by the provincial bank; 
(2) by setting apart a certain percentage of the interest of the· 
accumulated reserve fund; (3) by levying a certain percent
age on all sums borrowed by societies from sources other than. 
the provincial bank or a district bank and by levying con
tributions towards supervision fund from other financing agen
cies. The provincial bank docs -not, unless requested by a 
mpervising union, interfere with the internal management of 
these unions -but concerns itselC mainly with the general 
policy to be -adopted by the~ .and among other things, it 
,tudies the possibilities of future ilevelopment of co-oper:ttive
lctivity in close consultation with the supervising union. 
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In the type which is met with in Bengal, the Punjab 
and the Central Provinces* the membership is confined to 
co-operative societies . only, while, in the other provinces 
both individuals and co-operative societies hold shares. 
The liability of members is limited to the face value of the 
-shares held by each. .The supreme authority, as usual, is 
vested in the' general meeting of all shareholders. Every 
member has one vote irrespective o~' the shares held by 
him.* The chief executive body for transacting the 
business of the society . is the Board of Directors, the 
majority of Directors are elected by the general meeting. 
The Registrar is an ex-officio member of the Board of 
Directors and there are a few other directors who are out
siders and who represent either the interest of depositors 
or supply the necessary business and banking' ability.t 

* The Central ProV;llctS: The bye-laws permit individuals 
to hold shares, and there is a special provision for their 
representa~ion on the Board of Directors. But actually there 
are no individua shareholders. . 

t In Burma, 14 meml;>ers are elected by the general 
meeting. And all chairmen of the district co-operative banks 
and of unions of co-operative credit society and the manager 
are ex-ol!ic;(J members. The voting power or shareholders is 
as follows :-

Number of shares Votes. 
I to 3 I 

4 to 6 2 

7 ' to 9 3 
10 to 14 4 
15 to 20 5 
21 to 25 6 
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They carry on the business of the society within the limits 
laid down by the general meeting. And uSQally, as the 
Board of Directors is an unwieldy body, they elect out'of 
themselves a small working committee* , to which those 
of their powers which are appraved by the general meeting 
.are delegated. To carry on' the day-to-day business they 
have a manager and other ~inisterial staff under him who 
work und~r the immediate directions of the working com
mittee. The duties of the directors are: (I)' to lend 
money with or without any security of property, whether 
movable or immovable or documents ,of title and to grant 
cash credits; (2) to fix ~he maximum credit of the sO:' 
cieties and to alter it as may be required with the' sanction 
of the Registrar; (3) to raise funds subject to the orders 
of the general meeting; (4) to consider cases of overdue 
loans and pass orders thereon, making such arrangements 

Bombay: Two or three of the directors are generally 
~lected from among the members of the registered society 
and the rest from among the individual shareholders. 
Cen/ral Provinces: The board of directors is constituted of 
(I) the Go\-ernor, Co-operative Federation, C. P. and Berar; 
(2) one representative from. each central bank which is a 
member of the bank and four representatives from indivj~ 
dual shareholders. . Bihar ant! Orissa: Two directors are 
nominated by the Guarantee Shareholders, 3 directors elected 
by the central co~operative banking unions, Registrar and the 
remainder are elected by the general meeting. PIt1I;ab: The 
board of directors consists of the Registrar, and other repre
sentatives elected by the general meeting. 

* Burma: There is no working committee. 
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as may be necessary to provide against loss; (5) to com
promise. any debt or refer the same to arbitration or to 
give time to any debtor for the payment of his debt; (6) 
to allot, call in, and redeem shares in the bank on its be
half i and C7) to appoint, dismiss or otherwise suspend any 
officer, clerk, or menial servant of the bank, and to fix 
their remuneration and generally to control· them. 

The following are the dutieS of the manager: to sum
mon and attend' all meetings of the board and the Managing 
Committee, to record or cause to be recorded the proceed
ings of all meetings, the meetings of the board of directors 
and of the working committee, to sign on behalf of the 
bank such papers as the board or the managing committee 
may empower him' to sign, to conduct all correspondence 
on behalf of the board and the Managing' Committee and 
generally to supervise and manage the business of the 
bank such as to grant loans up to the maximum credit 
fixed and to procure the due execution of the bonds, to 
receive deposits and issue receipts for the same. 

Working-capital: It is derived from share,* deben. 
turest (in the Punjab, Bombay and Burma only), de~ 
sits, outside loans, cash credits' and fees. 

* Bihar and Orissa: The initial capital of the bank waS 
divided into two kinds of shares: Guarantee Shares of 
Rs, J 00 each, and Preference Shares of Rs. soo each.· Pre
ference shareholders tank for dividend after the guarantee 
shareholders, and shaq receive a preference over any shares 
subsequently issued ~p to 6% per annum on the amount paid 
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The funds are usually utilized in lending money to the 
central banks and to the other societil!s which may not be 
affiliated to any central bank. But in Madras, Bihar and 
Orissa, Bombay and. C. P. loans are also given to indivi-' 
duals. 

up. The amount paid up in respect of any guarantee share 
earns a dividend of 6 per cent. per annum, amI a Commission 
of i per cent. is payable on the balance. This Commission 
is a first cumulative charge on profits. In all other provinces 
the shares are ordinary shares. 

o The debentures issued by the Bombay Co-operati\'e 
Pro\incial Bank have the guarantee of the Government behind 
them. Under the agreement between the bank and the Secre· 
tary of State the bank has the power to raise moneys not 
exceeding three times the amount of the paid-up capital of 
the society by the issue of debentures' charged upon the 
undertaking and general assets of the society, provided that 
the sodety cannot raise more than Rs. 20 lakhs. by the issue of 
debentures without the previous sanction of the local govern
ment· All such debenture:; issued by the society shall be 
secured by a Trust Deed to be executed by the society. The 
rate of interest to be paid by the society on its debentures 
shall be 4% per annum. The Secret,ary of State shall 
guarantee the payment of interest at the rate aforesaid on each 
such debenture uutil such debentures shall be wholly paid off 
or redeemed; bUl shaH not guarantee the repayment or re
demptio!l of any part of the principal money. Each deben
ture issued by the society shall be paid off or redeemed on 
the expiration of' 41 years from the date of issue. provided 
lhat the society shaH have the option to payoff any Stich 
debenture at any earlier date subsequent to the 'expiration of 
28 years [rom the date o[ its issue. The society from the 
date of the first issue of debentures shall establish a sinking 
fund and to the credit of.this fund shall be paid at the close 
of each financial year of tlle society a sum .which shall be 
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Dispusal uf Prufits: . Of the annual profits, after paying 
interest on borrowings, salaries of managers, clerks and 
menials, contributions to employee's. provident fund, if 
any, and other incidental office expenses, what remains 
is classed as net profits· and is disposed of as follows :t 

(I) 2s%or as much more as may be deter,mined by 
the general meeting is carried to a reserve fund. 

(2) Out of the remainder a dividend not exceeding a 

certain perce.ntage! may be distributed. 

calculated at the rate oC I per centum or at the rate of 2 per 
centum of the amount for the time being remaining unpaid on 
such debentures then outstanding according to the average 
rate of interest charged by the society on advances to co
operative· credit society during such year. That debentures 
issued and the interest payable thereon shalI form a first 
charge on the assets of the society. 

• Bihar a .. ,d Orissa: In addition to the above items, 
commission and dividend on the Guarantee Share!> are also 
deducted beCore arriving at the net profits. 

t Pi!lliab: AlI the net profits wiil go to the sinking 
fund, so long as the debentures will remain unredeemed. No 
dividend is payable to the shareholders so long as any of the 
debentures shall remain unredeemed. During this period, 
the bank, shall, each year give its shareholders a book credit 
of the amount oC its annual profits carried to the sinking 
fund which would otherwise have been available for dividends. 
When all the debentures shalI have been redeemed, the sum 
thus carried to cledit shalI be added to the share capital of 
the bank, and be treated as held by the !>hareholders accord
ing to the book credit given. 

: Madras 9% 
Bihar and Orissa •• 12% 
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(3) The balance may be utilized ill one or more of 
the following ways :-

(a) a sum not exceeding a certain percentage or 
a certain sum may be paid as honorarium 
either to the Secretary only as in Madras, or 
to the manager or to the members. of the 
Board of Directors as in .Bur.ma : 

(b) a sum not exceeding 7*% may be· set apart as 
common good fund to be utilized according 
to the provisions of the Act: 

(c) a sum not exceeding 5% may be set apart for 
co-operative propaganda (in Burma only) ; 

(d) a sum approved by the general meeting may 
be placed to a B)lilding Fund or to any other 
fund such as the Div:idend Equalization Fund 
or a fund for the benefit of the employees 
and so on: 

Reserve Fund: The Reserve Fund has very much 
the same place in the provincial co-operative bank as 
in other credit banks. It can be utilized to cover any 
losses or to meet repayment of sums due by the bank which 
cannot be ·met .otherwise, such drawings upon it being 
reimburSed to the reserve fund mit of the next year's· ac
crued profits. Its real function is to serve as security ~hich 

Central Provinces.. IZ%· 
Punjab 7% 
Burma ••. 30% 
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the bank may have to contract. It belongs to the members 
of the bank collectively and in the case of dissolution 
after meeting losses and the payment of the' share capital, 
if anything is left, it is to be utilized for some public 
purpose benefiting co-operative societies at the discretion 
of the general body and if that body fails to name an 
object, then at the .discretion of' the Registrar. However, 
in Burma, the residue remaining' after all amounts due 
by the bank have been paid, is to be divided among tpe 
shareholders, who may hold shares at the time of dissolu
tion, in proportion to the number of shares held by each 
one of them. 

There are eight provincial banks in India, one in each 
of the following provinces: Assam, Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa, Bombay, Burma, Central Provinces, Madras and 
t;'e. Punjab. 

From the reports of the Registrars it appears that all 
of them are working satisfactorily. But most of them 
seem to suffer from either of the two defeCts. Either 
they experience a difficulty in finding an outlet for their 
funds within their respective areas of influence or they 
suffer from want of sufficient funds. In Bombay, Central 
Provinces, Bengal and Madras they had more funds than 

- could ~e employed within the movement.· Thus in Bom
bay" Even when towards the end of the year the Imperial 
Bank Rate went up to 9 per centum, and the local :banks 
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were offering the same high rate, the Provincial Bank in 
stea4 of being obliged to raise its rate of 6% actually 

,. reduced it by t per centum. This step was possible be
cause fixed deposits from central banks and societies in
creased steadily from, 37 lakhs in September to 51 lakhs 
in March. While the resources of the Bank expanded 
satisfactorily there was unfortunately not a corresponding 
exte:tsion in advances made to co-operative societies and 
central banks." The common devices adopted to engage 
such extra funds are either to invest them' in securities, 
or to deposit thl!m with some outside bank or to invest 
them'in the co-operative provincial banks of other pro
vinces. Thus the Bombay Provincial Bank had 25 lakhs 
deposited in securities. While the Central Provinces 
Bank had its surplus of 21 lakhs invested in Government 
securities, short term deposits with commerCial banks, 
and fixed deposit with the Bihar and Orissa Bank. Simi

la'rly the Madras Central Urban Bank (the ProvinCial 
Bank) had to invest about five lakhs of rupees in Bengal 
ProvincJal Bank during the years 1923'-24. 

In Burma, and Bihar and Orissa on the other hand, the 
ProtrinCial Banks felt the paucity of funds. In Burma this 
was felt acutely at the time of financing the cultivation of 
crops, and they evolved the system of receiving "credits 
repayable at harvest on the security of the promissory 

notes of District Banks and societies ..... It is hoped that 
if the scheme can be worked successfully there will be some 
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~crease in the elasticity of the banks' funds." In Bihar and 
Orissa, Bengal and Madras they have succeeded in secur
ing cash credi~s from the Imperial Bank. Bengal is the 
only province where the Provincial Bank had "no difficul
ty, in satisfactorily investing its comings. In fact in May 
1924 it was glad to receive and accept an offer of 5 lakhs 
from the Madras Central Bank." It invested its surplus
es mainly in the 5% Government Loans. Besides this 
they in Bengal have initiated the practice of making the 
" surpluses of co-operative money accumulated in the Pro
vincial Bank in the slack season (0£ agriculture) available 
for the needs of outside trade and commerce through the 
joint~tock banks to the advantage of both parties." 

In every province the movement has, of course, its 
tight period, but generally this period coincides with the 
slack season in trade and commerce, while its surplus 
season coincides with the period of tightness in the latter. 
Therefore this system initiated by Bengal has tremendous 
possibilities in solving some of the difficult probleros con
nec~ed with the money-market of the province!!. 

Should we 11Il'i!c all All-India Co-operalive Bank! 
From the brief account given above of what is being 

done in different provinces to meet the situations created 
by the deficiency and excess of funds within the co-opera
tive movement, it should be clear that" so far we have. not 
succeeded in evolving a uniform and consistent policy. Each 
province has tried to meet the situation in its own way. 
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The Bengal Co-operative Journal has suggested the or
ganization of a~ All-India Co,<>perative Bank to balance 
the deficiencies. and excesses of fund~ in the various pro
vinces, as well as, to make it possible for the co·operative 
institutions to utilize the funds of trade and commerce • when not needed by them, and to make it possible for 
trade and commerce to take advantage of co-operative 
money when it can be spared with safety from the move
~ent itself. It is a very tempting suggestion indeed. 
But after giving it some serious thought I have come to 
the conclusion that there is absolutely no need of having 
this new institution with all its expense, and that because 
we can secure all the various advantages that an All· India 
Bank is calculated to give, provided- the Provincial Banks 
in the different provinces succeed in securing a greater 
degree of co-operation on uniform lines from the Imperial 
Bank of India. Already in some provinces the Imperial 
Bank has begun to grant cash credits to tJ.1e provincial 
banks to enable them to tide over the period of tightness 
within the co-operative m~vement. While in Bengal as 
noted above.the Provincial Bank has made it possible for 
commerce and trade to tide over the period of tightness. in 
the money-market, by making the co-operative money 
available through the joint-stock banks. I should prefer 
the Imperial Bank to play here also the role of the· inter
mediary as between the money-market and the co·opera
tive movement. It should not be difficult to evolve a 
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scheme acceptable anfil at the _ same time, advantageous 
both to the Provincial Co-operative Banks and the Imperial 
Bank, if the Registrars of Co-operative So,fleties in the 
various provinces, the Governors of the Imperial Bank; and 
the G~vernment of India were to lay their heads - together. 

~ 

By adopting this method we shaIiIlaVe solved the prob· 
lems that have been confronting the Provincial Co·opera
tive Banks and at the same time secured for the country 

all the advantages of centralized banking. So far it has 
not been possible to draw the small savings of the rural mass
es and one great thing that the co-operative move-ment has 
begun to do, and is likely to do to an ever increasing extent 
is to attract the rural savings and if we have a separate 
All-India Co-operative Bank, there is the danger of that 
money remaining aloof from the money-market of the 
country, while the expanding trade, commerce and indus
tries of the country require and will continue to require 
more and more all the available resources in fluid capital. 
And if the co-operative organization is linked to the money
market dir~ctJy through the Imperial Bank, the desired 
end is sure to be attained. 

Of course the Imperial Bank with its present con
stitution burdened with a host of limitations may not be 
able to serve the money-market with as much ease -and 
freedom as it should. But this only means that some of 
these limitations will have to go, and the constitution 
changed. And that must be done if the Imperial Bank is 
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to play the part of the Premier Bank of India, as the Bank 
of England does in the British Isles ab'road. 

The co·ordiriation as between the co-operative finance 
and the general money-market as contemplated above will 

not only mean a change in the policy and constitution of 
the Imperial Bank, but would also mean a change in the 
policy so far adopted by co-operative credit societies. The 
Imperial Bank or, for the matter of that, any commercial 
bank cannot lend greater part of its money for long 
periods. They must necessarily lend only for short 
periods and the co-operative bank cannot take such loans 
to be reissued for long terms. It will therefore be very 
~s~ntial for the co-operative financing institution to in
troduce the distinction between short and long term ,loans 
in the co-operative banks both primai)r and secondary. 
Unless this system is introduced short term loans cannot 
be taken from the Imperial Bank and utilized in the move
ment. An attempt is being made in Bengal and Assam 
to introduce this distinction, but the clients of the society 

have not yet come to see the advantage of this system. 
They insist on long term loans even for financing crops. 
Although it is an uphill task to make the people in the 
tnttffassil realize. that until this system is introduced the 
resources of. the co-operative movement ca0110t be rapidly 
increased with the assistance of the Imperial Bank, yet 
it is so full of promise that the labour that it is likely 
to cost is well worth undertaking. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
ORGANIZATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT . 

. OF CO-OPERATION 

So far we have been attempting to give an idea of co
operative organizations that have come to exist in India 
during the last twenty. years to meet the various needs of 
the rural and urban population. Now it is time to study 
the various organizati~ns that have come to exist to guide 
and control the institutions that do exist, and to bring into 
life others in localities that need them. It is needless for 
me to repeat that in India "the originator of the move
ment and its first sponsor was the Indian Government. 
which took up the !lttitllde that the need of co-operative 
organization amongst the people was urgent and that as 
a matter of public policy, the movement should be fostered 
in every possible way." To secure this end they appoint
ed Registrars, and to these Registrars fell the· duties of 
arousing public interest, of persuading honorary workers to 
come forward, of determining the iines of development. 
preparing model by-laws, prescribing account forms, train
ing Managing Committees and their secretaries, of audit
ing and inspecting. of cancelling a socie~y if proved a 
failure, and generally of so running the movement as 
to develop businesslike habits in the societies and a 
brotherly spirit among the members. This was inevitable 
until the new idea had taken root. That such nursing 
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of societies by an official agency; however sympathetic, is 
unquestionably contrary to the genius of co-operation, and 
tends to stifle the spirit of self-help, which is its aim to 
promote, the various governments have realized from the 
very start, and have succeeded in varying degrees in their 
efforts to de-officialize the movement in their respective 
provinces. But taking a general view of the situation one 
feels justified in saying that barring one or two provinces, 
the movement, as a whole, is yet holding to the leading 
strings of the Government, and that the Registrar with 
his staff yet continues to be the chief moving factor. In" 
some provinces notably the United Provinces and the 
Central Provinces it is due to the apathy of the public, 
while in others such as the Punjab and Madras it seems 
to be due to a laudable motive on the part of the control
ling authorities, to substitute an internal and democratic 
control for one that is external official or non-official. Here 
the authorities seem to believe that "the alternative to official 
control is clearly not outside control by non-official amateurs. 
however philanthropic their intentions may be, but self
control." In pursuance of this dictum they ~ve been 
steadfastly aiming at creating gradually out of the primary 
societies some form of "autonomous organization built up 
from the bottom, to which many of the functions originally 
exercised by the official staff have been transferred. Some 
of these autonomous organizations/we have already studied 
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under the Unions such as the Banking Union, the Gua
ranteeing Union an~ the Supervising Union. 

This process of substituting ~on-official control from 
within for the official control ,has been naturally slow,. as 
it is not an easy task to train an average member of a 
primary society, illiterate and uninformed generally as 
he is, into the functions of supervision and control, with 
the result that the powers of the Registrar in relation to 
the co-operative movement, as a whole, remain much the 
same as they were in the beginning. But a beginning has 
been made and in course of time the movement will become 
self-supporting. 

SECTION I-Official Agency for.tltc DCi·etopmmt of Co
:operation 

TIle Registrar 

In every province of British India there is the Regis
trar who is the official head of the movement. The Regis
trar of co-operative societies is not, like the Registrar of 
Joint-Stock Companies, merely a recording officer, who 
receives ind tabulates the statutory return~ which the 
registered companies have to submit .. Here the Regis
trar is given authority to use his discretion in the discharge 
of almost all duties· assigned to him by the Act. The 
effect of the exercise cf this unfettered, discretion is to 
make him, to a certain extent, responsible for the results 
produced thereby. Thus in section 4 of the Act, it is put 
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down that a society which has for its object the promo
tion of the economic interests of its members in accordance 
with co-operative principles, or a society which has, as its 
object, the facilitation of the operations of sucll a society, 
may be registered. Section 9 further states that where 
the provisions of the Act and Rules have been complied 
with, the Registrar may, if he thinks fit, register a society 
and its bye-laws. The same discretion is allowed in the 
case of an amendment to the bye-l3,ws. Section 17 pro
vides that the Registrar shall audit or cause to be audited 
by some person authorized by him by general or special 

order in this belialf the accounts of every registered society 
at least once in every year. It also gives him or anyone 
authorized by him in writing the rig~ of access to all the 
books, accounts, papers and securities of a society ·and 
requires every officer of the society to furnish such infor
mation in regard to the character, and working of the socie
ty, as he or the person so authorized may reqlJire .. Fur
ther, under Section 35, the Registrar may, of his own 
motinn, hold an ,enquiry .or direct some person authorized 
by him in writing to hold an inquiry into the conatitution, 

working and financial condition of a registered society, and 
again all officel's, and members are required to give such 
information as may be asked 0[. them. Under Section. ,39, 
if after ,a~ enquiry or inspection; the Regist~ar is Df.opinion 
that·,a society should be. dissolved, he p.as.the, power 
to cancel its registration. No restriction whatever is placed 
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upon the discretion g:ranted to the Registrar under this 
Section, nor are the grounds on which the dissolution 
should be ordered in any way indicated. An appeal is allow
ed against his order which means only . that the reasons 
for dissolution must be substantial and such as can be 
appreciated by the appellate authority. 

Section 3 (2) (t') allows the Local Government to 
make the Registrar a sort of High Court for the settle
ment of all internal disputes occurring in a society, and 
this power has been taken advantage of in every Province. 
The result of these various provisions is that the Registrar 
is p1aced in a sort of paternal position in regard to every 
society. He defines the terms on which alone it comes 
into existence. he has the power to keep himself fully 
informed of its working, and he has full discretion to bring 
its existence to an end, if he thinks such a course desir-. 

able. 

The reasons for the assignment of so much discretion 
should be obvious to those who are at all acquainted with 

\ 

the life .. of agriculturists, artizans and other persons of 
limited means. in India, for whom these societies are meant. 
Their education is, as a rule, extremely defective. In many 
provinces indeed the. majority of them are illiterate and 
their knowledge of business is far . from being such as to 
enable them to create for thl~mselves institutions either of 
a co-operative or of any other character. .Co-operation 
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depends absolutely for its success upon the realization of 
his personal responsibilities by every member of .the move
ment, upon the character of each member, his ability to 
earn profit and his readiness to sacrifice himself and 
give the interests of his fellow-members the same value 
as that which he attributes ,to .his ?wn. To be truly co
operative it. must be autonomous, and as a result it follows 
that the co-operative movement· is something more: than 
a method of granting corporate existence to business 
associations. It is It a great scheme of adult education both 
in the business -and in the moral sphere,and as such 
depends for its success upon two things-efficient teaching 

and efficient inspection," The duty of organizing an effi
cient service of inspection and audit is specifically placed 
upon the Registrar by the provisions of the Act. His 
duties in regard. to the provision of instruction are not so 
definitely prescribed, but inasmuch as the discovery of 
faults in administration and working is useless, unless a 
means exists of eliminating them when found, it is obvious 
that the intention is that he should also be responsible 
for the organization of instruction. At first sight the 
powers of the Registrar in relation' to co-'<>perative activity 
may appear very wide, but rightly judged they are but 
a sort of residual powers, which are to be exerCised either 
in cases of grave emergency or calculated to guarantee the 
working of co-operative so~ieties on sound. and healthy 

. lines. In most cases the decisions of a General Meeting 
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are not subject to the supr~me authority of the Registrar. 
He has no power of veto. His power is practically confined 
to cancellation of registration. He is expected to exercise 
influence more by teaching the members what is best for 
them to do. His true role in the movement- is that of a 
"'guide, philosopher and frien~," who,. because he is the 
representative of the government and because the move
ment has been initiated by the government and is support
ed by them in all possible ways has to see that the con
cessions and the privileges conferred on the societies are 
not abused by them, and therefore ill empowered with the 
powers discussed above so that he may safeguard the inter
ests committed to his charge. 

The wid~ powers that the Registrar has in relation to 
the cO-operitive movement have resulted in a host of duties 
and various responsibilities an idea of which one can get 
from the quotation below :-

" Under the Act it is the duty of the Registrar to re
ceive and enquire into applications for registration; to 
register the bye-laws of societies and amendments to them; 
to audit the accounts or cause them to be audited; to make 
a valuation of the assets and liabilities of societies, and 
prepare a list of overdue loans; to see that the Act, rules 
and. bye-laws are observed; to make special inspection 
when called upon to do so; to dissolve or cancel societies 
andto.carry out their liquidation. . In order .to fulfil his 
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duties he must be continually studying the co-operative Ii; 
terature, which is now most extensive; he must make him: 

. Helf acquainted with economic conditions and practices botn 
throughout India and in his own province; he must know 
the principles and methods of joint-stock banking; and 
must examine the systems of developing thrift and inculcat· 
ing co-operation which have been tried in' other countries. 
I Ie is also head of a teaching establishment, and must de· 
\"ise effective means for imparting real knowledge of cO,
operation to the bulk of the population. He· has further 
til control a large staff, to draft model bye-laws and niles, 
to collect statistics and write . reports, to advise Govern· 
ment on various subjects, and to keep in close touch witn 
the higher finance of the movement as managed by Provin· 
cial Banks and Central Banks. In addition to this he must 
attend co-operative and agricultural conferences, must keep 
in constant touch with markets, with honorary organizers 
and other well-wishers and various departments of Govern
ment, and must undertake a certain amount of writing and 
reading for the official press and for co-operative journals. 
As Mr. Wolff has put it to us, the Registrars should not be 
set down as officials but as guides, pkilosoplzers, and friends 
to the societies, appointed and paid by the State. It must 
further be remembered that there is no finality in the Re
gistrar's work and he can never feel that it has been cleared 
off and brought up-to-date. He will always feel the need 
of wider reading and of giving more and· more superv.isiol\ 
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and teaching to his societies. New meanS and methods 
to attain fresh ends must constantly be discussed, and 
devisj!d. I:Iis work is, moreover, highly responsible involv
ing a w~tcQ over large sums of money deposited by the 
puJ?lic and a share in the responsibility for the economic 
fate ofa province.'.' 

From a reading of the above quotation it is not difficult 
to realize that it is beyond the capacity of anyone man 
to do all these things himself; therefore to carry on his 
diverse duties and -responsibilities the Registrar in each 
province has a number of officers to assist him, and to 
them ~e delegates some of his powers which they exercise 
within the areas assigned to them by the Registrar.' The 
tendency in the provinces now is to leave for the Registrar 
only'the work bf looking after the important general prob
lems of the' movement. But the ultimate respo~sibility 

is his. All other officers work on .hisbehalf and under 
his guidance. The cadre of such officers generally COIl

sists of (1) the Deputy Registrar; (2) the Assistant Regis
trar, (3) the Junior Assistant Registrar and (4) the In
spector.. The table on the next page gives an idea of the 
kind of officers and their strength in each province :...:.. 
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ABBam ... 1 

I 
... 1 ... 6 ... . .. 

Burma ... 1 1 11 32 ... .. . The Deputy is caUed the 

Bengal 
Joint Registrar. ... 1 ... 4 ... 66 . .. .. . 

Bihllr & OriBBB 1 ... 8 ... . .. 3 ... 
Bombay, ... 1 . .. '7 1 . .. 10 The Junior Assistant is 

known as the Deputy 
C. P. and Assistant Registrar. 

Bemr ... 1 2 ... .. . ... . .. One of the Deputies is Se· 
nior to the other. 

Madras ... 1 ... 23 ... 358 . .. Of the Inspectors 30 are 
Chief Inspectors. 

PunJab ... 1 2 7 ... ]05 . .. Of the Inspectors 48 are 
Sub·Inspectors. 

U.P. ... 1 1* 2 27* ... .. . 
Ajmer ... 1 ... .. . ... 3 .. . 
Coorg ... 1 ... ... ... 1 .. . 

* In future the Umted Provinces are gOing to have 2 Deputy RegIstrars, 10 AssIstant 
Registrars and S2 Inspectors. The present Junior Assistant Regi::.trars will in future be 
known as Inspectors. 
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In addition to ·the officers mentioned above' who 
carry on among themselves the \"arious duties of the 
R.egistrar, in some provinces the technical nature of the 
work of auditing accounts has led to the formation of a 
special audit service, the details of which are given in the 
table below :-

Provioce 

Assam 1 

Burma 

Beogal 1 

Bihar aod OriNa 

!lomba, 

C. P. Bod Bernr 2 

Madras 

Puojab 

u. P . 

.ljmer 

2 

... . :: .= .. 
71 0 

15 

3 

Yell' 

.. 
< 

40 

From this table it is clear that so far the work of audit 
is mainly done by the Registrar'S staff in those provinces 
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where there are no special officers such as in Burma, the 
Punjab and the United Provinces. However in Burma" the 
work of audit is being transferred to non-official agency, 
and in Ajmer the auditors, though they. work under the 
Registrar and are entertained by the Co-operative Depart
me~t are not paid by the Department, but out of a fund 
to which the co·operative societies have to contribute 20 

per cent. of their amlual net-profits. .In Madras they 
have organized an Audit Union and the idea seems to' be 
to transfer the work pf audit of the primary societies to the 
unions if the experimental union proves a success. In 
most of the Provinces the societies have to contribute an 
audit fee but the greater part of the expense is borne by 
the Government. 

&cruitmenl for the Co·operatiile Service. 

So far.the general practice has been to recruit officers 
of the various grades in the Co-operative Department from 
amongst the members of the Indian, the Provincial and the 
Subordinate Civil Services. However, this does not apply 
to the inspectors, who have been generally recruited from 
outside these services, and. employed in the Department 
after undergoing some sort of training for the special work 
they are called upon to do. But of late the tendency seems 
to be to make the co-operative service a self-contained one. 

_This tendency is particularly noticeable in Madras, Bengal 
and has beel! carried to its logical conclusion in Burma. 
There " the reorganization of the Department was carried 
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out during the year 1922-23. In future, the officers of the 
Depattment apart from the Registrar and the Joint-Regis .. 
trar will be divided into the Burma Civil Service (Co
operative Branch) and the Subordinate Civil Service (Co. 
operative Branch). The charges of the Assistant Registrars 
will normally be held by the members of the former and t\1e 
charges of the Junior Assistant Registrars by members of 
the latter service . .The scales of pay fixed correspond to the 
scales in the reg\.llar line of the Burma Ch.'il and Subordi
nate Civil Services." Recruitment to these services will 
be carried out in. an independent way and not by drafting 
permanent members of the Civil Service for temporary 
service in the Co-operative Department as was so far the 
case in Burma and is now the- case in other provinces. 

This is a welcome departure which augurs well for' the 
development of the co-operative movement. Officers who 

come from the regular cadre of the Provincial and Sub
ordinate Civil Services, have their heart naturally in their 
own Departments and are generally anxious to revert to 
their own service after a few years when, they have estab
lished their claim for promotion Py doing meritorious ser
vice in co-operation. This may b~ well for the individual 
officers concerned, but for the co-operative movement it 
means a serious}oss. Men when they have grasped the 
ins and outs of the movement and when they are really 
fit to do some service to the movement are ~taken away 
from it and replaced by others to be tutored afresh. 
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This method of recruitment fails to take note of one cardi~ 
nal fact that it is only a milO of particular disposition who 
can be a success in the co-operative service. An average 
member of the civil service, if he has the necessary qllality 
of tact in addition to the general education required of him, 
is more or less certain of being successful in the dis
charge of his administrative duties. But these qualities 
are by no'means enough to make him a successful co-opera
tor. In addition to these he must have ar fair knowledge 
of banking and auditing, arid above all must be a lover 
of mankind with an unbounded faith in .the innate good
ness of human nature. Unless he has these, 'he can never 
make a good co-operator. And these are the qualities for 
the development of which there is hardly any scope in the 
Civil Service. Therefore to attract the right sort of men 
to the co-operative service, we should aim at an indepen
dent self-contained service with its various grades, where 
the recruitment at the bottom will be d~ne from amongst 
young men qualified both by education and temperament 
to do their future work, and where promotion to higher 
grades will depend upon the merit shown by each indivi
dual officer. 
SECTION II-Honorary Officers 

In addition to the regular whole-time officers main~ 

. tained by the Government, in some provinces they have 
introduced the system of taking in the regular cadre of 
the department non-ofncial workers as Honorary Officers: 
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Thus in Madras we have 85 Honorary Assistant Regis
trars, while in the Punjab there is only one such officer and 
a number of Honorary Inspectors and Sub-Inspectors. In 
Bihar and Orissa, Bombay, Bengal and Assam t.hey have 
Honorary Organizers. The policy underlying the appoint
ment of Honorary Officers is to transfer "the responsibil
ity for co-operative propaganda, organization and super
vision of societies in steadily increasing measure to non
official agency •. Government must, of course, remain re
sponsible for the ultimate control of the movement and for 
the statutory duties of registration, audit and liquidation. 
In this presidency' the non-official agency, which has been 
organized and which is being steadily developed for propa
ganda, organization and supervision, is the local supervising 
union and the federation of such unions, but progress in 
this direction is greatly hampered by the limited financial 
resources of the local unions and their federations. This 
restricts the opportunities of the non-official workers for 
learning their duties, and limits the scope of their work. To 
overcome this difficulty non-official workers (as a general 
rule, workers prominently connected with the. movement 
and more especially with the local supervising unions) 
are selected for appointment as Honora!y Assistant Regis
trars. These Honorary Assistant Registrars are encourag
ed to take a very substantial share in .the supervision of 
societies, in propaganda and organization and in dealing 
with arbitration references. The scheme, therefore, affords 
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considerable assistance to the non-official supervising agency , 
and alSI) gives non-official co-operators ,greater scope for, 
work and better opportunities for learning their duties and 
responsibilities than would otherwise be available. The, 
scheme is in the nature of a temporary expedient, until 
local unions become' strong enough and efficient enough 
to dispense with this outside help." They are given travel
ling allowance from Government Funds. In Bengal "the 
Central Banks continue gradually to take over the cOst 
of honorary organizers. During the year 1923-24 there 
were only 24 honorary organizers, whose travelling allow
ances were paid out of ~he departmental budget as against 
41 in the previous year: The number of honorary organi
zers whose travelling allowances were paid by co-operative 
institutions is now 32 as against 26 of the previous year." 
This policy in Bengal is being pursued because they think 
it to be an ,,'accepted principle that organization must 
be by extra-departmental agencies andin'view of this con' 
sideration it is desirable that the department should have 
no responsibility for the progress of organization." 

SECTION III-Committees alzd Boards 
Besides these paid and honorary officers, Government, 

in some provinces, have brought i.nto existence certain 
other institutions for the development of co-operation on 
right lines. Thus in Bihar and Orissa, we have a Stand
ing Committee on Co-operation and a Development Board 
wi~h its Development Officer; while Bombay has its 
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. Standing Committees on Co-operation and a Legal Commit
tee on Co-operation. The United Provinces also have a 
Standing Committee on Co-operation. The Standing Com
mittees. consist of officials and non-officials and· to them 
are referred all questions of importance concerning the 
Movement for their opinion. The Legal Committee in 
Bombay with similar constitution as the Standing Commit
tee has to give decisions on subjects involving points of 
law that may be referred to it either by the Registrar 
or by the societies_ The Development Board in Bihar 
consists of the heads of Development Departments and the 
co-ordination thus secured has proved a great help in arriv
ing at definite lines of actiOl?- for effecting various improve
ments in agriculture, industries, protection of the cattle 
and the like through co-openition. The members of these 
committees, like the honorary officers receive t~ave1ling allow

ances. In addition to these in Bihar they have Divisional 
Development Boards. These .Boards consist of four official 
members each, 'l/is.: (1) the Assistant Rt'gistrar, Co
operative Societies; (2) the Deputy or Assistant Direc
tor of Agriculture;. (3) the Deputy or Assistant Director 

. of Civil Veterinary Department and (4) the Circle Officer of 
the Industries Department and four from non· official repre
sentatives who are nominated by the Government after con
sultation with the departments concerned. Th$!' chairman 
of the· Board is the senior official for the time being, and 
the Assistant Registrar of Co-operative Societies acts' as 
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the Secretary to attend or to depute an officer to represent 
him. The recommendations of these Boards are sent to 
the Development Board at the headquarters and if approv
ed by them are given effect to. 

SECTION IV-Agencies Matlttained by Co-opel'att"ve Soc£(!~ 

ties 

Practically in all the provinces the duty of supervlSlng 
primary co-operative societies is done mainly by the central 
banks. Fpr this 'purpose they keep .either whole-time. 
paid inspectors or supervisors or inspector clerks. The 
Directors of the banks also do some of the inspecting work. 
However, in Madras a great deal of supervision is done' 
by Supervising Unions. and their District Federations, 
throug~ the members of their Managing Committees and 
paid supervisors. While in the Central Provinces,. Bihar 
and Qrissa, Bombay and Burma, the Guaranteeing Unions~ 
and in the Punjab, the Banking Unions are doing much 
of this work. In Bombay" several of the central banks. 
are not having their inspectors as well· trained as they 
should." They do not realize that if thjs "responsible 
work is to be satisfactorily performed they must get the 
right stamp' of men, train them properly and pay them 
adequately." To.ensure this; the Government of Bombay 
and the Provincial Bank have between them agreed to bear 
one-half of the cost of inspection of societies by district 
ban~s for' a period of 5 years in the case of banks hot 
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ina position to pay more than 61% as dividend on 
:shares. ' . . 

The only other institution which has been developed 
from within is the Provincial Co-operative Union found in 
the Punjab. There are in some other provinces, provincial 
bodies with similar aim and objects such as. the Co-opera
tive Institute in Bombay, the Co-operative Federations in 
the Central Provinces and Bihar and Orissa; but these 
bodies have both individual co-operators, official and non
official, as well as, societies as their members. In the 
Punjab, on the other hand, the union is a real federation 
of co-operative societies in. the province. The Registrar. 
Joint or Deputy Registrars and Assistant Registrars are 
~:r-ot/icio members, while the Registrar is the e:r-officio Presi
dent of the union. 

Its ·objects are to promote and extend co-operation, to 
work for the common good of all co-operators and to aid in 
the conduct of co-operative business ; to take measures for 
the audit of all registered co-operative societies, which 
contribute to its funds; and to establish and maintain a 
provident fund for all the employees of the union of all 
-central banks and of all other registered co-operative soc.ie. . 
ties in the Punjab. 

The funds of the Union consist of (I) contributions to 
the audit and provident fund and (2) other contributions 
toward the general purposes of the union. These are ap-
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plied to the promotion of the objects mentioned above by 
(I) the entertainment of a staff for the promotion and 
extension of the co~perative movement and for the audit 
of societies; (2) contributions to a provident fund and 
(3) the purchase, printing and publishing of literature for 

the institution of the staff and of the members of the 
registered co~perative society and other measures for the 
diffusion of better knowledge of co-operation_ 

SeCT-ION v -Agencies in wltich Officials. Non-officials 
fllld Societies work logetfur 

Agencies falling within this ,category may be divided 
into two divisions. The one has no regular membership 
and definite constitution but meets at regular intervals 
to discuss some questions and after expressing an opinion 
on them is dispersed'. The other has a definite constitu
tion with a definite membership and functions throughout 
the year. To the first class belong snch gatherings of 
co-operators as the Divisional and District Conferences; 
while to the second belong such institutions as the Co
operative Federations, the Co~perative Institute, the Co
operative Councilor the Taluqa Development Boards. 
From the following table an idea can be had of the kind 
of institutions found in the various proyinces. 
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Provincial Conferences 
The provincial conference of co-operators is generally 

held annually, but in Burma it is held once in two years. 
In this conference all the officials and non-officials, who 
take an interest in co-operation as well a& the representa
tives of co-operative societies take part. Papers on the 
important aspects of the movement are read and discussed. 
Important questions either regarding lines of future deve
lopment of the existing state of things are r,eferred to by 
the Registrar and the Government for the opinion· of the 
conference, and the conference expresses its decision in the 
for~ of resolution. Sometimes exhibitions ·of industrial 
and agricultural products of the members of co-operative 
societies'are also held along with these conferences. These 
conferences have proved a great success in focussing the 
interest of both official and non-official co-operators, and in 
eringing about a healthy exchange of sometimes varying 
points of view. 

Divisio1lal and District Conferences 

The aim of these conferences is more of a propagandist 
nature and less deliberative. T):ley concern themselves 
mainly with points of local interest. At ~hese conferences 
it ~s usual to have lectures from experts of the departments 
of agriculture, industries and veterinary, on subjects which 
touch directly upon the life and; labour "of those present 
These lectures are generally illustrated by the aid ofmagi(: 
lantern and other demonstrations, and have done a great 
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deal to popularize the co-operative movement, as well as, 
the use of improved implements in agricultural industry. 

In two provinces namely the Punjab and Madras the 
propagandist aspect of these gatherings is not so 
p~ominent as it is in other provinces, or as it used to be 
here a few years back. The Registrar of the Punjab 
writes: " Other provinces have their provincial conferen
ces, which attract a certain amount of attention; here, we, 
in many cases, have had to give up the idea even of dis
trict conferences, so great was the attendance, and resort 
to meetings for a taltsi! only. Perhaps nothing is more 
impressive of the change that is coming over the rural 
masses than the proceedings at these conferences where 
representatives of one or two hundred villages gather 
together, and discuss matters relating to their economic 
welfare with appreciation and understanding. 'In a good 
cirCle it soon becomes . clear that the real objects of the 
co-operative movement are becoming widely known; the 
pros and cons of such contentious subjects as the retutn of 
shares or the payment of a dividend are discussed in a 
manner that would have been impossible even in a staff 
conference a few years ago. Our system of education by 
lecture and explanation is producing results which can well 
challenge comparison with those attained by another method, 
and which augur well for any carefully thought-out scheme 
of adult education which may be launched. 
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At these conferences, the local staff of the Agricultural 
and Veterinary Departments usually take part by lecture 
Qr demonstration and we owe our thanks to the officers in 
charge for ,the cordiality. with which. they help us to make 
them successfuL" The. Registrar of Madras has remarked 
on the situation almost in the. same way: "In these con~ 

ferences anI:! in similar conferences for smaller areas (e.g., 
local union conferences) the most important work, except 
in a few backward districts, is the discussion and settle.: 
ment of practical questions affecting the working of the 
movement in the district or in the presidency as a whole; 
Nothing can be more encouraging as an indication of. the 
way in which the movement is progressing than the business
like manner in which these conferences are as a rule .con
ducted, the knowledge displayed of the subjects which 
come up for discussion, the tolerance of opposition and 
criticism and the spirit of reasonableness which generally 
prevails. The educative value of such conferences is very 
great, but they do not meet the need for the systematic 
courses of instructi!>n referred to in the last paragraph. 

These conferences afford valuable opportunities' to offi
cers of the Agricultural,. Veterinary and Industries Depart
ments, oppor.tunities of which they readily avail themselves; 
for the purpose of instructing the people assembled, by 
means of lectures and demonstrations.'" . 

Of the permanent agencies with a definite constitution 
the .Provincial Co-operative Federations are the most impor-
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tant.. They are variously named in the various provinces_ 
Thus in Bihar and Orissa, and the Central Provinces this 
provincial body is known as the Co-operative Federation; 
in Burma it is called . the Co-operative Council,· while in 
Bengal it is known as the Co-operative Organization Socie
tyand in l30mbay as the Co-operative Institute. In all these 
the membership is open to societies, as well as, to official 
and non-official co-operators. But from the point of view 
of their objects they may be divided into two classes: one 
which is a deliberative and educative body and has as its 
objects (a) developing the co·operative movement in the 
province, acting as·a centre for co-operative activity; pm
moting the study.of ail questions connected with co-opera
tion, and ascertaining and representing the views of co-opera
tors on questions of general public importance affecting the 
co-operative movement; (b) organizing co-operative societies, 
and organizing, conducting and supervising the training ·of 
the paid staff of central banks and societies, and the educa
tion of co-operators and (c) advancing all co-operative. 
institutions in their methods of working. and securing uni
formity of practice, unity in effort and in aim amongst all 
co-operative bodies in the province. Such provincial bodies 
are found in the Central Provinces and Berar, the United 
Provinces of Agra and Oudh, the Bombay Presidency· and 

:aengal. 

To the second class belong those which are found in Bi
h~r and Orissa and Bll~a. These bodies' 'in . addition to 
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·the things mentioned above, undertake the audit and super
vision of all co-operative societies within their . sphere of 
influence. For this they maintain a staff of audi~ors and 
inspectors. The Provincial Co-operative Union mentioned 
under agencies developed from within the co-operative 
movement, which is found in the Punjab also falls ,within 
this class, as its objects also include audit and supervi
sion. To secure their object these provincial institutions 
organize conferences and lectures, run training classes, and 
issue pamphlets. Four of them are conducting co-operative 
journals. 

The funds of these provincial institutions are- mainly 
derived from subscriptions, contributions' and donations, 
but the Bihar and Orissa Federation, and the Bombay 
Institute receive a substantial subsidy from the G~vern

ment. Other provincial governments have not yet, seen 
their way to find money for this purpose. 

Development Associations for parts of a P.1'ovince 

,I~ addition to the provincia:l bodies studie~ above 
we'ha,ve similar bodies for sub-d~visions of a province. 
~hus in Madras there,are two propagandist union~. 

The Madras Provincial Co-operative Union .whichis the 
propagandist Union for the Tamil districts is 4<?in~ 

useful work. Its chief activity is the publicatiorr o~ "the 
Madras Bulletin of Co-operation. At its instance the Inter
national Co-operators' Day was ce~ebrated . .throughout 
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the province. It publishes pamphletsland leaflets on im
portant co-operative subjects. The Provincial Conference is 
held under its auspices. The· Andhra Sahakara Sam
melenam at Masulipatam which is the propagandist union 
for the Telugu districts issue a co-<>perative periodical called 
the Saltakari in Te1ugu. In Bombay the Co-operative 
Instjtute has its Divisional Branches, of which the Sindh 
and Gujrat Branch Institute are doing splendid work. In 
the Central Provinces and Berar there are two co-<>pera
tive institutes one for Berar and the other for J ubbalpore 
and Nerbudda Division. The objects· of these institutes 
are (i) to develop the co-operative movement :within their 
respective areas, to serve as a centre for co-<>perative activ
ity, to promote the study of all questions connected with 
co-operation and to ascertain and represent the views of 
co-operators on questions of general public importance 
affecting the co-<>perative movement; (ii) to encourage 
the exchange of views on co-operation between its mem
bers, to advise co-operative societies . in their methods of 
working, to ensure uniformity of policy and unity in co
operative effort and to ensure that all business is conduct
ed on genuinely co-operative lines; (iIi). to organize, 
conduct and supervise the education of· the members of 
primary societies in the· principles and practice of co-<>pera
tion ; (i'V) to train and license the staff maintained for. 
writing the accounts of primary societies .and to train and 
license members of primary societies in· writing the ac~ 
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counts of their own societies ; (V) to train and license the 
paid staff of Central Banks and (vi) to assume the control 
lmd management of the audit of primary co-operative cre
dit societies. 

The constitution of the Berar Institute is modelled 
on that ,of the Central Co-operative Institute, Bombay, and 
its membership is open not only to societies but to persons 
interested in co· operation as well. The membership of 
tbe Jubbulpore and Nerbudda Divisions, Institute is con
fined' only to co-operative institutions and is similar, to the 
Punjab Provincial Co-operative Union. The Berar'Institute 
is financed by subscription from individual members, and 
by contributions from the profits of the Central Banks and 
primary societies at the rate of 7~% and 15% respectively. 
The Jubbulpore and Nerbudda Divisions Institute obtains 
its funds from Central Banks and primary societies at the 
rate of Re. 0-4-0 and Re. 0-1-0 per Rs. 100 of working 
capital ' 

District Organizations: There are only two provinces, 
namely Bombay and Burma in which organizations for the 
promotion of co-operative activity of the tYpe we are study
ing el,(ist at present. In Bombay the policy adopted is to 
encourage the opening of the district branches of the Co
'op~ativeIn~titt1te for carrying on the same kind 'of work 
as the Provincial Institute and its Divisional Branches do 
within' ~nd for their respective areas of influence, In Bur
ma, they have no divisional institutions, but they have 
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District :Agricultural and Co-operative Associations. These 
bodies 'are independent of the Provincial Co-operative 
Council in the sense that they are not its branches but 
they participate in the Burma Co-operative Council as, its 
members, but their objects are of the same nature a$ of 
~he lIrovincial body., They assist registered co-operative 
institutions in the district by (a) advising societies, and (b) 
representing the needs and interests of co-operative institu
tions in the district to the . District Officer and through 
the Registrar to the Government_ They arrange for the 
supply of co-operative literature, forms anu stationery. 
They promote co-operation of agriculture and industries 
by the propaganda of agricultural, industrial and economic 
enquiries; ,arrange Distriet Conferences; and provide for 
the teaching of co-operative principles, account-keeping and 
methods of ('o-operative business. And lastly they make 
provision for societies of auditors authorized by the Regis
trar to undertake this work_ There are 16 District Asso
ciations in Burma; of these 13 have, definitely, assumed 
control of audit within their districts. The Registrar :is 
of opinion that" all are not equally efficient; but the. way 
to get work out of them is to give them~" work to do. and 
there is evidence to show that the experiment of this im
portant devolution oUunctionswill be justified by the results. 
The Registrar's check over, audit is still maintained in.two 
importan~ directions :- (a), the power of restricting, the 
grant of license to audit (under section 170f the Co-op,era-

u ." • 
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tive Societies Act) to those persons only whose qualifica
tions are adequate, and (b) check over'the progress of audit 
programmes and over audit reports in the Audit Branch' 
of the office." 

In Bombay they have gone even farther than a' district 
and have organized Taluqa Development Associations. 
But these are not branches of, the Co-operative Institute, 
but independently registered bodies. The object of thes~ 

associations is the agric~ltural development and organiza
tion and supervision of co-operative societies within, the 
Taluqa. With a view to achieve these objects these asso~ 

ciations undertake (a) the dissemination of agricultural 
knowledge by means of demonstration lectures, pamphlets 
and so forth. They supply through co-operative societies, 
and on the principles of the co-operative movement (I) 
good and reliable seeds, (2) better and improved imple
ments and. (3) good and useful manures. They interest 
themselves in the improvement of the breed of cattle, 
and the milk supply; consolidation and enlargement of 

scattered and small holdings; development of cottage in

dustries ; organization and improvement of co-operative. 

societies. They purchase on indent for the members and 

constituent societies, seed, manure and implements, as tl)ey 

may require, and arrange for the sale of their produce., 

And they also represent the grievanc~ of the agriculturists 

to the authorities concerned. 
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One interesting feature about these associations is to 
be found in the Advisory Committees attached to them. 
The Advisory Committee consists of (I) the Deputy 
Director of Agriculture, (2) the Assistant Registrar, Co
operativ€1 Societies, (3) the ,Cotton Superintendent, (4) 
the Entomological. Assistant i (5) the Cotton Breeder, 
(6) the Superintendent, Agricultural Station, (7) the 
District Agricultural Overseer, (8) the Agricultural Over
seer in charge, and (9) to (I I), three non-official mem
bers to be elected by the Managing Committee of the Deve
lopment Association and (I2) the Auditor, Co-operative 
Societies. The advice given by this committee, from time 
to time, has to be carried out by the Managing Commit
tee, as far as may be possible and practicable. These 
Taluqa Development Associations have been formed under 
the cCH>rdination scheme developed by " several of the Talu
qa Development Associations, which have been formed 
under the co-ordination scheme, have already commenced 
to do good work. Out of these associations, 23 are regis
tered under the Co-operative Societies' Act." The Govern
ment of Bombay have placed 31 lakhs of rupees at the 
disposal of the Provincial Co-operative Bank for land im
provement, and the Agricultural Department have detailed 
a separate Land Development Officer to work in co
operation with the Co-operative DepartQ1ent, and "through 
his assistance, it is hoped to form joint schemes of land 
improvement and finance them out of the Taqa7. l j grant." 
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Arbitration: We have tried to give an idea of the 
efforts so far made to de-officiate the control of co-opera
tion in India but as the Registrar of Madras has remarked 
in a passage quoted elsewhere*, there are certain functions 
in relation to co-operative activity that must always (at 
least so long as the present Act is not changed) remain 
with the Registrar. To this class belong the duties of 
granting co-operative existence, i. e., registration, audit, 
arbitratiol) and liquidation. We find a. successful effort 
having been made to de-officialize, it should have proved 
of inestimable value as a source of inspiration and 
gUidance to other prov~nces had it lived long enough 
to enab\epeop\e' to form a correct estimate of. its worth. 
But its useful career was unhappily cut short by the 
solicitud~ of an unimaginative minister for the panchay'at 
System. So even there now the Registrar and his' staff 
a&;e mainly responsible for the work of arbitration. 

In the case of a dispute touching the business of a co
operative society, between members or past members of 
the society, or persons claiming through a member or, past 
member, or between a member or past membe~, or per
sons so claiming and the committee or any officer, a refer
ence in writing must be made by any party to the Regis
trar and the Registrar has power either to decide ,the dis~ 

pute himself or to refer it for decision to an arbitrator 

• Supra page 2I S. 
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appointed by him or to several arbitrators of whom one 
may be appointed by him and one by each of the parties 
to the dispute. The duties of an arbitrator are judicial. 
but thl: Evidence· Act does not apply to the proceedings 
before him, and although he should endeavour to follow 
the general rules in admitting evidence, he is not required 
to comply strictly with them, and failure to conform strict
ly with .the provisions of the Evidence Act is not a valid 
objection to the award. Nor are the legal practitioners 
allowed to appear before the arbitrator on behalf of the 
parties. The Registrar or the arbitrators have the power 
to administer oaths, to require the attendance of all parties 
concerned and of witnesses, and to require' the production 
of all books and documents relating to the matter of the 
dispute by the same means and in the same mann~r as is 
provided in the case of a civil court. After hearing the 
parties, and going through the evidence both oral and 
documentary, the Registrar or the arbitrators give their 
award in writing, and such decision, on application to the 
civil court having local jurisdiction is enforced as a decree 
(If the civil court. If ~rbitrators have be'en appointed by 
the Registrar, then any party aggrieved' by the award may 
appeal to the Registrar within one month of the date of the 
award, and his orders in the matter are finaL 

Liquidation: When the registration of a co-operative 
. society is cancelled by: the Registrar, the society ceases to 
exist as a co-operative body. A liquidator is appointed t<> 
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wirid Up the concern and his powers 'are-derived from the 
Co-operative Societies' Act and the rules made by Govern:
ment under that act. When a liquidator is appointed, as' 
a general rule. he immediately takes into custody all books, 
registers and accounts belonging to the dissoloved socie
ty, as well as, all,the property, effects and actionable 
claims to which the society is entitled. But he is not 
entitled to do so under the law. He should wait for two 
months or for more, i.e., till the cancellation of the regis-' 

tration. He does not therefore' take possession of the 

records and properties' whenever he apprehends opposi-: 

tion. After this, he draws a'statement of the assets and' 

liabilities on the basis of information at his disposal. Then 

h~ publishes a notice requiring all claims against the society, 

tq be submitted to him within a specified time. Allliabili-. 

ties recorded in the account-books of the society are ~aken' 
as duly notified to the liquidator_ In the meanwhile, he 

sets off the assets of the society held by the Central Bank 

against the dues of the Central Bank. This is done in the" 

earlier stages of liquidation, because, it would be inequit

able to allow the Central Bank to hold the assets of the 

~ociety.'while the debts of the society to'the bank carry a 

higher rate of interest. 

'. ,After this he investigates.all claims against the society. 

The accumulated reserve fund used as the working capital 
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·of the society is at first included in theliability.* In the 
;assets the liquidator includes the cash balances,' if any, 
on the date of dissolution. Then' he recovers· the debts 
-due to the society from the members as much as possible. 
If necessary. the liquidator may institute suits for the 
recovery of sums due to the society. Then he proceeds 
to decide the question of priority arising between claimants 
;and draws up a scheme for the payment of their dues. No 
payments are made out of the reserve fund and other 
assets of the society till so much of the assets of the 
;society as can be recovered from members has not been 
recovered. If these are not sufficient to meet the liability. 
the liquidator proceeds to determine the contributions to 
be made by each member or past member to the assets 
-of the society. He also dctermines in what proportion 
;and by what persons thc costs of liquidation are to be 
borne. 

Any person affected by an order passed by the liquid a-
I . 

tor may make such representations as, he desires to the 
Registrar and the latter may pa~s such orders as he thinks 
fit. In discharging the liabilities of a society precedence is 
-ordinarily given to a loan from the Government. Next 
the borrowings are paid with interest till the date of repay~ 
ment. Then the deposits of non-members are paid. Then 

. '" Bombay: The reserve fund is not treated separately 
from other assets of the society. 
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the deposits of members. And lastly the share money 
paid by the members.* Current deposits of each. dass 
are given precedence over the fixed deposits of that c1ass~ 
. If after meeting all liabilities any surplus is left the liquida
tor calls a meeting of the committee members of the 
dissolved society and asks them to select an object of 
local interest or public utility to which the surplus is to 
be applied.t If the committee fail to select an object 
the amount is deposited in any co-operative bank until a 
new society within a similar area of operation is registered, 
in which case, the amount is credited to the reserve fund 
of the new society. 

If, however, the assets of the society faU ~h,0r:!= 

of the liabilities, then the liquidator has to assess con
tributions from the members or the past meIJlbers.How-· 
ever, this is only done when he finds that thf< ;'lssets in~ 
eluding the resen'e fund and other funds of the society 
are insufficient to meet the outside liabilities, i~, e., a~ 

liabilities· except the share-capitaI. For thispurpos~, a 
meeting of the members and past members is called by th~ 

• Mat/raJ :·If thefl,lnds permit, the members are entit!ed 
not only to the repayment of their share-capital but ,;llso to 
any dividend for the year or years in which no dividend was 
paid, when the society was working. . '. .' . 

t Mat/r~s : A few old societies .. are probably entitled t~ 
divide the surplus 'funds among thcmselve" Ii they so 
choose." Burma: In' aU' the non-credit societies surplus 
funds, if any, are divided amongst the members. . .:. ,".' , 
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Liquidator and before them he reads the up-to-date balance 
sheet of the society and exp~ains to the members their 
jndividual acco~nts.as they stand according to the records, 
verifies them . and mail:es an enquiry into the financial 
position of every member, and discussesw,ith theJD· all the 
bad 'and dO\1btful debts. ,He hears all objections. takes 
necessary evidence on them and gives his decision. He 
~hen prepares a statement showing in detail the amount 
due to the society from every member and the 'extent to 
~hich it is possible to recover from him. Then he draws 
up his formaL order, determining thecontri,butiQns to. be 
made by the members to the assets of the society. Any 
sum so determined by the liquidator to be recove(~d as 
a contribution to the society or costs of liquidation is 
recovered on a requisition being made in this behalf by the 
Registrar to the collector in the same manner as arrears 
of land revenue. 

Usually, the follow~ng order in which assets are utilized 
for meeting liabilities is adopted: first of all the cash 
balances, if any, are utilized for this purpose. Then the 
deposits of the society with oLher co-operative banks. 
Then the proceeds of the debt realizations from the mem
bers or the sureties of indebted members. Then the 

, sale pr~eec1s of the property belonging to the liquidated 
society, then the reserve fmid of the society. then' the 
money paid by the society towards the purchase of shares 
'in the Central Bank and last of all the contribution from 

members. 
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CHAPTER IX 
AFTER-THOUGHTS 

It is generally acknowledged that the credit society is 
the best foundation, on -which more 'ambitious sch¢rries 
could be built. And the experience of' people who have 
worked in the co-operative' movement is that "where 
there is a well-managed and succeSsful credit society, there 
will be found the best prospects - for agricultural improve
ment or any other form of ·co-operativeactivity." 'Co-
operation in India, therefore, was originally introduced 
to provide capital for agriculture and the primary credit 
societies' continue, of course, to lead in numbers and im'
portance, and this is but natural in an agricultural country 
like India. 

But it would be wrong to jUilge what co-operation has 
done by studying the mere numbers of co-operatlve credit 
societies either per 100 of the population or to .feel 'content 
by giving figures of deposits or owned capital' merely. 
The true aims of co-operation are wider. Co-operation 
aims at much more thap the mere' provision of cheap 
credit. No credit, 'cheap or dear, is likely to be of any avail 
unless those who ~eceive it have been taught the wise )lSe 
of it. ,It .aims as observed ,by Mr. Calvert at ". adult 
education of. ~hich the primary object ,was tQ instill. into 
the people the need fororganizipg themselves on . econo
mic lines if they were ever to escape from the burden -of 
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poverty and debt. Our object, as we understand it, is to 
examine the whole economic structure ... to study the de
~ects which re~rd economic progress and to discover the 
factors which contribute to the comparatively low standard 
of . prosperity, and then to devise schemes whereby" the 
people can remedy these deficiencies and remove these'fac
tors by organizing for seH-help and mutual help." Co
operation, therefore, does not 'mean the " mere reduction of 
indebtedness and, the provision of cheap credit; it means 
self-help, the improvement of moral and material 'position 
of a number of people by their own united efforts. Suc
cess is therefore to be judged by the extent to which the 
co-operative movement has succeeded in realizing these two 
and in teaching the members thrift. 

Judged by these standards one hardly feels justified in 
saying that co-operation has made much of a success in 
India as a whole. True, there are some provinces notably 
the Punjab, Burma or Bombay where the movement has 
ma~e a deeper impression than in.others, but even there )t 
has .touched only a fraction of the population, and there is 
50 much left to be done. WheQ. I say that co-operation 
has: not· made much of a success, I do not mean for, a mo-

. I. 

m .. nt to, belittle the work . that has been accomplished so 
far; . nor do I mean to question the soundness of the co
operative organization and its 5uitabilityas a. potent. factor 
in, the solutio~ of India's great problem of mass indebted
ness, mass poverty and .mass ignorance-:-in a word. mass 
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awakening. What I do mean .is, that w~ should pot~b~ 
cont~nt with what we have succeeped inll:chi~v~ng, ,because 
what we h,ave acheieved though great 'in itself, alld more 
so when we ,take into qrosideration th~ brief sP!lce ,of ,twell" 
ty Years, whicl). is but like a se~ond 'in:tl1-elife . hi!ltory o~ 

an an~ient country like I,ndia. is, very Uttle indeed, inrela" 
tion to what still lies before us, toi>eattaine!I. 

What we have secured isa valuable acquisition.in itseIfi 
as it has proved the success of an experiment. As the san}c 
experiment was being, conducted under a' dozen differing 
environments in the various provinces of India" we have 
now at our. disposal" a }Vealth, of experience that, should 
prove of in:estimabl~ value in ,deciding our .future policy 
in regard'to this movement. -This acquisition is by no means 
a mean .advantage. It is this which impels me to make, one 
general observation which, so to say,',has been continuously 
forcing itself upon'my,attentiori,as I. have been 'studymg 
the co-op.erative movement' in the various provinces of India 
and..abroad." Jt is that those responsible ,for the dev~lop: 
ment: of this, movement whether:, 'officials or non-officials 
must dearly recognize that: the succeSs 01,- the movement 
depends much moreon'the spirit inwhicft';jtis worked and 
much les~ on' the' form of organization,i; e:., liws, bye-laws 
and regulatibhs. ' This' discovery' on' my' part' is by, n'o 
meaM' new:'::'Sii- : Frederick : Nicholson while' concluding 
his: feporUn the early: nineties 'of· the :I9'thcentury' remarIc
ed ;." ,Einft'lR"aiffeiSen and' ,the . problem; of Co-:<>pera~ion 
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is solved." . To a~ .off-hand observer the remark may· 
,appeflr a, little dogmatic but to me there appears to be no 
ster:Ii.<:r: truth than what is conveyed in those words~ . The 
.lawlland bye-laws are very similar in t,he two adjoining 
provinces of Agra a.nd Oudh, and the Punjab, and yet there 
is BO denying the fact that the Punjab is not only superior 
in t.he number and varij!ty of co -operative activitY,,!?ut 
~hat the.societie~ ip that province are also {ar more,cQ' 
operative, in their outlook than the societies in the -LIni~,:!d 
frov,inces. Coinparisons are alway~ odious, but at the 
ri$k, of., bt;ing hit hard, I~ust be, out with what I feel. 
Attached. to the :Ill~vement for years past, we in the 
llnited Provinces have ,not, had a ,man with a heart 
aglow; , wi~hthe~re of sympathy for the submerged 
,classes and inspired with that zest for human uplift· 
'Yhich has been egging .on men ,like Calvert, Strickland 
and ,Darling ,in,th~ Punjab, .or men like Deodhar and 
Lallu . BhaL Samaldas in iheBombay Presidency. The 
progress of co-operation in .the Punjab has led the Commit
tees ,on,Co-operation .appointed in. the CentralPrDvinccS 
and . the . UnitecJ. P.(ovinces to. recommend changeS in 
the. constitution of societie$ toapprol(;Unate lhemto. the 
Punja~ tnQdel.' So far So good. But we must keep in mind 
that a mere change in the constitution would not· work 
wo~erst becau~e ~hat m~kes for succ,ess in life " is not SG 

~uc~ ih~. c,onstitution ?-s; the men and the 'spirit With :which 
they. a.r~ prepared to work. It is a; little hopeful to "note 
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that the committeeappionted by' the United Provihc~ 
Government have recognized the great importarice 'of' :the 
human factor in this movement, and have duly emphasized 
the need ofattracting the right kind of men for serviCe"in 
the' 'movement. And it is on'securing the right kind of 

"men, whether paid or honorary, that our efforts'shOuld be 
directed towards the movement not only in the Provinces, 
where the movement has been definitely 'pronounced as 
backward, but also in', those where it is'well'established. 
Unless those who' go about organizing and spreading 'co
operation have their heart in the movement, it is not possi
ble to gain the confidence and support of the people'for 
whom the movement is really meant. With 'a' few honour
able exceptions, the type of man that has' so fat, irt' moSt 
cases,beefi' attracted' to' work in this movement is that 
self-seeking type to which the title and the slI.(iadare' the' 
chief appeal. He, ;is -not there'bedluse be has: been'driven 
toit by art inward foree,'but'he is'there because'he finds in 
the movement a fresh avenue fot his ends,' ;,Arid thiS' bas 
proved not only' the curse of co 'operative' movement, -but 
of aU other sociat problems whiCh are' awaiting their sOlu
tions. 'the absence of real civic conscience iIi olir educated 
and.moneYed classes is at the bottom of' 'all' our' faihires. 
It is this absence that' makes so many Of 'us talk: glibly 
on the ~latform of the uplift of the depres~ed classes imd 
yef keep!; us from doing anything senousin that di rection. 
We have so many 'schools and colrege~; nay, universities 
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for the higher castes and so many edu.cational trusts ,that 
award scholarships tQ these same classes, but I know pf not 
more than one meant exclusively for the depressed classes.
Ang. yet in every conference .and congress a resolution for the 
up-lift of the .dePressed classes must be passed I A Mala· 
'l/i)'a could .gather a crore. ~f rupees and estahlish a un.iver-· 
sity for the higher,castes but even he could not go beyond 
words for the de~ressed classes. A Gandhi coulq squan
der . another Crore on his whims of khaddar revival, but the 
.id,ea of establishing educational trusts, of say ten lakhs each~ 
for each individual province for giving scholarships or found
ing institutions for. the education' of the d!!pressed classes 
eould not yet find a ,place' inhis heacl. And yet he must 
-;uways talk and write of the uplift of the ma,sses. It is the 
absence of the real civic consCience in our landed classes 

• :that make t~em fll!-unt in the face of serious people. as ~e 
leaders of the' agricultural classes and yet has kept them' 
Jrom doing. anything howsoever little for the development 
;of ,agriculture or .the better,ment of the .cIassesengaged in 

. it. ,If the Government initiated the exPt:rimental and de;
monstration farms, their. cunning provided them even: in 
these well-intentioned institution a fresh avenue of ,title 
h~~ting. What wonderful genius we in India see~. to' have 
fo,r,nlllkiriK farce o~ all things great!' . .' .," '.' ' .• 

. ' .l\he one great lesson .t~at I ha.ve·l.ea~t frOnl th~compa
'rat'lve study of co'Operative orgaruzation m the varIOUS l>ro
'virites is that the' real cause of. the failure of: co-operatioD 
" . .'·That orl;anizedby Lala Lajpat Rai in the Punjab. 
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in the United Provinces and the Central Provinces; and its 
comp~rative suCcess in the Punjab and Bombay. is the lack 
of civic conscience in the educated middle-<:lass 'people. If 
co-operation is becoming a Ii ving force in the Punjab it;jS 

because that province has been' sIngularly fortunate in 
havfng a band of living officials:..-.oflicials wko live_ ft# tfie. 
peOple, who think for tke people and work lof -ike people., 
If co-operation is a living force-'in Bombay, it is because 
that province has succeeded in securing a -set of living ,oBi;, 

daIs in addition to a' band of enthusiastic and earnest non
officiaiworkers. And that is why in BomBay alon'e we 
find'not only a Hving co-operative movement, but -also an 
organizlltion for' its development, complete" in 'alI--' its 
details. : 

,lithe general statement made above is tru'e, as 1 think 
it is/'and my thought is 'based: on its negative support-as 
e~id~nced in the United Provinces ,and the Certtral Provin
ces, and its positive support in the Bombay Pre~idehcy' 
and the Punjab, then at the helm of affairs of -this' move
ment we should, have enthusIastic- lovers of :pool,' agricul
turists and, depressed classes, and: equally enthusiastiC' 
believers in the potentiality of the co-operative,' principle. 
And yet their love and-enthusias_rri must be -tempered with 
sober facts' and figureS about (i) the .working of co~pera
tion in the various' provinces.,of India and abroad and (ii); 
thepecuiia.r needs of the people they want ,to,help. ,'UIi
less we'- have this ra~e combination of qualities 'in our 
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higher· officials from whom the classes are to catch their 
enthusiasm, there is not much cha.nce of the right type of 
non-official being attracted to the movement. 'Birds of 
the same feather· flock together: A mediocre who may 
find himself at the head of the movement through jobbery 
ot flattery is but sure to attract a band of jobbers and flat
terers. And if we have honest and earnest workers at the 
direction' of the movement-workers wlliJse moving force is 
seI"llice of humanity-then only men of this particular 
stamp will be attracted. To aid such officials in their 
honest efforts the lure of the title and the sanad should go, 
and the Garjbaldian note of' Come attd die! Your coutury 
needs you' must be substituted in its place. True it is not 
likely to attract many people in the beginning; and the 
work may have to proceed rather slowly, but the work of 
one sincere man would be far more effective in its results 
than the sum total of the work of a crowd of job and title
hunters. 

To secure such men an appeal should be made to the 
dormant patriotism of our educated young men in the 
universities and colleges by means of lectures, magic 
lanterns, pamphlets and so forth, wherein an attempt 
should be made to impress upon them the appalling misery 
of their poor brethren, and how by their efforts it could 
be got rid off. Having secu.re? the heart of a few educa
ted yoqng men iq this way, they should be trained in the 
university itself for working for co-operation in their later 
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life: These men should be put in charge of a small board 
consisting of one or two teachers of the university-te~chers 
who are themselve's interested in the co-operative move· 
ment and in other kinds of socilil work-and at least . one 
man from the co-operative department. The University 
part of this board should initiate these young men. intQ 
the principles of co-operation and its working in. the 
various countries, in auditing and accountancy, togetheI 
with a detailed study of Rural arid Urban Economy with 
special reference ~o the conditions of the· Provjnces fOI 
the service of which they may be undergoing training~ The 
Departmental part of the Committee shou~d take these 
young men to the. areas where the classes for whom the 
movement is being organized live and labour, to show 
them the condition of the people they will be called upon 
to serve, as well as, to bring home to them the contrast 
in the life of people living in localities where there .are 
societies already working and of those who live in places 
where there may be no societies. 

The next important question that arises is ho", to uti· 
lize the services of these trained young men, i.e., .whether 
they should be recognized as honorary organiZers, carrying 
on their work under some sort of a guidance of the Depart· 
ment, but just in the manner that suits their convenienct:: 
best as is the practice in most of the provinces, or they 
should be taken in the regular cadre of the co-operative 
service as honorary officers carrying on their work under 
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the control of the Department just like the other offi~ers, 
isis the· practice adopted in the Punjab. Looked - at from 
the purely· efficiency point of view the second would appear 
as byiar, the better of the t~o. Brit the kind of man that 
is ilkely t~ be attracted to serve under these conditions is 
Of that kind of young man who after proving his worth as a 
honorary· worker for a year or two aspires for a permanent 
paid employment in the D.epartment. It is-only this kind of 
man that can not only· devote his whole time and atten
tion to the co-operative work, but can also live without 
any monetary help just . looking; at this period as that of 
apprenticeship. And who can deny the great capacity, of 
our apprentices to subsist on hope?· However, such a 
ngid system, though admirable in its own way is not 
likely to encourage most of those non-offiCials, who though 
quite honest and earnest in theu-· desire to work -for the 
cO-operative movement, have their own avocations oflife 
that claim their time and attention, and therefore who can 
give only their leisure time-to this work. ' That iUs likely 
to result in keeping such non~ffiCials largely out of the 
movement, is supported- ,by what has happened in the 
Punjab,' That elTenpeople of this class can do a great 
service to co-operation is proved by the experience_ of 
the Bombay Presidency, and on a minor scale eIsewher~ as 
wel1. -Arguing', a-prion' it would appear that we should 
utilizcboth·:these1mothods :of enlisting the services of non
officials., " There are: certaIn functions jn relation to .co-
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operative activity'such as pmpaganda, organization, ,general 
supervision and control t()c ensure the creation and, mainte
nance of a liVing co-operative spirit the,se: shoul,d~e :,eJltru~ 
ted to the honorary organizers. An 9fficer, whe~~er honp~ 

", " , ,. ,'. .1, •. 

~ary or ,paid, . acquires a peculiar 'air abqut hin,t,' ",h~ch 
seldom,suq:eeds in evoking the same degree, of cont\denc~ 
amo~g the masses. asa non~fficial organize~;' prefe~abiy 
from the. same l~calityas the ~oci~ti~s putin}{is' ckrg~; 
i~ calculated to ·do. To the pon-official organize~ th~r~f~~e. 
I should prefer. to leave that 'work which brings him in~q 
intimate touch with the me~bers. While to 'th~ . ~?nq~~!y: 
Qfficersshould be. left the regular duties'of their ,office and 
th,e supervision of. the work of. other \tlon~fficial . workers .. 
~utsuch hO~o~ry, o~cer~ sho~ld' n~t be ~aken,i~~~rie' 
numbers as .can ,not b~ absorbed in the· regular paid. cadre. 
of the Dep~T'tment withi~ a 'r~sonable tim~. If~ hO;!f:V~~: 

, ". .... ,,'J .. ..... 

therE~ b~ so~e pers~>ns forthc?ming who have nothin!;'t9.,[do, 
to earn "their. lIving, and who can, devote their wl191e ,tim,e 

•• ,. _ .' .. " k •• ~. • • • '.. ;,:. j. ~" , 

and attention to the service of the movement without. 
t" .10 ' 

expecting any reward from it in the future except the joy 
of.servlCen:ndered,' "then they' should be encouraged' to 
come . in' and honorary rank cortferred upon them.·there' 
should be no need for m:e to' add here,: that under this 
scheit!~ the future recruitm~nt t.o'the Co-apef!ltive 'Depa~~ 
ment wouid be from amongst 'th'e waiting list' of Hon6rary; 
Officers, ahd that :the kind ~f previous trainingrecorrim~h-
oed above would be cOllfinoo nofonly to those 'who 'waft t 
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to enter the co-<>perative service but would be a sine· qua· non 
sf all honorary workers, as well. 

The other point that has struck me, rathe'r forcibly 
during 'the course of my studies is the want of some l1nifo~m 
principle in the organization that have been set up in the 
various proyinces to propagate, control and guide the co
operative activity. In a case like this where each province 
has its peculiar problems a' certain degree of diversit)dn 
aims, orgariizations and metl].od& is what one should be pre· 
pared to meet, and yet I cannot persuade myself to believe 
that by an interchange of thought between the Registrars of 
the various provinces and' other Development Officers such 
as the Directors of Agriculture, Industries, Education, and 
the Ministers of Education, Industries and Agriculture 
and of Local Self-Government we <;ould not bring into ex
istencecertain general principles that would in future 
underlie these organizations in all the provinces, while 
making aU possible allowances for the peculiar needs of 
each. 

Thus in almost all the provinces it ~s clearly recognized 
that, there should be a close co-operation between the 
Department of Co-operation, Agriculture and Industries, 
but with the exception of Bombay, and Bihar and Orissa; 
this co-oper~tion is generally confined to occasioqal inter
c;h~nge of ideas as between the officers of these Depart
ments~ and each department seeks to set up its own organ· 
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ization in the muffassil for putting its ideas into practice. 
This Jack of closer co-ordi!Jation at the. various stages. has. 
resulted in bringing into existence a host of organizations 
with si~ilar aims and objects and . .has led to an unne~es
sary waste of time and . money. The number of people 
both able and willing to take part in public activities being 
limited in India, the result usually is that the same set 'of 
people with slight alterations in the personre is met with 
in them, and as most of the individuals thus succeed ill. 
baving too much of a goodthing on their hands, the work 
in an of them suffers. If, however, we could devise· some 
consolidated scheme of development in which the activities 
not only of the various development departments but also 
of non-official workers, in t.he various development fields 
could be co-ordinated, then there would be greater chances 
of success with much less expen.dtture of time and money 
o~ our schemes of aeveloprri~nt. 

To put this idea into practice, if found acceptable, we 
should have in every province a Development Board con
sisting of EI) the Ministers in charge of Agriculture, In
dustries, Local Self-Govemment and Education, (2.) the 
Directors of Agriculture, Industries and Education, (3) 
the Registrar of Co-opetative Societies and the Officer·in
Charge of Local Self-Govemmentand the Chief Engineers. 
in charge of Buildings, Roads and Irrigation; (4) The Presi
dents or the Chief Officers of the. Provincial Co-operative 
Bank, and the Imperial Bank of India : (5) two· 'or three 
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gentlemen nominated by. the Governor to secure:! expert 
advice, ;j.nd (6) a few persons nominated by the Provincial' 
Legislature. This board should have as its er-o/fido president 
the Finance Member of the province.' To this· board· 'aU 
schemes of development-in the province whether·ineduca'; 
tion or in industries or, in local self-government should be 
submitted beforefinal·sanc.tion~For its permanent Sec
retary there should be a .provincial development officer :with 
a number of assistant development officers for each 'indivi
dual development branch ,such as the 'educational assistant, 
the co-operative assistant and so. forth; These assistants 
may preferably 'be the heads Qfthe Development Depart
ments such as the. Director 'of Public Instruction or the 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies. Similarly the· Board 
itself should have its sub-committees ,each in charge of a 
particular brandi with the respective Assistant' Develop
ment Officer as its Secretary. These bodies as l·ton
template them, would be deliberative, in character, and 
would, seek to co-ordinate the various ,schemes of develop-' 
ment, that may' originate in·. the, various' d~elopment, 
departments and that would as such tnakerecommendations . 
to, t.he, various executives concerned. 

We have an organization answering somewhat to the 
above description in Blharimd Orissa, but its constitution 
is exclusively' official and its objective much' less como. 
ptehensive than is contemplated here. Besides· this it be-' 
gins and ends at the· top. There is nothing tocan,y Its: 
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co-ordinated effott in the interior :of ,theprovince~ e'ltcept 
th~:c;ontempIated, Divisional Development Officers. To make 
the idea really effective we should have District Develop
ment Boards" consisting of !>oth officials and ~ori-officials 
and ,having similar sub-committees as- mentioned above. 

In the District I>evelopment ~~ard,;the Government; 
in addition' to such. ~evelo~metit departments' 'officers,' as 
the DiSt'rictCo.opera~ive Inspectors or the Junior ASSIst
ant -'Registrars, the, Inspector Or the Deputy In~pect_oi
u(;Schools and' the officers' in diarge ofindustrie~ and 
-agriculture,. the District Engineers of Buildings, Roads, 
Irrigation and the District Vete-rinaty Officer, s~ould be 
repreSented by the District Officer who should be its ex
of!iCfochairman. -The n~~-officiai el,ement ~eing -pro~ided 
by: :Bne nominee' each· from (a) tile'lOtal municipaf com
miit~, (b) the District-Board, (c) 'the lo<:ai university,' 
college or school, (dj one nominee from the District Cen
tral' -; Bank, (e) two nOll1ine~ irotn, ~~her district organiza
timis cb-operative' or otherwise whiCh ,"aybe busy either in 
the aev~lopment 'of ~gricult~l'e', or industries and(f) such 
otlie~j~dividual~ -las - may ha;e given proof of their active 
sympathy,' as :weli'a~, their willingness 'and ability'tosei'Ve 
by'cdtithlu-ous honorary work in any of' 'the - ,fields' of d,e
velolm'lerit. Such individual should.; be riomi~ated' by the 
District Officer i-n:corisultatioIi'with'the't>ther '6ffi~ial -and 
nominated memb(:rsas mentionedbefure., 
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To the co-operative s~b-committee of this board should 
be entrusted tbework Qf propaganda, organization; super
visIon' and' control Of the ca.operative sOcietie~ in the dis
trict.. All paid and honorary supervisors and organizers 
should· be under its control_ and it should be maderespon
sible not only for. the education and training of· these 
supervisors .and 'organizers, but also £orth~ training·of 
the managers and secretaries of societies. The only' prO
vince in which we find any organized system of training and 
education of the co-operative staff is· Burma: in others 
this work is left either to the District Central Banks.. or 
'to the Government officials, or is shared by both. 

In the 'Punjab they had one educational inspector, 
and the three months' class . at Gurdaspur,where' educa
tion in Rural Economics and co.operation was imparted. 
Howeveri .. owing to financial stringency, the educational 
inspector has had to be absorbed in ~he regular' work. 
and the three months' class at Gurdaspur has. been aban
doned temporarily. }he Refresher Courses for the ·staff 
have been handed over to the Circle Registrars, who· have 
been given discretion to hold them or not as their allot
ment for travelling allowances permits.~··· However, the 
latest information is that all is now well. They have two 
Educational Inspectors and clas.ses and ,courses a~e i~. more 
vigorous swing than, ever.· This means that eyeD .,in t~is 

* Vide Report on the working .of Co-operative, Societies' 
Act intbePunjab, '192 3- 24. 
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province outside' the select co-opera?ve circle, the value 
of education is not appreciated. . If it were, t~en J;hllre 
should have been no difficulty in securing fundsfoI:suCh 
a desirable purpose. 

~n Burma the training and examination ofs~i€;ties' 
secretaries. and union secretaries. are undertaken by .local 
central bodies such as The Union Group Boards and Pistrict 
Associations with the help of the staff of. the departmenL 
The classes for these are held quarterly or . half7yearly and 
are followed by examinations_ The examinations fo.r supert 
visors and auditors are 'Conductec\ by theelaminatiop. sub. 
committee of the Burma Co-operative ,Counell, :the Regis-. 
trar . acting. as President. The sub-committee has p!,>wers 
to co-opt. other 'persons, official or :non-official. . to . act 
as ~aminers arid moderators. These exaiDin~tiop.s_.are 
held. half-yearly in both Mand/llay and Rang.oon .. Ifa 
candidate succeeds in passing the examination he· l'eceives 
a certificate. Nobody can be appointed either .assupef,Vi
Sor or auditor unless he holds the certificate·given.by .. tbe 
Council. The Auditors who are already. in the employ of 
the Burma Co-operative Council· are .given a refresher 
course of lectures once.a year. and are' ,examined 'at .the 
conclusion. The Burma Accountancylnstitute~ which:.Was 
started in the year 1922~23. ", has. been· Jucce$sfully, _ wQTk
ing, ,and· is conducting: classes jor .catim4ates wbo desire 
to.appear for the examination'conduc~ed by the. Account
anC}' Diploma Board, Bo~bay, f~r the grant of the Govern-
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ment Diploma' in- Accountancy. The Registrar .is~,the, 

chairtnan·.of. the Accountancy elas,ses. Advisory Board, 
whiCh conducts, the, arrange!l'lents connected . with the In-:-
stitute. :.; 

: .. From the brief description of what is being done in 
regard 1; to the training' of .. society . secretaries, managers, 
supetvisors and :auditorsr it . should he. clear that, (1) ,we 
have no , satisfactory, system irimost of the provinces and 
(2); that ol,ltside Burma. thex:e is nothing to secure uniform~ 
it}' ,of standard in the work of.societysecret~ries. supervis
orsand' the auditors. ,If, as recommended above, the·. Co
operative Committee of the. Pistrict Development .. Board 
is, . entrusted with: the training of these people, the desired 
uniformity would be secured. In. the' provinces, _ such as , 
Burm·a and Madras. where the Unions undertake the train~ 

ing'~of,'so<;iety secretarjes,'it is not necessary tO,take away 
the\vork of trainirigand teaching ;from them,brit the 
examination should be conduct~d by the District ,Organiza- ' 
ti<>n, ,,!lnd orily those who hold' the : certificate- issued' by' .it 
shouJd be entrusted with the work. ; In addition'.to conduct
ing'examinationsforthe secretaries. and:arranging for theit 
training ,in the provinces; wher~ the union system is .not 
develOped; the District Organization· should undertake' ; the 
teaching;' and, the training.of tne. supervisoxs, the managers 
of tlte 'Central institutiori; and theauiiitors. The:sch~e; 

.1191' r"eontempla~e ~it,' -would take:9.way the work :0£ propa: 
'ganda;:; organizatiOI,l and ,con.t.r:ol' from ,the (central.1il1iUlC~g . " . .. 
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institutions and leave them for greater time to attend to 
the problems of finance which under the existing circum-. 
stances are not receiving their due share of attention. 
But it would lj!ave the centtal institutions other than finance 
in tact. The District Organization should never attempt the 
tasks of supervision, audit, and the control of the supervisors 
and auditors in those localities where we have either Super
vising Unions or the Guaranteeing Unions. In such localities 
it would confine itself to the ge~eral work of education, pro
paganda and organization. I have tried to make this point 
clear as I am very much alive to the superiority of super· 
vision and control from within to all outside control, how
ever well-intentioned it may be. 

[THE END] 
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